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SUPPLEMENT
1898,

RELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. IY.

For latest information respecting lights the Seaman

is referred to Admiralty List of Lights, Part VI., of

1896.

This List is published early in the current year,

corrected to preceding 31st December.
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SUPPLEMENT
1898,

RELATING TO

CHINA SEi DIRECTORY, Vol. IY.

THIRD EDITION,

1894.

The information contained in this Supplement is derived principally

from publications of the Russian and Japanese Governments, and from

reports by Officers of H.M. Ships.

The several paragtaphs follow the order of the paging of the China

Sea Directory, Vol. TV., 1894 ; the pages referred to are given herein in

the margin.

This Supplement cancels Hydrographic Notice No. 1 of 1896, and all

Notices to Mariners relating to the volume, including No. 471 of 1898.

{All Bearings are Magnetic. Variation in





KOREA.—W. COAST. 4

White rock.—A rock, with a depth of IJ fathoms on it at low x>. 59.

waier, and 5 to 7 fathoms around, lies with White rock beacon N. 62° E.,

distant 3| cables ; and summit of Huraann island F. 11° W.

Beacon.—The beacon on 'North Watcher is chequered black and white.

Line 10 from top of page 59,for black, read red.

Eheum Wolmi.—A large stone beacon surmounted by a mast and p. 60.

red cage has been erected on the detached rock, which dries, situated

2 cables N.N.E. from Kheum Wolmi north point, to mark the northern

entrance to Cremulpho.

The beacon is painted in black and white horizontal bands.

A shoal, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it at low water springs, is reported p. 63.

to be situated with So Wolmi (Observation island) summit bearing E. | N.,

distant 12| cables ; and Muttchi summit (129) N.byE.fE.; but the

position must be considered doubtful.

ChemulphO anchorage.—Koreietz rock, with a depth of 7 feet P- 64.

on it at low water, lies with the centre of So Wolmi bearing S. 58°E.,

<Jistant oj cables; and the clump on Kheum Wolmi K. 62° E.*

There is a depth of 2^ fathoms between Koreietz rock and. the 3 fathoms

marked on the Admiralty chart about one cable northward of the rock,

and a depth of 2 fathoms about one cable north-eastward of the rock.

Line 12 from top of page 64, /or Nak Syom, read Nap Syom.

City of Seoul.—The village of Mapu is situated on the right bank P- 66.

of the Seoul river, about 3^ miles westward from the South gate of Seoul

;

and is opposite the point where the road froni Chemulpho reaches the left

l)ank of the river.

Orchung do.—A small rock, which covers at high water, lies p. 70.

about 2^ cables, S. 28° W., from the unnamed islet about one mile

southward of Orchung do ; or approximately in lat. 36° 14|' N., long.

126° 16f' S.f

Guerin island.—Three sunken rocks lie near the Pinnacle rock p. 73..

south-eastward of Guerin island.

PalOS harbour.—A rock, which dries 7 feet at low water, lies

W. by If., distant 50 yards from the Eastern entrance point.

Brown rocks.—'The Japanese report the existence of a rock, awash p. 77.

at low water, lying about 9. cables S.E. | S. from Brown rock; or

approximately in lat. 35° 0' 50" N., long. 125° 52' 30".^

Lyne sound.—A sunken rock, circular in shape, abput a quarter of p. 79.

a cable in diameter, and nearly awash at low water, is situated on the

* See plan on chart 1,270. f See chart, No. 913.

J Se« charts, Nos. 913, 104.





western side of Chin do, in approximately lat. 34° 30' 45" K., long. P- 79.

126° 10' 55" E.*

Murray sound,.— -A- sunken pinnacle rock witli about 13 feet water P- 86

over it, is situated with the summit of Nimrod island bearing N. 62° W.,

distant 2^ miles, or approximately in lat. 34° 13' 10" N., long. 126° 5' 40" E.

Thistle island.—-A. rock which dries at low water, is situated P- 88.

midway between the Thistle island marked (406), and the small island next

eastward of it, or approximately in lut. 34° 23' N., long. 126° Of E.

Another rock, which also dries at low water, is situated If.!N".W., distant

2 cables from tbe last-mentioned small island.

Sate group.—Breakers have been reported on the north-eastern p- 91-

side of Bate group, in a position 2^ miles north-eastward from Remi

island.

So an tau.—TabSUta rock, awash at low water, lies with the p- 9^
summit of Stanley island, bearing S. 76° E., distant 5| miles ; and Selby

island summit (2,013), N. 18° E.

TSO chill.—A shoal, of sand and gravel, about 1| cables in length

east and west, and half a cable broad, with a least depth of 3;^ fathoms on

it and 5 fathoms on its edge, is situated near the north-east point of

Harbour Entrance island (Tso chih), in a position with the south-east

point of that island bearing S. ^ W., distant about 12 cables ; and South

point of So an tau E. | S.f

Crichton harbour.—A rock, with a depth of 3| fathoms on it at p. 97.
^

low water, is situated in Crichton harbour, with Snake point bearing

S. 15° W., distant 3^ miles ; and northern summit of So .'in tau (919),

N. 73° E.

Yokuchi do.—A. rock, with 3 fathoms on it and 15 to 23 fathoms P- 1^^-

close around, lies with Yokuchi do summit (1,272) bearing N-W. ^ W.,

distant 1^ miles; and Dove group summit (650) IvT.E. by E. | E.

A rock, named Matano se, with 4 fathoms on it, lies with Dove group

summit (650) bearing N. by E. ^ E., distant 2,^ miles; and Yokuchi do

summit (1,272) IJjT.W. by W. f W.

New group.—Rock.—A rock, which dries 2 or 3 feet at low p. 110.

water, lies nearly a quarter of a mile from the south-west coast of Kwan

Zan do, with the south-west extreme of Tobi do (Opposite island) bearing

N. 53° W,, or approximately, on chart, No. 104, in lat. 34° 40' 10" N.,

long. 128° 14' E.J

Also a sunken rock, with a depth of 4 feet on it, is situated in a position

with Tobi do summit bearing N. 88° W., distant 6 miles ; and Ord island

summit N. 4° W.

• See chart. No. 104. t See chart. No. 1,558.

X See charts, Nog. 104, 358.





KOKEA.—S.E. COAST. 6

A pinnacle rock, named Fuku se, with 3 feet on it and 15 to 19 fathoms p. 110.

close around, lies with Dove group summit (650) bearing S.W. ^ W.,

distant 1^ miles; and Sioehi do B. by S. | S.

CARG-ODO GULP affords anchorage for large ships in 27 to 33 feet P- n?-

water and may be entered by the channel eastward of Pong am do, or from

Shadwell gulf, smaller vessels find anchorage northward ofa line from cape

Gauchet to Dumas island.*

Pecheurs bay, near the eastern entrance, has shoals in it, with 4J fathoms

over them, and it is subject to the sea swell.

Port Boetet is westward of Beaumont island, 2| cables wide in its

narrowest part, and has depths of from 4- to 5 fathoms ; it affords good

anchorage in all , weathers. At its southern entrance is Vert islet, from

which a shoal extends south-eastward, partly uncovered at low water.

The channel between Ca.rgodo, and Shadwell gulfs, formed between

Kanzan island and Cargodo, is considered safe. A shoal of 13 feet and

probably less lies 3 cables W.N.W. of Alger point. There is only a boat

channel between Kanzan and Vedette island.

Shadwell gulf is formed between Shadwell peninsula and the

islands Kanzan and Cargodo ; it extends 9 miles northward and joins Sylvia

basin by a narrow and shallow channel. On the southern part of the

peninsula is a remarkable mountain named Les Oreilles d'Ane 1,430 feet

in height.

Small vessels may anchor in either Esperance or Boudha bays on the

western shore ; cape Boudha terminates in a large detached rock.

Port Tong yong is on the west shore, and the town fronted by wharves

extends around. Rocks under water extend from the north-east point of

the port, northward of Bonifay island.

IiG BOUlleur bay, on the north coast of Cargodo island, is 3 miles

wide at the entrance between Eclaireur point and Vigie islet, and 4 miles

deep. The depths decrease gradually from 12 to 4 fathoms.

Tides.—It is high water, full and cfewge, at Tong yong at 8 h. 34 m. ;

springs rise about 7 feet.

Sir Harry Parkes' sound.—A rock, with a depth of 14 pp^'^^*-

feet on it, is situated with Atkinson point summit (547 A), bearing

S.W. by W. f W., distant 8 cables ; and Cho a som summit (232),

S.E. f E.f

PUSAN HARBOUR. --Entrance.—A shoal, about three- p. 129.

quarters of a cable in length north and south, and quarter of a cable broad,

with a least depth of 3J fathoms on it, lies with the southern summit

* See chart. No. 2,972. t See chart, No. 1,0&5.





rsu siMA. 7

(565), of Magnetic head bearing N. 56° E., distant 5^ cables ; and Channel P- 129.

rock N. 53° W.*

Sunken rocks.—Several rocks, -with depths less than 3 fathoms P- 180.

on them, lie in an east-north-east direction from the rock, 8 feet high on

the south side of the channel opposite Channel rock. The outer of these

sunken rocks is just northward of the beacon lights at Sinsorio in line, has

a depth of 16 feet on it at low water, and lies with Channel rock bearing

]Sr. 6° W., distant 3^-^ cables ; and 8 feet high rock S. 59° W*

CA.TJTION.—In consequence of the existence of the last rock, the

beacons and lights at Sinsorio in line, as long as they are in the positions

hitherto occupied by them, cannot be used as a guide for navigating the

channel into Fusan by any but light draught vessels.

Since the discoyery of the rocks above mentioned, vessels of moderate

draught usually pass northward of Channel rock.

TSTJ SIMA.—MitSU Sima light i§ fioeed white, elevated p. 132.

52 feet above high water, and visible in clear weather from a distance of

8 miles, between the bearings IST. 55° E. and N. 42° W. The lighthouse

is a square wood tower, 18 feet high, painted black.

f

Kosaki (KOO saki) light is a^a;e<Z wAiVe and j-erf light, elevated

192 feet, and visible 15 miles in clear weather* It shows white from

]S'. 85° W., through north and: east to S. 83° E., and red from S. 83° E.

to S. 63° E.

Rock.—A. rock, with a depth of 4;^ fathoms on it at low water springs,

is situated in a position with Ko (Koo) saki lighthouse bearing S. 85° E.,

distant 2,^ miles ; and Mame saki N, 30° E.J

ASU harbour;—A landslip has recently occurred on the hill of the p. 135-

north entrance point to this harbour, forming a conspicuous white mark

as seen from seaward.§

Korea, east coast.—A rock, part of which dries 5 feet with pp. 137-

other parts dry at low water, extending about half a mile north-east and

south-west, lies in approximately lat. 35° 11' 20" N., long. 129° 14' E.

No close examination was made.||

Gensan harbour.—Kfixed t^reeM harbour light is shown on the p. 142.

head of the breakwater.

f

Cape Boltin.—A white rock is situated in a position with cape p. 145.

Boltin bearing. E. I N"., distant 6^ miles; and south-eastern extreme of

the seuth-eastern Arefiev islands S.S.W.**

* See chart, No. 1,259. t See chart, No. 358.

J See charts, Nos. 104, 358. § See chart, No, 874.

II
See charts, Nos. 2,347, 358. IT See chart, No. 54.

** See chart, No. 1,271.





-SIBERIA. 8

A sunken rock, on -which the sea breaks, is situated eastward of the p. 146.

point separating Tizenko and Stepanof bays, in a position with east

extreme of Ninue island, bearing N. by W. ^ W., distant nearly one mile

;

and south-east extreme of M.tjaiska point N.E. by E. | E.

Line 16 from the bottom of page 146, erase the word " probably."

Kornilof gulf.—There is reported to be only a depth of 3| fathoms

in mid-channel, between Avvukum island and that northward of it.*

Breakers have been observed extending about 2 cables off the south-west

side ofAvvakum island.

GOSHKEVITCH BAY.—The reef off West point, ISTorth bay,

is reported to extend further south-westward than shown on the chart s.f

Pallada road.—A. rock, with a depth of 15 feet on it, lies with p. U8.

Klikova point bearing N.E. by E. ^ E., distant 3^ cables; or approxi-

mately in Int. 42° 36' 40" N., long. 130° 52' 0" E.J

A spar buoy, surmounted by a broom, point downwards, is moored

near the rock ; and two white masonry beacons, erected on Klikova

point, bearing when in line N", 51° E., are reported to lead eastward of

the rock.

Cape Gamova has a beacon on the summit (1,800 feet).

Rocks.—-A. rock, with a depth of 6 feet on it, lies nearly 2 cables p. ISO.

E.N.E. from Maksimov island, which lies about 2^ miles N.N.E. from

cape Gamova. Another rock, with a depth of 3 feet on it, and 16

fathoms near, lies nearly three-quarters of a mile off shore, IsT. by E. ^ E.,

distant 1^ miles from cape Astafiev.§

Redcliffe island.—A rock, with a depth of 10 feet on it, lies with

the southern point of Stenin (Redcliffe) island, bearing N". 14° E.,

distant 1~^ miles.

Slavianski bay.—The shoal, with a depth of 4J fathoms on it, p. 151,

hitherto shown on the Admiralty Charts in a position nearly 4 cables

northward of Bruce point, southern side of entrance to Slavianski bay,

does not exist ; and it has been expunged from the Charts.
||

Popov island.—in the narrow part of Starka strait, between p. 153.

Popov and Kazakavitch islands, the extreme of the reef on the northern

side is marked by a red spar buoy, surmounted by a red broom turned

downwards ; and the extreme of the reef on the southern side by a red

and white spar buoy, with two red brooms, turned towards each

other. 11

* See chart, JIo. 1,271. t See chart, No. 1,186.

J See chart, No. 2,432. § See chart, No. 511.

II
See chart, No. 1,430.





SIBERIA.—VLADIVOSTOK. 9

SKRYPLEPP ISLAND—Fog signal —The fog signal in p. is4.

operation at Skrypleff island lighthouse consists of a siren, which,

during thick or foggy weather, will give blasts of seven seconds duration,

separated by silent intervals of one to two minutes.*

Should the siren be out of order, the fog signal will be made by bell and
gun as heretofore.

Top line, page 154, /or white read red bell.

Line 8 from the top, /or 164, read 173.

Cape NoVOSilski.—The two spar buoys, formerly marking the

foul ground extending from the cape, have been removed.

Larionoff point.—There is a fog bell at this point. p. 155.

Cape Tokarefski.—A white bell-buoy is moored in 25 fathoms to

mark the extreme of Tokarefski spit.

VLADIVOSTOK.—Dock.—The new dry dock was opened on p. 156.

7th October 1897. It is 550 feet long on the blocks, 90 feet wide at the

entrance, and has a depth of 30 feet on the sill.

Communication.-rThe Usuri (Ousuri) railway was opened for P- IS?,

both passenger and luggage trafELc in November, 1893.

Trade.—Shipping.—In 1894 the imports were 118,781 tons, of

which nearly 50,000 tons consisted of railway material ; the imports from

Great Britain, coal and cement, were 6,906 tons.

The shipping entered consisted of 155 vessels of 149,510 aggregate-

tons, of which 1 2 were British steamers of 18,039 total tons, and one

British sailing vessel of 498 tons. By far the greater number of vessels

entered were Russian or German,

Ice.—In 1894 the channel into the Golden Horn was kept open until

the end of January by an ice breaker, which again cut the channel on

10th March ; the natural opening of the port taking place on 8th April.

So far it does not appear .that the channel to the Golden Horn is kept open

throughout the winter. The Kostroma, one of the volunteer fleet, left on.

26th January, 1 894.

Time signal.—A time signal, which consists of a ball hoisted at

llh. 55m. Os. and dropped at noon, local mean time, equivalent to-

15h. 12m. 29s. Greenwich mean time, is given from a mast on the

Harbour office.

A gun, in front of the Harbour office, is fired at noon, local mean time,

simultaneously with the dropping of the ball.

• See chart. No. 1,011.

o 3842.





ETARY.—AMUR RIVER. 10

Storm signal.—When telegraphic information is received of the P- '58.

existence of a typhoon in the China sea, two white cones, placed vertically,

points uppermost, are hoisted at the mast on the Harbour office ; but only

when it is probable that the typhoon will enter the sea of Japan.

Askold island.—Signal Station.~A signal station, which may p. 159.

be communicated with by the International Code, had been established at

Askold island lighthouse. The Hussian Government has requested that

Masters of passing vessels will inform the Plarbour Master at Vladivostok

of the purport of any signals that may be made to them from this

station.*

Line 16 from the hottoia, for red, read white. p. 160.

Line 10 from the bottom, add a bell may be sounded.

Line 12 from the bottom, _/o»' " two spar buoys, &c.," read one red spar P- 16-*-

buoy with broom; there is a depth of 28 feet southward of this buoy.

ST. NICOLAS POINT LIGHT.—St. Kicolas (Nikolajew) p- les-

light is a group-flashing white light with a period of about thirty seconds,

thus :—flash, two seconds ; eclipse, fotir seconds ; flash, two seconds

;

eclipse, about twenty-two seconds.^

Pog Signal.—The fog signal in operation at St. Nicolas point

lighthouse consists of a siren, which, during thick or foggy weather, will

give blasts of seven seconds duration, separated by silent intervals of one

to ttDo minutes.

Should the siren be out of order, the fog signal will be made by bell and

gun as heretofore.

CASTRIES BAY.—Kloster Camp Light.—Kioster camp p. no.

(Quoin) light, southern side of entrance to Castries bay, has been altered

ftovafixed white to a dioptric group-flashing white light with a period of

of twenty seconds, thus :—flash, two seconds ; eclipse, one second ; flash

two seconds; eclipse, one second; flash, two seconds; eclipse, twelve

seconds. It is elevated 250 feet, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 27 miles.

J

The buoys in Castries bay cannot be depended on. p- 171.

AMUR RIVER.—Ice.—In 1894 the river Amur to Nikolaevsk P- 176.

opened to navigation on 6th June, and closed on 22nd October.

Trade.—The number of vessels entering at Nikolaevsk in 1894 was

44, of 26,402 tons ; the import of goods being 18,474 tons.

St. Jona island.—A rock lies with St. Jona island bearing P- 178,

N, 15° W„ distant Q\ miles. §

* See chax-ts, Nos. 2,511, 2,432. t See chart, No. 2,405.

J See chart, No. 316. ^ See chaa-t. No. 2,388,





KAMCHATKA.—ISLANDS S.T3. OF JAPAN. 11

Dalni point lighthouse is not in telegraphic communication with p. 186,

Petropaulovsk.

Marcus island.—Information has been received that the Master of p. 203.

the United States barquentine, Robert Sudden, reports that on 21st

February 1897, in lat. 24° 4' N., long. 152° 26' E., he sailed through

breakers for a distance of 4 miles.*

No soundings were obtained, but the vessel was apparently passing over

a reef.

The words, "brealvers, Robert Sudden, 1897," have been written

against a danger circle placed in the above position on the Admiralty

charts.

Knorr island. — Rocks.—A sunlcen rock, with a depth of p. 2or,

5 fathoms on it, lies about l\ miles north-westward of Knorr island, or

approximately in lat. 27° 3' IsT., long. 142° 8' 50" E. A rock, with a

depth of about 6 feet on it, lies about 4 cables E.N.E. of the above rock.f

PORT LLOYD (PUTAMI).—A triangular beacon has been p. 208.

erected on the east side of Port Lloyd, 3^ cables East of Castle rock

(Kaname iwa) ; this beacon in line with a white patch on Castle rock

leads into port Lloyd.f

Southern head.—The beacon, formerly situated on this head, has

been destroyed.

A small breakwater has been constructed at O mura, on the north-west

side of port Lloyd, to facilitate landing.

"Ishigaki harboUr.^The Master of the steam-vessel /SfaAMrawiaj-M p. 213,

reports (1896) the exisience of a rock with a depth of 2\ fathoms on it,

and another rock, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, one cable south-eastward,

lying with Tomi saki bearing about N. 31° W., distant 2J miles; and

south extreme Roberton island S. 69° W. ; but both depths and position

are said to be doubtful.f

Mitsuni island.—The Master of the steam-vessel Owari mam p. 214.

reports having touched on a rock, situated approximately in lat. 24° 47' N.,

long. 124° 38' E. Breakers extended half a mile north-westward from

this position.

The symbol for a rock with less than 6 feet water on it, with the words

"Reported 1897, P.D." written against it, has been placed on the

Admiralty chart in the above position.

The Master of the steam-vessel Ryusei Maru reports that, in July 1896,

he observed breakers, apparently on a reef, in a position bearing about

* Sie charts, Nos. 2,483, 2,683, 781, t See chart. No. 1,100,

% See chart, No. 2,105.





LIU KIU GROUP. 12

N.E. by E. ^ E., distant 3 miles, from Mitsuni island. Approximate p- 214.

position, lat. 24° 47' N., long. 124° 45' E.

A danger line, with the words " breakers reported " written against it,

has been placed in the above position on the charts.

A rock, of small extent, with a depth of one fathom on it at low water,

lies with Irihianna saki bearing N. 34° E., distant 8 cables; and Karimato

hill (145) S. 72° E.

A rock, nearly half a cable in length N.E. and S.W., and one-third of

a cable wide, with a depth of one fathom on it at low water, lies with

Irihianna saki bearing N. 9° E., distant one mile ; and Karimato hill (145)

S. 79° E.

Junk harbour.—^A rock, six-tenths of a cable in length north and p. 218.

south, and four-tenths of a c&ble in width, with a depth of one fathom

on it at low water, lies in the approach to Junk harbour, with North fort

bearing S. 20° E., distant 4| cables.

SACHIBARU ZACHI light is a flashing light every fifteen

seconds, showing the following sectors :

—

red from N. 34° E., through east,

to S. 27° E. (over Asa Se and dangers south of it) ; whiteivoia. S. 27° E. to

S. 10° E. ; green from S. 10° E., through south to S. 24° W. (over

Kan-no Se and other dangers on the north-east side of Oar channel;

white from S. 24° W. to S. 48° W ; and red from S. 48° W., through west

toN. 80°W.*

It is elevated 92 feet above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 14 miles.

The lighthouse, 40 feet high, is cylindrical in shape, constructed of

brick, and painted white.

lYE SHIMA LIGHT.—A light is now exhibited from a light- P- 221

house on the west end of lye shima, ivestward of Bise saki (cape Niofa).f

lye shima light is a first order,flashing white light every thirty seconds,

elevated 167 feet above the sea, and visible from N. 45° W., through north

and east, to S. 64° W. (an arc of 289°), a distance of 19 miles in clear

weather.

The lighthouse, 100 feet high, constructed of iron, and octagonal in

section, is painted black and white in horizontal bands.

PORT UNTENG.—Rocks.—A coral patch, with a depth of

2f fathoms on it at low water springs, lies with the centre of Chimney

rock beai'ing S. 6° W., distant about 6^ cables j and Tubulic rock

S. 31'E.t

* See chart. No. 990. t See chart, No. 2,416.

J See chart, 2,436.
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A coral pateh, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it at low water springs, lies p. 22:.

with chimney rock bearing S. 26° E., distant IJ^ cables; and cape Basil

Hall east extreme N. 87° W.
A rock, with a depth of 2| fathoms on it at low water springs, lies with

Chimney rock bearing S. 87° E., distant 3yV cables ; and cape Basil Hall

extreme K 20° E.

MATHEWS BAY.—LIGHTS.—A light is now exhibited from p. 222.

a lighthouse on the south point of Tsuchi (Tsukin or Taking) shima, east

side of Okinawa shima :

—

Tsuchi (Tsukiu) light is a, fixed white light, showing the following

sectors :

—

white from S. 52° W., through west to X. 10° W. ; red from

N. 10 "W. through north to N. 60° E. ; and white from N. 60° E., through

east, to S. 88° E.

It is elevated 76 feet above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 14 miles.

The lighthouse, 41 feet high, is constructed of iron, hexagonal in section,

and painted white.

AMAMI O SIMA. — LIGHTS.—A light is now exhibited p. 227.

from a lighthouse on Sotsuko saki, southern side of entrance to

Takiuchi (Hancock) bay.*

Sotsuko saki, light is a fixed white light, elevated 436 feet above the

sea, and visible from IN". 34° W., through north and east, to S. 56° W., a

distance of 20 miles in clear weather.

The lighthouse, 33 feet high, is constructed of iron, octagonal in section,

and painted white.

YAKIUCHI BAY.—A reef with a depth of 1 J fathoms on it, is

reported to lie N. by E., distant about three cables from Heda village, in

the first, bay from seaward on the southern side of Yakiuchi bay.f

YAKUNO SIMA LIGHT.—A light is now exhibited from a p. 231.

lighthouse on cape Nagada, the north-western point of Yakuno sima.f

Yakuno sima (Yakushima) light is a first order, flashing white light

every minute, elevated 229 feet above the sea, and visible from N". 6° E.,

through east and south, to S. 67° W. (an arc of 241°), a distance of

21 miles in the clear weather.

The lighthouse, 50 feet high, constructed of brick, and painted white, is

cylindrical in shape.

Tanega sima was in a state of active volcanic eruption in April, p. 232.

1895.

* See chart, No. 873. t See chart, No. 771.

X See chart, No. 2,412.
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Udo bana.—A sunken reef with 2\ fathoms over it, lies about p. 240.

5 cables eastward of Udo Bana. Approximate position, lat. 31° 38' 45" N.,

long. 131° 28' 45" E.*

Port Inokushi.—-See plan, No. 2,249. p. 243.

BUNGO CHANNEL.—Saiki bay.—A rocky ledge, partly p. 244.

awash at low water, extends about one cable, S. by W. | W., from

Tachibana, the western extreme of the south point of sima, Saiki bay.f

Ora sima.—A rock, with a depth of 9 feet on it at low water P- 248.

springs, is situated on the northern side of the entrance to IJwajima

bay, with the centre of the islet, south-westward of Ora saki, bearing

N". 65° E., distant 1^ cables ; and summit of Ko sima S. 38° E.J

Yawatahama harbour.—-Sec Chart No. 1472.

Rocks.—An isolated rock, with a depth of 1;^ fathoms on it, is situated P- 249.

N. 39° W., distant 1-^ cables, from the west extreme of Hirugahama shima

(the island connected with the north-west end of Hiburi sima) ; and with

Saizo Hana in line with the south extreme Kura sima.

A shoal, with a depth of 1;^ fathoms on it, lies K. 65° E., distant eight

tenths of a cable, from the north-east extreme of Hirugahama shima ; and

there is a depth of 4 fathoms between it and Take sima.

HINO MISAKI LIGHT is a.flashing white light every thirty P- 256,

seconda, elevated 261 feet above high water, visible from N. 65° W., through

north and S. 4° E., from a distance of 20 miles.§

The lighthouse, 35 feet high, is an iron cylindrical tower, coloured

white.

O Sima.-^A rock, with a depth of 2^ fathoms on it, lies with p. 277.

O sima observation spot bearing N". 13° E., distant ly*^^ miles; and Goza

saki IS. 34° W.||

Tsleg^rapll cable.—A submarine cable connects >Tsu town on the p. 284,

western shore of Owari bay with Noma village northward of Noma ga

saki. The shore ends are marked by buoys.^

Oyauxa Ligbt {fixed red), which was discontinued (temporarily) p. 287.

in 1895, has not since appeared in the Japanese Light List, and it has

consequently been removed from the Admiralty publications.

KAKESUKA LIGHT.—A light is now exhibited from a light- p. 888.

house on the eastern side of the entrance to the Tenriu gawa.lf

Kakesuka '^(Kaketsuka) light is a faied white light, elevated 55 feet

above the sea, and visible from N. 86° W., through north and east, to

S. 76° E., a distance of 8 miles in clear weather.

* See chart, No. 358. t -See charts, N«s. 651, 1,495.

J See chart, Ko. 2,877, § See chart, No. 2,875.

II See chart, No. 994. t See chart, No. 952.
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The lighthouse, 48 feet high, cylindrical in shape and painted white, is p. 288.

constructed the upper half of iron and the lower half of concrete.

Omai saki.—-See Chart No. 953.

Yeno lira.—The channel eastward of Arasima has been permanently

closed by fishing nets.*

Foot note, /or 996 read 2,883.

Line 3 from the top, for north-western read north-eastern. p. 295.

G-ULP OP TOKYO.—Lights.—The sector of red light, from p. 300.

Kannon saki lighthouse over Futsu saki, and visible between the bearings

of S. 5°E. and S. 22° W., is discontinued-f

Fort No. 2 (Futsu saki) light is a fixed white light, elevated 53 feet

above the sea, and visible from a distance of 6 miles in clear weather. It

is shown from a stafE, painted white and 35 feet high.

A fia:ed red light, elevated 37 feet above the sea, and visible in clear

weather from a distance of 6 miles, is shown from a white staff, 30 feet high,

and situated on Fort No. 3 (constructing), midway between Hasiri misu

and the extremity of Futsu saki (Saratoga spit).

The light-buoy {conical, fixed red light, &c.), previously moored near

Fort No. 3, has been withdrawn. Vessels should pass the fort on either

side at a distance of not less than 2 cables.

YOKOSUKA HARBOUR.—"When approaching the naval port p. 301.

Yokosuka with the intention of entering the port, all vessels are to show

their distinguishing numbers, as well as their national flags, at a distance

of 3 miles fi'om the port ; and are to anchor as directed by the Imperial

Harbour Mast«r.J

Line 15 from the bottom, /or 3500, read 4000.
p_ 302.

Line 13 from the bottom, /or 13 feet, read 15 feet.

Telegraph.—A submarine telegraph-cable connects Saru Sima with

Futsu saki.f

YOKOHAMA HARBOUR.—LIGHTS.—The light-vessels p. 304.

(2), formerly marking the North and East breakwater heads, and showing

respectively
9.fixed red and a.fi^ed green light, have been withdrawn.

f

Kfixed white light, elevated 41 feet above the sea, and visible from a

distance of 6 miles in clear weather, Is shown from an iron lighthouse,

hexagonal in shape, painted white, and 40 feet high, situated on the head

of the East breakwater.

Approximate position, lat. 35° 27' 15" N., long. 139° 38' 50" E.

A.fixed red light, elevated 41 feet above the sea, and visible in clear

* See chart, No. 2,883. t See chart, No. 2,657,

X See chart, No. 997.
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weather from a distance of 6 miles, ia shown from an iron lighthouse, p. 304.

painted red, on the head of the North breakwater.

Harbour regulations.—Vessels must pass only between the heads p. 306.

of the North and East breakwaters ; when entering they must steer West

for 2 cables from the heads of the breakwater, and when leaving, steer

East for 2 cables from the heads.

No vessel may anchor so as to admit any part of such vessel

encroaching on the space enclosed between two parallel lines drawn

5 cables West from the breakwater heads.

Docks.—Dry docks are under construction at Yokohama, No. I is P- 307.

518 feet long, 478 on tiie blocks, 93 feet wide at the top, and 75 feet at the

bottom, and has 29 feet over the sill.

No. 2, is 400 feet long, 351 feet on the blocks, 60 feet wide at the top,

45 at the bottom, and has 26 feet over the sill.

Eawa saki.—The bank southward of Kawi saki has extended P- 309.

to the eastward ; from its south-east extreme, where the depth is 3 feet,

with 7 fathoms close seaward, Kawa saki (Haneda) lighthouse bears

N.N.E. I E., distant 2^ miles ; and Bandzu hana S.E. | E. Kawa saki

buoy is red and surmounted by a cage.

TOKYO.—Directions.—The depth of SJ fathoms, previously p. sio.

marked on the charts, N.E. | N., distant 1^ miles from Kawa saki light-

house was not found in a recent Japanese survey of the locality, and it

has been expunged from the charts.

Repairs. Crane lifts 12 tons ; there are steam hammers and machine

shops ; engines of 500 h.p. can be made or repaired; 8 tons 'of metal can

be run at one time, cylinders of 60 inches diameter can be cast and bored,

shafting of 8 inch diameter and 20 feet in length can be forged and turned,

pipes of 18 inches can be brazed, boilers of 14 feet diameter can be made,

masts and boats can be built.

Mera liead. t^s * signal station on the western end. P- 312.

Bavonnaise.—^The master of the ship Lindisfarne reports that p. 314.

(1896) with a moderate south-east wind, and a long and high south-south-

west swell, he observed the sea breaking heavily, apparently on a small

rock in a position with Bayonnaise bearing about South, distant 8 miles.

Approximate position, lat. 32° 3' N., long. 139° 54' E.

The symbol for a rock, with less than 6 feet water on it, has been placed

in the above position on the Admiralty chart.*

Volcano island as seen from the barque Benefactress, 1870,

appeared to be 40 feet high, about 100 feet diameter. Standing on a shoal

* See charts, Nos. 78 J, 2,347,
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5 to 7 miles long east and west, and 2 miles north and south, situated p. 314.

about 5 miles N'.N.E. \ E. from Smith island.

In March 1870 it was reported from the barque Jane Spiers that

dense bodies of steam by day, and a ball of fire by night, was observed

4 or 5 miles N. by W. from Smith island, no land in connection with the

smoke or steam was visible.

In 1872 the U.S.S. Lackawanna noticed smoke arising from an island

in lat. 31° 20' N., long. 139° 50' E.

The island was searched for by United States steamer Alert in 1880,

and by the Japanese I.M.S. Amagi in 1888, but no indication of islands

was seen ; but a large breaker was observed about 7 miles westward of

Smith island.

In February 1898 the s.s. Shinagawa passed within 7 or 8 miles of

Volcano island, at 10 h. to 11 h. p.m. A careful masthead look-out was

kept for the island, weather fine, with smooth sea, but nothing like islands

was seen.

Volcano island may possibly now be submerged, forming a reef or

shoal.

HachijO SilD.a< is no longer a penal settlement. The inhabitants p. 315.

number about 10,000. Supplies of beef and vegetables can be obtained.

S6Ilda.i bay.—An examination has been made of the locality iu p. 324.

which breakers were reported westward of Aji shima, with the result that

a sunken rock, locally known as Miya K.asane, with a depth of 3J fathoms

on it, and 6 to 7 fathoms close around, was found, in a position with

Daikoku saki bearing N. 26° jW., distant 2\ miles ; and Tatega saki

N. 40° E. The sea occasionally breaks on this rock with south-easterly

winds and sea.*

The words "Breakers reported," westward of the above position, have

been expunged from the Admiralty charts.

Dangers.—O ne, in lat. 38° 16' 15" N., long. 141° 9' 50" E., is a rock,

with less than 6 feet water on it.

Jinotaka ne, formerly known as Naka ne, in lat. 38° 17' 50" N.,,

long. 141° 9' 15" E., has a depth of 1^ fathoms on it.

Okinotaka ue, a new rock which with Jinotaka ne forms Naka ne, has

a least depth of 2f fathoms on it with 4f fathoms to the south-eastward.

Approximate position, lat. 38° 17' 30" N., long. 141° 9' 45" E.

The above are the outer dangers ; the rest are too numerous to mention,

but a new chart will shortly be published showing all the dangers found.

See chart, No. 800,

o 3842.
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Kamaishi harbour.—The beacon (red pillar, Ac.) previously p. 333.

standing on the sunken rock in the middle of Kamaishi harbour, has been
washed away.*

Shiriya saki.—A sounding of 6i fathoms, hard bottom (but there p. 340.

may be less water), with deep water close to, has been obtained in a
position with Shiriya saki lighthouse bearing N. 68° E., distant 6j\ miles

;

andEedcliffN. 58° W.

The words "probably less water" have been written against the

6J fathoms which has been placed in the above position on Admiralty
chart Kg. 2441.

OSAKA.—Dock.—The dock at Osaka is 250 feet long, 236 feet on P- 354.

the blocks, 50 feet wide at the entrance, and has H feet on the sill and
blocks.

Repairs.—A steel vessel of 600 tons has been built, sheers lift

40 tons
; 15 tons of metal can be run at one time ; cylinders of 70 inches

can be cast and bored ; shafting of 25 inches can be turned
; pipes of any

size brazed ; boilers, masts, and boats can be built.

HIOGO.—Kawa saki haua tower has no existence.! p. 355.

Supplies.—Coal.—A small quantity of coal only is now kept at P- 357.

Kobe.

Repairs.—Line is from the top, for 1,500 and 800, read 2,000 and

500.

The COAST.—It is proposed to construct a dock at Iwaya, north p. 359.

coast of Awaji sima, capable of receiving a vessel of 10,000 tons.J

Fukube sima.—A sunken wreck, no part of which was showing p. 365.

above water in September 1894, lies with Fukube sima bearing N. 53° W.,

distant 1^ miles ; and Ukado jppint N. 45° E.§

Shika Sima.—A sunken rock, locally named Toishi, about a cable p. see.

in extent, with a least depth of. If fathoms on its western end, lies with

ipZuro saki bearing S. 64° E., distant 8| cables, and remarkable stone on

Shika sima N". 45° E.

An isolated rock, which dries 2 feet at low water, is situated N". 30° E,,

distant 2J cables from the above rock.

The COAST.—Wreck.—A sunken 'wreck lies in a depth of p. 369.

7 fathoms near the mouth of the Kako gawa, about 10 miles west-north-west

of Akashi.

TakamatSU bay.—A sunken rock, locally named Gingoro iwa, p. 379.

with a least depth of 1^ fathoms on it, lies with the south-west point of

* See chart. No- 208. t See chart, No. 2,265.

i See chart, No. 2,875. § See charts, Nos. 137, 2,875.
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O sima bearing E. ^ N"., distant SJ^ cables; and Ya sima no hana centre P- 379.

S.|W.
A sandy shoal, with depths of less than 4 fathoms on it, stretches

nearly 4 cables south-westwavd from Gingoro iwa.

A rock, named Game iso, with a depth of 2 feet on it, and shoal water

half a cable eastward, lies E. \ N., distant 1| cables, from Gringoro iwa.

A rock, locally named Ozachi dashi, about a quarter of a cable long east

and west^ with a depth of 3 fathoms on it and 4 to 5 fathoms close to,

lies with the south-west point of O sima bearing S. 47° E., distant about

5 cables ; and the north point of O sima liT. 60° E.

OKI SIMA (O sima) LIGHT on the north point of the island p. 380.

is a revolving light everyfifteen seconds, showing the following sectors :

—

green from N. 56° E. to N. 77° E. (over Naka se and Assa (Atsusa)

rock) ; white from N. 77° E. to N, 85° E.; red from N. 85° E., through

east, to S. 84° E. (over Ozonose (Galatea shoal)); and white from

S. 84° E., through south and west, to N. 74° W. ; it is elevated 48 feet

above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a distance of 12 miles.

The lighthouse, 41 feet high, is cylindrical iu shape, and built of

granite.

Sei sima.—The Master of the steam-vessel Naramaru reports the p. 383.

existence of a sandy shoal, about one cable in lengtji east and west, with a

depth of one fathom on it and is shoal to the westward, and has 5 fathoms

close eastward situated in a position with Sei sima summit (360) bearing

ISr.W., distant 5 cables ; and Take saki summit (390) S.W.*

Hock.—A sunken rock, with a least depth of 4.\ fathoms on it, and p. 384.

steep-to around, lies with the Clump (340) on Usi sima bearing S. 75° E.,

distant 7 cables; and summit (696) at south end of Shiaku sima N". 16° E.

Approximate position, lat. 34° 21' 55" N., long. 133° 45' 30" E.f

An unsuccessful search was made for the rock, with a depth of one

fathom on it, hitherto shown on the Charts about a cable northward of the

above position. This rock is also unknown to the local fishermen. It

has consequently been expunged from the charts.

HabUsM iwa.—The light beacon on this rock (fixed while light) is p. 385.

conical in shape, constructed of masonry, and painted red and black in

horizontal bands.

TadotSU.—-^ shoal, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it at low water p. 389.

springs extending about 2 cables north»west and south-east, is situated in a

position with the lantern at Tadotsu bearing S.E. ^ S., distant 9 cables

;

and Kigasa sima summit (230) S.W, \ W.f

• See charts, Nos. 2,875, 128. t 'See chart, Ko. 128.
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In a recent survey of the locality north-westward of Tadotsu, many p, 389.

dangers and shoals have been found in the area included between

approximately lats. 34° 16' N". and 34° 19|' IST., and longs. 133° 41' E. and

133° 45^' E.

The Chart, Channels between Bingo nada and Ozuchi sima, No. 128,

^ill be cancelled, and a corrected Chart showing all the dangers will

shortly be published.

SingO Nad^i.—A rock, named Nabe iso, with one foot on it, and

steep-to, except to the southward, lies with summit northward of Takuma

(440) bearing S.E. | E., distant oJ^ cables; and Summit (914), south-west

of Koda, S.W. 4 W.
Three rocks, close together, named Mitsu Boshi, the highest of which

dries 2 feet at low water, with deep water to the southward, lie with Awa
sima south point (the western) bearing East, distant one cable.

Rocks.—Konoishi rock, one foot high, lies with west extreme of ?• 391.

Hasiri bearing S. 2° E., distant 1^ miles ; and south extreme of Kitangi

S. 87° E. Misaki Dashi rock, with a depth of 3| fathoms on it at low

"water, lies with Mutsu sima west extreme bearing S. 14° W., distant

Jf miles; and Manabe south extreme N. 73° E.*

Kurusima no SetO.—A sandy shoal, with' a depth of 4| fathoms p- 393.

on it, is situated with the remarkable clump of trees (419), north-westward

of Hangata bearing about S.W. ^ S., distant 1^ miles ; and north-east

point of Nezumi sima S.E. ^ E.^f

Syaku Euan light is a revolving white light every twenty seconds, p. 398.

elevated 240 feet above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 16 miles.

The lighthouse, built of stone, is 25 feet high, cylindrical in shape and

coloured white.

Obauia saki ligh.t is a fixed white light, shovring a red sector p. 399.

over Kakarize rock. The light is visible between the bearing S. 56° E.,

through south and west, and N. 43° W., and the red sector between

S. 50° E. and S. 45° E. ; it is elevated 52 feet above the sea and in clear

weather should be visible from a distance of 3 miles.

As this light is not constantly watched, it cannot be implicitly

relied on.

The lighthouse, built of stone, is 21 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

coloured white.

Eakarize rock is situated with Chodaiu beacon bearing S. 53° W., p. 400.

distant 3 cables ; and Ohami saki lighthouse S. 48° E.J

* See chart, No. 2,875. t See chart, No, 131.

X See chart. No. 132.
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Chodaiu.—^Yamato reef, with a depth of 2 fathoms on it, and p. 400.

connected with Chodaiu by foul ground, lies with Chodaiu beacon bearing

S. by W. I W., distant nine-tenths of a cable. The northern side of

Yamato reef is steep-to.*

Chodaiu ligllt is &fixed white light with two red sectors, exhibited

from a beacon at an elevation of 22 feet above the sea and should be

visible in clear weather from a distance of 3 miles.

The light shows white between the bearinga N. 66° W. and S. 63° W.,

red from S. 63° W. to S. 43° W., over Kakarize rock, white from

S. 43° "W. through south to S. 89° E., and again red between S. 89° E,

and N. 33° E. ; in other directions it is obscured.

As this light is not constantly watched, it cannot be implicitly

relied on.

The beacon is built of stone, conical in shape, and is coloured in black

and red horizontal bands.

A rook, with a depth of 3;^ fathoms on it and 5 to 18 fathoms

around, lies with Chodaiu lighthouse beaiing S. 1° E., distant 1^ cables;

and Sukune sima summit S. 66° W.

Ko Saki sima ligllt is exhibited from a lighthouse on the

north-western extreme of the island. The light is a fixed white light,

visible between the bearings S. 61° W., through south and east, and

N. 24° E. ; elevated 74 feet above the sea, and should be visible in clear

weather from a distance of 3 miles.

As this light is not constantly watched, it cannot be implicitly

relied on.

The lighthouse is built of stone, 16 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

is coloured white.

Ko ne sima light is shown from a lighthouse on the northern p. 401,

extreme of the island. It is &fixed white light with a red sector, elevated

139 feet above the sea, and visible 3 miles in clear weather.

The light shows white between E". 77° W. through west, south, and

east, and 'S. 84° E., red between N". 84° E. and N. 74° E., over Admiral

shoal, and white from N. 74° E. to N. 57° E. ; in other directions it is

obscured.

As this light is not constantly watched, it cannot be implicitly

relied on.

The lighthouse is built of stone, 12 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

coloured white.

Bock.—A rock, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it, is situated with

Ko ne sima lighthouse bearing S. 68° B., distant 6^ cables ; and western

extreme of Ko ne sima S. 8° W.

* See chart, No. 132.
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TadanOmi.—The beacon mentioned in this paragraph (on Ishi P- **'l'

Guso) has been nearlj destroyed, and is no longer available as a mark.

Kuno sima light is exhibited from a lighthouse on the southern

extreme of the island. The light is a fixed white light with two red

sectors, elevated 56 feet above the sea, and should be visible in clear

weather from a distance of 6 miles.

It shows white from S. 75° E. to N. 60° E., red from N". 60° E. to

IS". 39° E., over Kodono sinia bank, and white from N". 39° E., through

north and west to S. 66° W., and red from S. 66° W. to S. 55° W., over

Admiral shoal ; in other directions it is obscured.

The lighthouse is built of stone, 16 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

coloured white.

OSAKI KAMI SIMA.—'S-ee Chart, No. 1,206. I>- 402.

MebarU Saki light is exhibited from a lighthouse on the north- P- 403.

east extreme of Osaki sima. The light is a fixed white light with a red

sector, elevated 173 feet above the sea, visible in clear weather from a

distance of 3 miles.*

It shows white from S. 29° W. to S. 71° W., red from S. 71° W. to

N". 81° W. over Kodono sima bank, and white from N. 81° W. to

N. 18° E. ; in other directions it i§,obscured.

As this light is not constantly watched it cannot be implicitly relied on,

The lighthouse, built of stone, is 12 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

coloured white,

H^Oka no hana light is exhibited from a lighthouse on the south-

east extreme of Osaki sima, the light is fixed white light with a red

sector, elevated 141 feet above the sea, visible in clear weather from a

distance of 3 miles.

It shows white from N. 56° E., through north, and west, to S. 39° W.

;

red from S. 39° W. to S. 29° W., and white from S. 29° W. to S. 5° E.

;

in other directions it is obscured.

The lighthouse is built of stone, 12 feet high, cylindrical in shape, and

coloured white.

SeaCOU.—-A. stone beacon, shaped as a truncated cone stands on the

reef situated 2 cables N. 5° E. of Noka no hana lighthouse.

Oge sima light, exhibited from a lighthouse on the south-west p- 404,

extreme of that island, is a revolving white light every twenty seconds,

elevated 111 feet above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 16 miles, between the bearings North, through east to

S. 11° W.*

* See chart. No. 1,206.
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The lighthouse is built of stone 25 feet high, octagonal in shape and p. 404.

coloured white.

Toyo shima.—Three rocky heads, with depths of one to 6 feet on p. 407.

them at low water, lie with the east extreme of Okubi shima, bearing

K.E. I E., distant 8 cables. A reef, which dries about 4 feet at low

water extends 2 cables N. f W., from the north-west point of Okubi
shima,

Hakdita S6tO.—A sunken rock, with a depth of 3J^ fathoms on it, is pp.409-

situated with Hako sima summit (536) bearing E". 76° B., distant nearly

I^ miles, and south-western extreme of Mu sima S. 23° E.*

Two rocks, each with a depth of 3| fathoms on it, lie S. 26° W., distant

respectively 2 cables and 2J cables, from the last rock ; and a rock, with

a depth of 2f fathoms on it, lies midway between those two rocks and the

islet northward of the northern prolongation of the east point of Hakata

sima.

The track on the Admiralty Chart has been altered to pass northward

and eastward of the above 3^ fathom rock, and the leading mark, south-

west point of Seto da jima open of the north point of Hakata sima, bearing

N.W. by W., has been expunged.

Route to Hil'OSinia.—There is a depth of 2 fathoms about one p. 413.

cable southward of the islet on the south side of Kajima.j'

YAMADA BAY (KURE).—When approaching the naval port p. 415.

of Kure (Misima Nada, Seto uchi), with the intention of entering the

port, all vessels are to show their distinguishing numbers, as well as their

national flags, at a distance of 3 miles from the port, and are to anchor as

directed by the Imperial Harbour Master.

Docks.—The old dock is 350 feet long over all, 55 feet wide at the

entrance, and has a depth of 26 feet on the sill.

The new dock will be 476 feet long over all, 443 feet on the blocks,

86 feet wide at the entrance, and 32| feet on the sill.

ItSUki sima.—"A rock, which dries about 7 feet, lies W. | S., distant

1 1 cables from the south-east point of Itsuki sima.J.

A rock, with a depth of 3^ fathoms on it at low water, lies with

Itsuki sima summit (327) bearing N. 22° W., distant 8 cables ; and

Futatsuishi south-west rock S. 82° W.

A bank of cparse sand, with a depth of 9 fathoms on if, and of small

extent, lies with Itsuki sima summit (327) bearing N. 39° W. distant 2-^\

miles ; and Futatsuishi south-west rock N. 80° W.

O Tatsiba sima.—A reef extends 300 yards N.E. ^ E,, from, the p. 417.

north-east extreme of O Tatsiba sima (Otateba shima), with an average

* See chart, No. 138. t See chart, No. 2,875.

+ See chart. No. 83.
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width of 12 yards. The reef has a depth of 2 fathoms near its extremity, p, 417.

with 5 to 12 fathoms around ; the least depth of 3 feet is about 30 yards

from O Tatsiba sima.

Ya sima.—^An examination of the locality, in which the rock Oibori p. 422.

no se was reported (1895) to be situated, has been made, with the result

that a depth of 30 fathoms was found there.

Three rocks, locally known as Sengai ze, extending about one cable in

an east and west direction, the western rock dryiog about 6 feet, and the

eastern 2 feet, at low water springs, were found north-eastward of the

reported position of Oibori no se ; Su saki, the northern extreme of Ya
sima, bearing from the western rock N. 51° E., distant 1^ miles.*

Oibori no se has therefore been expunged from the Admiralty Charts,

as the Japanese consider it is identical with Sengai ze.

Easado Ura.—A sunken rock, with a depth of about 2 fathoms on ?• 426.

it, and locally known as Naka iso, is reported to lie with north extreme of

Furu sima, entrance to Kasado ura, bearing N.E., distant 5 cables.

Isaki (Hesaki) light is a revolving light every fifteen seconds, P- *2'^'

it shows white from N". 4° E. through north, and N. 55° "W., and red from

JS". 54° W. through west, and S. 78° E.f

Buoy.—Eastern Middle ground (Ifakano su) buoy, black, with staff P' 428.

and cage, has been moved 3f cables E. by !N". ; and now lies which Isaki

lighthouse bearing S. 23° "W., distant llf cables.

Eanabu se.—^A shoal, with a depth of 3f fathoms on it, lies

S. 70° W., distant 3 cables ; and a rocky shoal, with a depth of

4 fathoms on it, lies S. 62° W., distant 4 cables; respectively from

Kanabu se beacon.

SIMONOSEKI STRAIT—Eastern approach.— A rock,

with a depth of one fathom on it, lies with Kanabuse beacon bearing

S. by E., distant half a cable ; and Danno ura lighthouse W. \ S.t

A rock, now named Takaimo se, with a depth of 2J fathoms on it, and

3 to 4f close to all round, lies with Kanabuse beacon bearing N. 78° E.,

distant \^ cables ; aind Ridge hill (Takami yama) A N. 31° W.

A rock, now named Sukiagari ze, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it, and

5 to 8 fathoms close around, lies with Kanabuse beacon bearing N. 80° B.,

distant 3t^ cables; and Eidga hill A N. 21° W.

A sandy shoal, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, lies with Kanabuse

beacon bearing S. 86° W., distant 8,^ cables ; and Kushi saki N. 9° W.

A sandy shoal, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, lies with Kanabuse

beacon bearing S. 89° W., distant 9^% cables ; and Kushi saki N. 13° W.

* See chart, No. 2,875. t 'See chart, "So. 532.
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Moji.—Coal,—A large quantity of Japanese coal is kept in stock p. 480.

at Moji.

The wreck of the steam-vessel Toshima Maru lies sunk, with two
masts and funnel showing above water, in a position with Moji hill summit

(583) bearing IS". 60° E., distant 4J cables; and A summit (803) S. 44° E.

Buoys.—The buoy at the south-west end of Moji shoal is now
painted black and white in horizontal stripes, and is moored one cable

north-eastward of its old position in 3f fathoms, with Simonoseki storm

signal post bearing N.W. f W., and Moji saki N.E. ^ N.

A shoal of sand and gravel, of small extent, with a depth of SJ fathoms P- 433.

on it at low-water springs, and 5 fathoms close around, is situated with

Manaita roek beacon bearing N. 11° W., distant 5^ cables ; and Narusi

rock beacon N. 64° E.

Western approach.—a rock, now named Denbei ze, with a depth of PP- 434-

2f fathoms on it, and 4^ to 5J fathoms close around, liss with the centre

of Kata sima bearing S. 8° E., distant 2| cables ; and centre of clump

(341) on Rokuren (Mutsure sima) K. 80° E.

A rock, with a depth of 4 fathoms on it, with Rokuren lighthouse

bearing If. 16° E. distant 7 cables; and east point of Kanasaki sima

S. 80° W.
Footnole,/«r 80°, j-ea£?85°- p. 436.

Aino sima.—The buoy {conical red) previously marking the P- '*8^-

northern end of the foul ground northward of Aino sima, has been with-

drawn. The light beacon on Aino sima {fixed red and white light) is

conical in shape, constructed of masonry, and painted black and white in

horizontal bands.

Koshiki Siiua (Koshi no Se) light is a fourth order white p. 444.^

flashing light every thirty seconds, elevated 212 feet above the sea, and

visible in clear weather from a distance of ] 6 miles.*

The lighthouse, 22 feet high, is constructed of wood, rectangular in

shape, and painted white.

Tsurikake saki light is a groupflasMng white light, showing a p. 473,

group of twoflashes every minute ; elevated 462 feet above the sea, and

visible from N. 85° W., through north and east, to S, 61° E., a distance of

26 miles in clear weather.f

The lighthouse, constructed of brick, painted white, and 36 feet high,

is ten-sided in section.

Sakura sima.—A sunken rock, now named Oki se, with a depth of. p. 481.

2\ fathoms on it, lies eastward of Sakura sima, with Niji sima south point

bearing N". 67° W., distant 2| miles ; and centre of Oosaki point S. 3° W.J

* See chart, No. 140. f See chart, No. 358.

X See chart, No. 372.

o 3842. D
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Tamagawa harbour.—A sunken rock, now named Kuchiao se, P- 484.

with a depth of 3^ fathoms on it, lies south-eastward of Yamagawa
harbour, with the beacon northward of Yamagawa bearing N. 48° W.,
distant If miles ; and summit of Matahisomi S. 70 W.
A beacon, about 9 feet high and painted white, has been erected on

Shigino she (Uno se), the rock awash on the northern side of the entrance

to Yamagawa harbour,

YATSUSHIRO SEA.—A rock with a depth of 2 fathoms on it p. 492.

at low water, lies in the entrance of the first inlet northward of Ushibuka
harbour, or approximately in lat. 32° 13' 45" N"., long. 130° 4' 40" E.*

Tobase Sima light is &fixed white light, elevated 101 feet above

high water, and visible in clear weather from N. 59° W., through north,

to S. 22° E., from a distance of 8 miles.

The lighthouse, which is cylindrical, painted white and about 22 feet

in height, stands on the southern point of Tobase sima, Zozo no seto.

Tera sima light is a fixed light with white and red sectors,

elevated 27 feet above high water, and visible in clear weather from a

distance of 6 miles; the light shows red.trom S. 70° E. to S. 37° E. over

Shirase, and white from S. 37° E., through south and west, to Jf. 1° E.

The light is shown from a stone cylindrical beacon, painted black,

erected on the extremity of the reef extending north-eastward from Tera

sima, Zozo no seto. The light is unwatched, and therefore unreliable.

Nagasaki bana light is a flashing white light every ten seconds,

elevated 8 1 feet above the sea, and visible from K. 30° W., through north

and east, to S. 14° E. (an arc of 196°), a distance of 15 miles in clear

weather.

The lighthouse, 4.1. feet high, constructed of iron, and hexagonal in

section, is painted white.

To sima light is a fia:ed white light, elevated 152 feet above the P- *93.

sea, and visible from S. 14° E., through south and west, to 1^. 36° E. (an

arc of 230°), a distance of 8 miles in clear weather.

The lighthouse, 15 feet high, constructed of masonry, and cylindrical in

shape, is painted white.

Kam.imate jim.a light is a fixed white light, elevated 60 feet

above the sea, and visible in clear weather from a distance of 6 miles.

The lighthouse, 16 feet high, constructed of masonry, and cylindrical in

shape, is painted white.

As this light is not constantly watched, it should not be implicitly relied

upon.

AmakUSa Shimo simia.—The Master of the steam-vessel QweeJi p. 494.

Olqa reports that, about noon on 31st December 1896, that vessel (draught

* See chart. No. 836.
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23^ feet) touched the ground, but was not stopped, in a position rather P- 494.

more than a mile, West, from Shiki saki, north-west point of Amakusa

Shimo sima.*

The position of the ship when striking must be considered doubtful,

and needs verification. Approximate position, lat. 32° 31' 50" N.,

long. 129° SQ* E.

The symbol for a rock with less than 6 feet water on it, with the letters

" P.D." against it, has been placed in the above position on the Admiralty

chart.

GotSU reefbeacon was destroyed in a typhoon in 1893. p. 496.

MiSUmi harbour.—A rock, with a depth of 6 feet on it at low p. 497.

water, lies in Zozo no seto, the eastern channel leading from Misumi

harbour into Yatsushiro sea; the rock is situated in lat. 32° 34' 40" N".,

130° 28' 55" E.

The mooring buoys in Misumi harbour have been withdrawn.

A rock, named Giha se, with a depth of I J fathoms on it, lies with the

northern summit (427 A) of Senzoku jima bearing S. 19° E., distant one

mile ; and summit of island (Tera shima) a quarter of a mile northward

of Senzoku jima north point N. 72° E.

A rock, also named Giha se, with a depth of 2 fathoms on it, lies E.S.E.,

distant one cable, from the above rock.

A rock, with a depth of 2\ fathoms on it, lies with the northern summit

of Senzoku jima beaiing South, distant 8| cables ; and centre of Ogata

village S. 73° W.

A rock, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it, lies with northern summit of

Senzoku jima. bearing S. 6° W., distant 8 cables; and centre of Ogata

village S. 78° W.

Taka sima.—A shoal, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, is situated p. 501.

with the north-east extreme of Taka sima, bearing about N. 29° W.,.

distant ly% miies.t

THE COAST.—A beacon has been erected on Hachiro dake p. 5oa.

(kawara yama) the highest summit of the peninsula southward of

K'aga^ki. .

Shoals in approach to Nagasaki.— The undermentioned

shoals have been found in a recent Japanese survey :-;—
j-

Shimonodashi with a depth of 3f fathoms on it at low water, lies

westward of Nagasaki peninsula, with south extreme of Nagano sima

(Hashima) bearing N. 51° W., distant about 1 J miles.

Otonaze, with a depth of one foot at low water, lies westward of

Nagasaki peninsula, with the north extreme of Nosima bearing N. 56° E.

distant about 6 cables.

• See chart, No. 836. f 'See ohartB,, Nos. 359, 2,415.
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Kamadasbi, -with a depth of 2\ fathoms on it at low water, lies p. 502.

westward of Nagas&ki peninsula, with Joko sima (Toko shima) bearing

N. 6° B.

A bank, with a depth of 7 fathoms on it at low water, lies in the

northern approach to Nagasaki harbour, with Hako (Hahakojima) bearing

K". 11° E., distant about 2 miles.

Hocks.—Buoy.—The buoy (Tachigami) conical, black, with a P- 504.

cylindrical topmark, moored off Tachigami bana, has been moved

south-eastward, and now lies one-third of a cable E.S.E. from the rock, with

a depth of 16 feet on it. From the buoy Minage point bears N. 8°E.,

distant Sj cables ; and Ifabekamuri zama S. 74° E.

A sunken rock lies in the entrance to Nishidomari. A conical red buoy

with cylindrical topmark, is moored in 4 fathoms at the south extreme of the

rock, with Megami point bearing S. 7° W., distant 5| cables, and the north

side of the entrance to Kosuge dock S. 68° E.

Docks.—The Tategami dock has been lengthened to 523 feet over all p. 507.

and 510 feet on the blocks. A new dock named Mukaijima dock, is stated

to be 371 feet in length over all, 360 feet on blocks, 66§ feet in breadth,

and capable of taking a vessel of 23 feet draught at high-water ordinary

Springs.

Repairs.—Sheers, capable of lifting 80 tons, have been erected at the

dockyard ; there is also an overhead crane of 30 tons carrying power.

Mats' sima.—A sunken rock, now named Tsuguno iso, with a depth P- 510.

of 3J fathoms on it at low water, situated northward of Matsu (Mats')

aima, in a position with Matsu sima summit (708) bearing S. 12° E.,

distant 1,^ miles ; and Ko sima N. 65° E.*

The island situated about west, distant half a mile, from the above

position is named Binno, and not Koosbe as marked on the chart ; also,

the island situated about S.W. by S., distant 6J cables, from that position,

is named Kushi. The summit of Kushi is 195 feet above high water, and

of Binno 72 feet.

Gana she (G-ani ze)-—The dangers surrounding Gana she extend p- 611.

considerably further north-westward than previously shown on the charts;

the outer north-western limit of danger extends from lat. 33° 4' 50" N.,

long. 129° 35' E. to lat. 33° 5' 25" N., long. 129° 35' 45" E.

Shirase (Shiro le) ^ight is fixed, shows red between the bearings

East, through north and N. 79° W., and wJiite in other directions.

It is elevated 45 feet above high water, and visible in clear weather from

a distance of 6 miles.

f

The lighthouse is a square wood tower, 11 feet high, painted white.

* See chart. No. UO, f See chart, No. 359.
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OdSite (Odtate) light isfixed white, with two red sectors showing p. 512.

respectively between the bearings S. 43° E. and S. 27° E., and between

N. 61° W. and N. 36° W. It is elevated 264 feet above the sea, and

visible in clear weather from a distance of 6 miles.*

The lighthouse is a square wood tower 22 feet high, painted white.

Minamize.—The under-mentioned banks have been found in a recent p. 518.

survey.f

A rocky patch of 6 fathoms lies 2^ miles N. 87° W. from Minamize.

A sand bank of 6 fathoms lies a little over 2 miles South of Minamize.

To o Kuro, with a depth of 6^ fathoms on it at low water, lies

southward of Saracen reefs, with Minamize bearing N". 6° W., distant

about 2 miles.

Shichibei, with a depth of 7 fathoms on it at low water, lies eastward of

Yenoi sima, with K^nagashira bearing K. 51° W., distant about 2^^ miles.

Yanomune, with a depth of 2 fathoms on it at low water, lies north-west

of Yenoi sima, with west extreme of Iwoze (doze) bearing N. 11° W.,

distant about half a mile.

Euro sima.—Gotsu, with a depth of 6^ fathoms oa it at low water,

lies westward of Saracen reefs, with Kuro sima bearing N. 59° E., distant

about If miles.

Gai, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it at low water, lies westward of

Saracen reefs, with Kuro sima bearing N. 55° E., distant about 5^ miles.

SaS6 Bo.—A naval station is established at Sasebo, in the northern P- 514.

part of Omura bay. The port consists of an inner and perfectly landlocked

harbour and an outer harbour, a reef, extending across the entrance to the

inner harbour, adds to its security.

There is a good hospital, and barracks for seamen.

Docks.—The dock is 442 feet in length overall, 416 feet oa the blocks,

98 1 feet wide at the top, 81^ feet at the bottom, and 38J feet on the sills

at high water springs.

Segulations.—^When approaching the naval port of Sasebo with the

iqtention of entering the port, all vessels are to show their distinguishing

numbers, as well as their national flags, at a distance of 3 miles from the

port ; and are to anchor as directed,by the Imperial Harbour Master.

Omura bay.—A rock, which dries one foot at low water, lies about

one cable westward of Magura jima, an islet northward of the entrance

to Omura bay. Approximate position, lat. 33° 8' 25" IS., long.

129° 38' 55" E.J

Dangers stretch off from Kogo saki to the 4,^-fathom patch, situated

4 cables S.W. by S. from that point. Two white beacons, erected on the

* See chart, Ko. 140. t -See charts, Nos. 359, 140.

J See chart, No, 359.
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mainland just eastward of Kogo saki, kept in line, N.E. by N., lead p. 514.

south-eastward of the extremity of the dangers. Approximate position,

Zogo saki, lat. 33° 6' 10" N., long. 129° 39' 50" E.

Hirado Siiua/.—A signal station has been established on the south-west p- 515.

parts of Hirado sima, in approximately, lat. 83° 10' 30" K., long.

129° 22' 20" E.*

MebamSOHe.—-A. depth of 3^ fathoms has been found on the p. 516.

southern end of this shoal.

Mi Sinia.—NanaWrodachi, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it at low p. 51?.

water, lies at the Southern entrance to Hirado no seto, with the

south-east end of Mi sima (Ishima) bearing N. 51° E., distant about

one mile.

Hibi cliailliel.—A sunken rock, Kajimesoue, of small extent, and p. 523.

with depths of 8 to 10 feet on it at low water, lies in Hibi channel, with

Moko sima eastern point bearing N. 28° E., distant 7 cables ; and north

extreme of Euro sima S. 74° W.f

Taka sima.—Submarine cable.—The submarine telegraph p. 526.

cable connecting Japan with Korea is landed in the bay southward of

Taka sima.|

K.ARATSU NO URA.—Sunken rocks.—A rock, named p. 531,

Tsutsu se, with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, is situated with the west extreme

of Keya saki bearing N. by W. | W. distant 2^ miles ; and Ko Fusi

jama (1267) N.E. by E. | E.§

A rock, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it, is situated in a position bearing

S.E. I S., distant 11 J cables from Tsutsu se rock; or with Keya saki

bearing N.N.W. i W., distant S^V miles.

Eocks above and below water extend about 3 cables southward of the

point projecting from the middle of the north shore of Eunago shi.

A rock, now named Matsura se, with a depth of 2^ fathoms on it at

low water, is situated with summit of Taka sima (553) bearing IT. 69° W.,

distant 1-^ miles ; and Hime sima summit (647) N. 18° E.

A rock, with a depth of 3J fathoms on it at low water, is situated with

summit of Taka sima bearing N. 35° W. distant 13^ miles ; and centre of

Daimio's residence S. 79° W.

The COAST.—A rock named Hatsushiro, with a depth of 1| P- 537.

fathoms on it, lies E. f TH., distant 3^'^ miles, from the north point of

Koko sima.

SetOZaki harbour.—-See chart, No. 2874. p. 539.

» See chart. No. 140. t See charts, Nos. S.'jg, 127.

X See charts. No. 141. § See chart. No. 127.
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See chart Aburatani bay to Ando Zaki, No. 1495. pp. 540-

XJma Sniinia light is a group flashing light, showing two flashes

everyfifteen seconds, elevated 109 feet above high water, and visible in

clear weather from a distance of 16 miles. It shows white from North to

N. 23° E., red from N. 23° E. to N. 26° E., and white from N. 26° E.,

through east and south, to S. 52° "W.*

The lighthouse, which is cylindrical, painted white and about 25 feet

in height, is situated on the western extremity of Uma shima in the

approach to Hamada anchorage.

See plans Kasa ura and Kaka ura. No. 2198. p. 54i.

See chart Amarubi Zaki to Ando zaki. No. 2174. p. 542.

Footnote—/or 61 read 2133. p. 544.

The COAST.—Fishermen report the existence of a narrow reef, about p. 545.

6 miles in length, with depths of 4 to 17 fathoms on it, 150 fathoms

westward, 300 fathoms eastward, and a bank of soundings for some
distance from either end, lying in approximately lat. 36° 30' N., long.

135° 45' E.f

See chart "Waijima anchorage. No. 2133. p. 546.

See chart Noto peninsula. No. 2243.

YebiSU bay.—LIGHT.—A fixed white light, elevated 136 feet p. 554.

above the sea, and visible from N. 45° W., through west and south, to

N. 84° E., a distance of 10 miles in clear weather, is shown from a light-

house, 40 feet high, an iron hexagonal tower, painted white, situated on

Hime saki, the eastern point of Yebisu bay.

When within 1^ miles from the lighthouse, the light is obscured when
bearing northward of N. 53° W.J

OGA SIMA PENINSULA.-~LIGHT.-Punaka light is a

fiased light, elevated 141 feet above high water, and visible in clear

weather 6 miles. It shows whdte between N. 36°.E. and N. 10° E. ; red

Ijetween N. 10° E., through north, and N. 5° W. ; white between

N. 5° W. and N. 66° W. ; green between N. 66° W. and N. 77° W. ; and

white between N. 77° W. and S. 22° W,
The lighthouse is a square wooden tower 13 feet high, painted white.

Rock.—-A. white buoy, surmounted by a triangular topmark marks the p. 555.

position of a sunken rock lying E. by S. f S. from Punakawa lighthouse,

or approximately in lat. 39° 52' 5" N., long. 139° 51' 15" E.

BITTERN ROCKS.—Two rocks, one with a depth of 3 fathoms p. 556.

at low water, the other with 2\ fathoms on it, lie respectively N. 84° W.,

* See charts, No. 2,347, 1,495. t See chart. No. 2,347.

X See charts, Nos. 2,347, 536,
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distant 1J^ miles ; and N. 75° "W., distant nearly 7 cables from Bittern p. 556.

rocks.

Singapore rock (Oma se) has a depth of 6 feet over it. p. 565.

The rock lying about S.S.E., distant nearly half a mile from Singapore

rock, previously marked 4\ fathoms on the chartii, has a least depth of

2^ fathoms on it, is named Wakazekara se, and extends about a cable

southward of its position as shown on the charts (1897).*

ITesasbl.

—

See plan No. 2975. p. 575.

Siru unku (Iwanai) bay.—-See plan No. 2975. p. 578.

A pinnacle rock, with a depth of 10 feet on it, lies 2 cables ofE shore, in p. 532.

lat. 43° 24' N., long, 141° 25' E.f

A pinnacle rock, with a depth of If fathoms on it, and 24 to 28 fathoms

around, is situated approximately in lat. 43° 43' 50" N., long.

141° 18' 10" E., and another rock, with a depth of 2f fathoms on it, and

about 3\ fathoms for 3 cables eastward, lies about 3 cables south-south-

eastward of this rock.

Tomomai.—A rock with a depth of 3 fathoms on it, with 3J fathoms P- S^^,

for a distance of 3 cables northward, and depths of 8 to 10 fathoms around,

is situated in approximately lat. 44° 22' 0" N., long. 141° 38' 30" E.

Note.—The coast, from Tomomai village for about 10 miles southward,

has shoal water extending 3 to 6 cables from it.

ITagisiri island.—A rock, 10 feet high, and about 10 yards in

extent, is situated S.S.E. ^ E., distant 8 cables, from the eastern point of

Yagisiri. Approximate position, lat. 44° 24^' N., long. 141° 26' E.

Oshidomari (Nakko head) light. — This light illumines p- sss.

Oshidomari bay between the bearings N. 59° W., and N. 27° E.J

Cape Soya light is a jiashing light ; both light and fog signal are p. 587.

not in action from 15th January to the last day of February.f

Cape Yerimo.—^ shoal, with a depth of 5 fathoms on it, the P- 592.

extent of which is unknown, lies with cape Yerimo, bearing about

E. by N., distant 18 miles; or approximately in lat. 41° 51' N., long.

142° 53' E.*

Tokachi kawa.—The Master of the steam-vessel Koyekimaru

reports that he observed a rock, which dries about 2 feet at low water,

with shoal water between it and the coast, situated about 1^ miles off the

mouth of the Tokachi kawa, south-east coast of Yezo. Approximate

position, lat. 42° 49' 0"N., long. 143° 55' 20" E.

* See chart, No. 2,441. t See chart, No. 452.

X See chart, No. 2,975,
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Tatsumino Se.—A sunken reef on which the sea breaks henvily, P' 596.

lies about one mile 2^. 56° E. from Tatsumino se.

Noshap saki light cow shows white between S. 70° E. through P- ^97.

south, and N". 16° W.; and red between N. 16° W. through north,

and N. 20° E.*

YurU jima.— The steam vessel Genbumaru recently touched p- 598.

on a pinnacle rock, with a depth of 1J fathoms on it at low water springs,

situated with Otanobori saki northern point bearing N.E. ^ E., distant

4 cables ; and Norikarunushi saki S. | E.

La PerOUSe strait.—A depth of 12 fathoms is situated P- 606.

approximately in lat. 45° 51' IST., long. 142° 56' E. ; and a depth of 26

fathoms, in approximately lat. 45° 8^' N., long. 143° 45^' E.t

Products.—The output of coal from the mines in Saghalin in 1894 p. 608.

was 17,726 tons. The quality of this coal is now said to be equal to

Japanese.

CAPE NOTORO.—Fog signal.— The fog signal at cape p. 610.

Ifotoro lighthouse consists of a siren, which, during thick or foggy

weather, will give blasts of seven seconds duration, separated by silent

intervals of one to two minutes.'^

Should the siren be out of order, the fog signal will be made by bell

and gnu as heretofore.

Signal station.—A signal mast has been erected at this lighthouse^

from which signals will be made by the International Code.

Masters of passing vessels are requested to pass sufficiently near to read-

any signals that may be made at this lighthouse, and to forward them to

the Harbour Department, Vladivostok, by the first opportunity.

AncllOragS.—Four leading beacons have been erected to denote the P- "ll-

anchorage at Korsakov.sk, each beacon is 36 feet in height, and consists of

poles, surmounted by a triangle, each of the rear beacons having a cross

piece in addition. The two southern beacons are situated in the village

of Porean Tomari, and are 180 yards apart, bearing, when in line,

S.E. by E. ; the two northern beacons are situated in Korsakovsk between

the lighthouse and the pier, being 490 yards apart, and bearing, when in

line, E. by ]Sr. i N".

Vessels of heavy draught should anchor with either pair of beacons in

line in 7 fathoms, those of more moderate draught may anchor within the

area enclosed by the leading lines of the beacons, according to depth

required. §

* See chart. No. 1,268. t See charts, Nos. 2,459, 2,405, and 459.

X See chart, No. 452. § See plan on chart, No. 2,192.

3842. . E
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Kosounai.—In 1896 about 100 Eussians were settled at Kosounai. P- 615.

The beacons had then disappeared.

KorsakOV bay.—Beacons.—Two pairs of beacons consisting of p. 617.

poles surmounted by triangles are erected at Korsakov bay, the pair at

Korsakov settlement are seen in line bearing E. by N. ^ N., and those at

Paraon-Tomari in line bearing S.E. by E., both pairs of beacons when
seen in line at the same time mark the anchorage in 7 fathoms, mud
and sand bottom.*

Footnote, /or 2405, read 2192.

Dui.—The steamers of the " Amur river Company " do not visit

Saghalin, but in summer the mails are taken about every fortnight by
the steamers of the " Tartary line " which run between Vladivostok, Olga

bay, Korsakov, Barraeouta harbour, Alexandrovski, Castries bay, and

!N"icolaiev. In winter the mails go, via Castries bay, through Siberia.

Jonquiere (Dui) point light, now elevated SlOfeet above high

water, has been altered from fixed white to a AxoT^ttic flashing white light

every thirty seconds, thus :—light, three seconds ; eclipse, twenty-seven

seconds : visible between N. 27° E, through east, and S. 72° W. in clear

weather from a distance of 27 miles. This light is shown from a new

lighthouse in the middle of the keeper's dwelling coloured white, at

3^ cables south of the old lighthouse, and is exhibited as long as the

fairway is navigable.f

Mortovinov toay.—Rocks are reported to extend about 5 cables p. 622.

around cape Toiiin, and no vessel should approach that cape nearer than

one mile distant; anchorage was found on the western shore off the

entrance to the lagoon 5 cables offshore in 6 fathoms water. A rocky reef

extends quite across the entrance to the lagoon where there is a bluff on

the southern side.

TichmeneV.—The beacon could not be seen from H.M.S. Peacock

in September, 1893.

Robben island.—Seals arrive at end of May and leave when ice p. 623.

begins to form at end of October.

Shoal water is reported to exist between Robben island and cape

Patience.

AVOS rock is in lat. 49° 42^' IS., long. 154° 1'.% P- ^3*-

SHUMSHIR.—It is high water, full and change, on the north-west P* ^**''

coast of Shumshir at about 6 h. ; springs rise 6f feet.

* See chart, No. 2,192. t See chart, No. 1,117.

J See chart, No. 2,405.
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APPENDIX.

HARBOUE EEGULATIONS.

The following regulations have been established in Japan for vessels

using the harbours open to foreign commerce :

—

I. The boundaries of the various ports opened to foreign commerce are

«stablished as follows ;—The boundary of Yokohama extends from Mandarin

Bluff as far as the lightship, and then, turning direct to the north, passes

along the eastern bank of the mouth of the river Tsurumi.

Kobe occupies an area bounded by a line extending southward from the

former mouth of the river Ikuta, and running north-easterly from

Wadamisaki promontory.

NLigata covers a circular area having a radius of 2^ nautical miles from

the lighthouse as centre.

Port Ebisu occupies a territory between two lines, one extending from

Shiidomari village to the outskirts of Ebisu for a distance of 50 miles,

and the other running from Minatocho, on the eastern bank of the

lake Kama, as far as Kamo village, on the north-western bank of the

same lake.

Osaka covers an area enclosed by two lines, one of which extends from

the Free Point at the mouth of the river Buko towards the south and

slightly to the west, where it meets the other, which extends from the

mouth of the river Yamato to a point 6 nautical miles from the Tree Point

and o nautical miles from the mouth of the Yamato.

^Nagasaki occupies a long strip of land from Kanzaki to Megami.

Hakodate covers an area extending half a nautical mile towards the sea

in a southerly direction from Anomasaki and as far as the eastern bank of

the mouth of the river Arikawa in Kamiiso village.

II. Vessels entering the ports are required to hoist their national flag

and to signal. Kegular mail steamers alone are allowed to use their

company's flags as signals. The national or company's flags and signals

so displayed are not to be withdrawn until after the arrival of the vessel is

reported to the harbour master. A report of arrival must be presented,

except on Sundays and national holidays, within 24 hours from the ship's

anchorage. No vessel shall be entitled, before the presentation of such

report, to enjoy facilities of customs examination.
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III. All captains are required, at the time or their arrival, to refrain

from communication with other vessels at anchor, or with the land, until

permission has been secured for free communicatiou.

IV. The harbour master Avill ordinarily meet ships near the entrance of

the port, and direct the place of anchorage. No vessel is allowed to leave

the place so assigned without special permission, except in case of emergency.

The harbour master, however, may, if he deems it necessary, direct a vessel

to change its place of anchorage.

Y. The harbour master is required to wear uniform during working

hours. He is entitled to right of inspection at any time as to whether his

directions with respect to the anchorage and movement of vessels have

been duly executed.

VI. No vessel is allowed to lie at anchor in the fairway, or to obstruct

the liberty of navigation.

VII. Vessels anchoring or sailing within the limits of a port are

required to use the lights prescribed by the regulations for the prevention

of marine collisions.

VIII. Whenever a storm is expected, or a signal for warning is given,

each vessel shall at once prepare to cast one or more spare anchors,

steamers being also required to get up steam.

IX. Vessels loaded with explosives or combustible substances in excess

of the quantities for ordinary use are required to proceed beyond the limits

of a port to await directions from the harbour master. These vessels,

while awaiting instructions, must show the signal B between sunrise and

sunset, and hang a red lantern on the foremast from sunset to sunrise. No
ship is entitled to load or unload the materials above-mentioned except in

places specified by the harbour master.

X. Vessels at anchor and not engaged in loading or unloading, or vessels

under repairs, and all others, including yachts, warehousing and cargo

boats, are required to lie in the places specially fixed by the harbour

master.

XI. In case of outbreak of fire on board a vessel her bells shall be rung

until the arrival of aid. Between sunrise and sunset signal flags " NM "

shall be displayed, and from sunset to sunrise a red lantern shall be

continuously raised and lowered. When police assistance is needed the

signal " G " shall be shown between sunrise and sunset, and a blujB or

flashing light be burnt between sunset and sunrise. With these exceptions

no gun is to be fired, nor fireworks displayed, except by permission of the

harbour master.
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XII. Vessels coming from districts notified by the Imperial Government

as affected by epidemics or contagious diseases (as cholera, small-pox,

yellow or scarlet fever, pest, Ac), or vessels in which any of these

diseases is found to have broken out in the course of the voyage, are

required to moor beyond the limits of a port, flying a yellow flag

between sunrise and sunset, and exhibiting two lanterns, red and white,

the one above and the other below, on the top of the foremast, between

sunset and sunrise. The sanitary officials shall have notice of the nature

of the diseases, in order that suitable preventive measures may be

adopted. Vessels having disease on board are not allowed to withdraw

the yellow flag, or the lantern signals, until permission for free communi-

cation is obtained ; nor are they allowed to land any persons on board, or

communicate with other vessels, without the permission of the sanitary

officials concerned. The above provisions are also applicable to any

vessels at anchor within the limits of a port, in case an epidemic disease

breaks out in them. They are required to change their place of anchorage

on receipt of directions to that effect from the harbour master.

Vessels coming from districts afiiected by cattle or sheep plague, or

vessels in which plague has broken out, are not allowed to land cattle or

sheep, their carcases, hides, or bpnes or to transfer the same to any other

vessel for re-shipment.

XIH. It is strictly forbidden to cast overboard corpses, ballast, embers,

dust, refuse, Ac, within the limits of a port. In loading or unloading coal

or ballast, or other materials of a similar nature, precautions must be

taken to prevent the same from dropping into the water. Vessels known to

have cast into the sea any of the above-mentioned substances, or to have

allowed the same to drop through negligence, shall be required by the

harbour master to remove them. In the event of their failing to do so

steps may be taken by the harbour master to effect the removal at the

expense of the vessel concerned.

XIV. Vessels desiring to clear out of port must notify the harbour

office, and a departure flag must be hoisted. Steamers arriving and

leaving at fixed hours or dates need present once only a notification of

their arrival and departure.

XV. Any wrecks or obstructions likely to impede the routes of

navigation within or near the port must be removed by the owner within

the period specified by the harbour master. If the owner fails to comply

with such directions, the harbour master may cause the removal or

destruction of the obstruction to be undertaken at the owner's

expense.
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XVI. The harbour office shall provide suitable buoys for steamers

engaged on regular services, and collect a prescribed due for the use

thereof.

XVII. No chain, cable, or rigging shall be attached to a lightship or to

signal buoys or beacons. In case any vessel collides with and damages a

lightship, buoy, beacon, or pier, or structure, she must defray the necessary

expenses for repair or reconstruction.

XVIII. Violation of the above regulations shall render the offender

liable to a fine of not less than 2 yen and not more than 200 yen.

XIX. The captain of a vessel shall be held responsible for the payment

of fines, fees, and other charges imposed upon the vessel.

XX. Any vessel on -which fines, fees, or other charges are imposed shall

not be allowed to clear until she has discharged the full amount, or presents

satisfactory security to the harbour master.

XXI. The term "harbour master" in these regulations must be

understood to include his assistant or the mayor or headman or his

delegate in ports where no harbour master is appointed. The term

" captain " is to be defined as the person who controls or directs a vessel,

whatever title he may have. The word " port " or " harbour " relates

to any one of the ports enumerated in Article I. of these regulations.

XXII. A portion of each port shall be set apart for the anchorage of

war vessels.

XXIII. Of the above provisions those which are applicable to war

vessels are paragraphs IV., VI., XI., and XXI,, and clauses 1 and 2 of

paragraph XIII.

XXIV. The date of the operation of these regulations shall be notified

by the Minister of Communications. Byelaws for the enforcement of the

regulations will by promulgated by the said minister.
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Gamova cape

Gana she (Gani ze)
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Tettojo

Thistle island

Three rocks

Tiohmenev

Tizenko bay

To o Kuro
To sima light

Tobase sima

Tobi do

Toishi

Tokacbi kawa
Tokarefski capo

Tokyo

.7 gulf

Tomi saki

Tomomai
Tong yong port

Toyo shima

Treaty ports, Korea

Tso chih

Tsu sima

Tsuchi (Tsukin or Taking)

Tsuguno iso

Tsurikake saki light

Tsatsu se

Tabnlie rock

Udo bana

Ukado point

dma shima light

Unteng port

Uehibuka harbour

TTsi sima

Usuri (Ousuri) railway

TJwajima bay
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NOTICE TO MARINERS.
{To be inserted inside cover of ail Sailing Directions.)

CAUTION WHEN APPROACHING BRITISH PORTS.

(1) My Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, having taken into

ronsideration the fact that circumstances may arise in which it may be

necessary, on account of periodical exercises, manoeuvres, or otherwise,

to forbid all entrance to certain ports of the Empire, this is to give

Notice that on approaching the shores of the United Kingdom, or any

port of the British Empire, a sharp lookout should be kept for the

signals described in the following paragraph, and for the vessels

mentioned in paragraph (2), Part II., of this Notice, and the distin-

guishing and other signals made by them. In the event of such

signals being displayed, the port should be approached with great

caution, as it may be apprehended that obstructions may exist.

(2) If entpance to a. port is prohibited, tiiree fett verti-
cal lights by night, or three red vertical balls by day, will
be exhibited in some conspicuous position, in or near to
its approach, which signals will also be shown by the
vessels indicated in paragraph (2), Part II., of this Notice.

If these signals are displayed, vessels must either
proceed to the position marked " Examination Anchorage "

on the Admiralty Charts and anchor there, or keep
the sea.

EXAMINATION SERVICE.
(1) Under certain circumstances, it may become necessary to take

special measures to examine vessels desiring to enter the ports or locali-

ties at home or abroad, referred to in Notice to Mariners No. 1 of 1913,

and re-published on 1st January in every succeeding year as long as

required.

(2) In such case, vessels carrying the distinguishing flags or lights

mentioned in paragraph (4) will be charged with the duty of

examining phips which desire to enter the ports and of allotting

positions in which they shall anchor.

(3) As the institution of the Examination Service at any port will

never be publicly advertised, especial care should be taken in approach-
ing the ports, by day or night, to keep a sharp lookout for any vessel

carrying the flags or lights mentioned in paragraph (4), and to be

ready to " bring to " at once when hailed by her or warned by the

firing of a gun or sound rocket.

(4) By day the distinguishing flags of the Examination Steamer
will be a special flag (white and red horizontal surrounded by a blue

border) and a blue ensign.

Also, three red vertical balls if the port is closed.

By night the steamer will carry : (a) Three red vertical lights if the

port is closed ; (6) three white vertical lights if the port is open.

The above lights will be carried in addition to the ordinary navi-

gation lights, and will show an unbroken light around the horizon.

(5) Masters are warned that, before attempting to enter any of

these ports when the Examination Service is in force, they must in

their own interests strictly obey all instructions as to entry given to

them by the Examination Steamer. In the absence of any instructions

from the Examination Steamer they must proceed to the position

marked "Examination Anchorage" on the Admiralty Charts, and
anchor there, or keep the sea.

Whilst at anchor in the Examination Anchorage Masters are
warned that they must not lower any boats (except to avoid accident),
communicate with the shore, work cables, move the ship, or per-
mit anyone to leave the ship, without permission from the Examina-
tion Steamer.

(6) In case of fog. Masters of vessels are enjoined to use the utmost
care, and the Examination Anchorage itself should be approached
with caution.

(7) The pilots attached to the ports will be acquainted with the
regulations to be followed.

(10937) Wt. 35188/561 (I). 35,000.-2/13. T.B.E.
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ADVERTISEMENT
TO THE REVISED SUPPLEMENT.

This Revised Supplement, by Captain W. R. Martin, R.N., contains

the latest information received in the Hydrographic Department of

the Admiralty since the publication in 1906 of the fifth edition of

the China Sea Directory, Vol. I.

Appendices, showing the principal dimensions of all dry docks, &c.,

the depths in the principal ports, and places suitable for magnetic

observations have been inserted.

Supplement, 1909, and all Notices to Mariners relating to the above

work, up to and including No. 1,673 of 1912, are hereby cancelled.

H. E. P.-C.

Hijdrogra'phic Office,

Admiralty, London,

16th January., 1913.

(10449). Wt. 37346/600 (8). 2,000—1/13. T.G.E.





ADVEETISEMENT
TO THE EEVISED SUPPLEMENT.

Tiis Revised Supplement, by Captain W. R. Martin, R.N., contains

the latest information received in the Hydrographic Department of

the Admiralty since the publication in 1906 of the fifth edition of

the China Sea Directory, Vol. I.

Appendices, showing the principal dimensions of all dry docks, &c.,

the depths in the principal ports, and places suitable for magnetic

observations have been inserted.

Supplement, 1909, and all Notices to Mariners relating to the above

work, up to and including No. 1,673 of 1912, are hereby cancelled,

H. E. P.-C.

H ijdrogra'phic Office,

Adviiralty, London,

16th January., 1913.

(10449). Wt. 37346/600 (8). 2.000—1/13. T.G.E.





The existence of this Bevised Supplement is to be entered on the
opening page of the China Sea Directory, Vol. I. The vnlormation in it
is to b* carefutty considered.

One copy is to he retained intact' for reference, notations referring
4o it being tnade in the pages of the China Sea Directory, Vol. I.; the
other copy may be cut up, if considered desirable, the slips being pasted in
the volume at the appropriate place.

REVISED SUPPLEMENT,

1913,

RELATING TO THE

€HINA SEA WMGfOfiS. VOL. I

For details of sectors and the latest information

respecting the Lights which are included in this

work, seamen should consult the Admiralty List of

Lights, Part VI. This List is published early in every

year, corrected to the preceding 31st December.

vessel approaching a defended .port in the Straits Settlements when

searchlight are being worked, and finding that they interfere with

her safe navigation, may make use of the following signals, either

singly or combined :
—

{a) By flashing lamp,./oM?- short flashes followed by one long flash.

(6) By whistle, siren, or fog horn, four short blasts followed by

one long blast.

Whenever possible, both flashing lamp signals and sound signals

should be used.
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Bewsed Supplement is to be entered on the

REVISED SUPPLEMENT,

1913,

RELATING TO THE

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, VOL. I.

FIFTH EDITION,

1906.

{Corrected to ^Ist December, 1912.)

The several paragraphs follow the order of the paging of the China

Sea Directory, Vol. I., 1906; the pages referred to are given herein

in the text.

{All Bearings are Magnetic.)

CHAPTER I.

Page 1.—Straits Settlements.—Searchlights.—Any
vessel approaching a defended port in the Straits Settlements when

searchlights are being worked, and finding that they interfere with

her safe navigation, may make use of the following signals, either

singly or combined :
—

(a) By flashing lamp, four short flashes followed by one long flash.

(&) By whistle, siren, or fog horn, four short blasts followed by

one long blast.

Whenever possible, both flashing lamp signals and sound signals

should be used.
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Port.—Port Swettenham is the port of Selangor as well as the
principal port in the Federated Malay States. In 1907, 1,071 steam
vessels, with a tonnage of 542,516 tons, entered Port Swettenham,
45 vessels being ocean-going steamers with a tonnage of 140,543 tons.

In addition, 714, native craft, with a total tonnage of 11,793 tons,
•entered and cleared the port.

Communications.—Steam vessels.—There are frequent
-and regular communications, by means of coasting steam vessels,

between the Straits Settlement and Selangor.

Railways.—There are 113 miles of railway in the State. The
rsystem connects with Perak at Tanjong Malin on the Bemam river,

and, passing southwards through Kwala Lumpur, crosses the inter-

iState boundary into Negri Sembilan. A branch line, 27 miles in

length, connects Kwala Lumpur, with Port Swettenham, and another,

-5^ miles in length, with the Batu caves. A railway is oonstructing

-connecting the system with Johore. The depot and goods sheds at

-Kwala Lumpur are commodious, and lighted throughout by electric

light.

Telegraph.—The telegraph system extends all over the State,

-and there are 728 miles of wire. A line is being laid from Singapore

to connect with the Federated Malay State system, but this land line

is liable to damage from elephants. Telephones are worked over

-330 miles of line, and a telephone exchange is in operation at Kwala

Lumpur, Klang, and Kajang.

Soads.—Selangor possesses 739 miles of roads, of which 469 miles

are metalled. The State is connected by, roads with the capital towns

of Pahang and Negri Sembilan, and with Tanjong Malin, the Perak

"boundary ; these loaids are 120 miles, 57 miles, and 55 miles in length,

respectively. The road to Pahang passes over the main range of the

peninsula at an altitude of 2,700 feet.

The metalled roads have an excellent surface, and so afford great

facilities for the use of motor-cars and motor-cycles, of which there

are many, both private and public. Motor-car services connect

several of the outlying districts with the railway, being run by both

private firms and by the Government.

Page 18.—Johor.—Rubber, cultivated in European, Native, and

Chinese plantations, is a principal export.

Communications,—^Bandan Maharani has steam communica-

tion with Singapore on every day except IVfonday, and a small steamer

keeps up communication three times a week between Singapore and

Banang, situated 5 miles up the Sungi Batu Pahat.

Bailway.—A railway through Johor, via Segaimat, connects

Johor Bahru with the town of Malacca, and the railway system of the





Fagt 18 continti^d.

Federated Malay States, the journey from Singapore to Kwala Lum-
pur occupying 12 hours, and that to Malacca nine hours.

Page 21.—Sumatra.—Railways.—A railway runs from
Olehleh through Kota Raja and up the Acheh valley, and is to join

the railway that runs from Kwala Langsor, through Edi, and up the

Legli valley. The extension of this railway to connect with the Deli

system is under consideration.

Page 37.—Suoyage.—Conical buoys are painted red.

Page 38.—Docks.—See Appendix.

Pilot VeSSelS.^-Iiig^lltS.—Pilot vessels, when engaged on their

stations on pilotage duty, shall not show the lights required for other

vessels, but shall carry a white light at the masthead, visible all round

the horizon, and shall also exhibit a flare-up light or flare-up lights

at short intervals, which shall never exceed 15 minutes.

On the near approach of or to other vessels they shall have their

side-lights lighted, ready for use, and shall flash or show them at short

intervals, to indicate the direction in which they are heading, but the

green light shall not be shown on the port side, nor the red light on

the starboard side.

A pilot vessel, of such a class as to be obliged to go alongside a

vessel to put a pilot on board, may show the white light instead of

carrying it at the masthead, and may, instead of the coloured lights

above mentioned, have at hand, ready for use, a lantern with a green

glass on the one side and a red glass on the other, to be used as pre-

scribed above.

A steam pilot vessel, exclusively employed for the service of pilots

licensed or certified by any pilotage authority or the committee of any

pilotage district, when engaged on her station on pilotage duty, and

not at anchor, shall, in addition to the lights required for all pilot

boats, carry at a distance of 8 feet below her white masthead light a

red light, visible all round the horizon, and of such a character as to

be visible on a dark night with a clear atmosphere from a distance of

at least 2 miles, and also the coloured side-lights required to be carried

by vessels when under weigh.

When engaged on her station on pilotage duty and at anchor she

shall carry, in addition to the lights required for all pilot boats, the

red light above mentioned, but not the coloured side-lights.

Pilot vessels when not engaged on their station on pilotage dvity

shall carry lights similar to those of other vessels of their tonnage.

Fishery lights.—Fishing vessels and fishing boats, when under

weigh and not required by this article to carry or show the lights

hereinafter specified, shall carry or show the lights prescribed for

vessels of their tonnage under weigh.





Pag3 38 continued.

(a) Open boats, by which is to be undersfcood boflts not protected

from the entry of sea water by means of a continuous deck, when

engaged in any fishing at night with outlying tackle extending not

more than 150 feet horizontally from the boat into the seaway, shall

carry one all-round white light.

Open boats, when fishing at night, with outlying tackle extending

more than 150 feet horizontally from the boat into the seaway, shall

carry one all-round white light, and, in addition, on approaching or

being approached by other vessels, shall show a second white light at

least 3 feet below the first light, and at a horizontal distance of at

least 5 feet away from it in the direction in which the outlying tackle

is attached.

Vessels and boats, except open boats as defined in subdivision (a),

when fishing with drift-nets, shall, so long as the nets are wholly or

partly in the water, carry two white lights where they can best be seen.

Such lights shall be placed so that the vertical distance between

them shall be not less than 6 feet and not more than 15 feet, and so

that the horizontal distance between them, measured in a line with

the keel, shall be not less than 5 feet and not more than 10 feet. The

lower of these two lights shall be in the direction of the nets, and both

"of them shall be of such a character as to show all round the horizon,

and to be visible at a distance of not less than 3 miles.

Vessels and boats, except open boats as defined in subdivision (o),

when line-fishing, with their lines out and attached to or hauling their

lines, and when not at anchor or stationary, shall carry the same

lights as vessels fishing with drift-nets. When shooting lines, or fish-

ing with towing lines, they shall carry the lights prescribed for a

steam or sailing vessel under weigh respectively.

In fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy rainstorms, drift-net vessels

attached to their nets, and vessels when trawling, dredging, or fishing

with any kind of drag-net, and vessels fishing with their lines out,

shall, if of 20 tons gross tonnage or upwards respectively, at interv'als

of not more than one minute, make a blast ; if steam vessels, with the

whistle or siren, and if sailing vessels with the fog-horn, each blast to

be followed by ringing the bell. Fishing vessels and boats of less than

20 tons gross tonnage shall not be obliged to give the above-mentioned

signals, but if they do not, they shall make some other efficient soiind

signal at intervals of not more than one minute.

CHAPTEE II.

Chart 219 , Acheh head to Diamond point.

Page 55.—Pulo Bras.—Light.—The light exhibited from the

north point of Pulo Bras is a white flashing light every minute, show-

ing thus:—flash, nine seconds; eclipse, fifty-one seconds; and it is

now regular.
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€hart 219.

Page 56.—The fixed red light is visible from a distance of 6 miles.

-Passages between Pido Bras and Sumatra on sheet 3702.

Page 58.—Pulo Nasi Keohil.—Cancel l&^t sentence of para-

:graph and substitute: "A sandbank with depths of from one to

3 fathoms extends north-eastward for a distance of about 2J cables

irom the north-east coast."

Pulo Nasi SSSar or Dedap.—Cancel paragraph, and substi-

tute :
—

Pulo Nasi Besar or Dedap nearly joins the south-east

point of Pulo Bras, being separated by Lampujang strait, a rocky

channel 1^ cables in breadth, in which there is a depth of 12 fathoms,

"but a reef, with depths of from 2^ to 7 fathoms over it, extends nearly

'2\ cables in a north-west direction from the north-west point of Pulo

Nasi Besar, having 2| fathoms water near its end. At 4^ cables,

W. by S. J S., from the soufcheom point of Pulo Bras, is the south-

easteom extremity of a ridge, four-tenths of a cable in width, on which

the least known depth is 2\ fathoms, and which, from this position,

extends 5 cables in a north-westerly direction, and nearly to the shore.

The tidal streams run with considerable strength in this channel.

Pulo Nasi Besar is triangular in shape, and about 4 miles in length

and 4^ miles in breadth on its southern side.

The coastline is rocky in places, and in others, chiefly on the west

side, there are sandy beaches. The water is fairly deep all round, the

5-fathom contour line being within 3 cables of the coast. There are

isolated rocks in Rots bay, and two in Cedar passage, southward of the

island.

Page 59.—RotS bay.—Cancel last sentence of paragraph, and

substitute :
" A reef with dry patches on it extends for about 3 cables

from the head of the bay, and several rocky patches are found at a

distance of one cable outside this reef."

Anclioragd.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute:—
Aucborage.—During the south-west monsoon, there is good

anchorage in 6 fathoms water, about 2 cables from the shore, north-

north-westward of the islet.

Bunta (Pulo Kelapa) is 802 feet high.

Pulo BatU.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute :
—

Pulo BatU, lying a mile north-eastward of the eastern end of

Pulo Kelapa, is a long and narrow island, generally uninhabited. A
i«ef of rocks extends half a cable towards Pulo Angkasa, and there is

a narrow channel, Lumpat strait, about half a cable wide, and hav-

ing depths of 7 t(> 8 fathoms between this reef and the detached rock

off Pulo Angkasa. Its northern side rises almost perpendicularly, and
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Page 59 continued. Chart 219.

lias deep water close-to; on its southern side, there is a sandy beach,

with temporary auohorage off it in about 10 fathoms water, but, on

account of the strong and eddying tidal streams, it is not recommended.

An islet, named Usamlakoh, above water, lies off the western end of

the island.

Dangers.—^Line 4 from bottom: For "4 cables" read "one
cable."

Line 3 from bottom : For" S. by W. ^ W." read " S.W. by S."

Page 60.—^Line 3 : Add " and one cable northward of it a rock with

less than 6 feet."

Line 5 : Cancel the paragraph.

Page 61.—^Line 4 : Add " but shoal water extends from Mata Yeh
Ijay, the bay south-westward of Acheh head."

Chart 219, Acheh head to Diamond point.

Bengal passage.—Tidal streams.—At the times of change

of tidal streams, vessels passing, this channel should carefully attend

to steerage.

Page 63.—Pulo Weh.—Wireless telegraph.—A wireless

telegraph station, always open for public use, is established on this

island, at about 2 cables south-eastward of the light-beacon. The

call letters are S-A.B.

Plan of Sdbang hay on sheet

Page 64.—Sabang bay.—Light.—The fixed red light

exhibited at Perimpun (Masam point) is visible from a distance of

10 miles.

A small jetty extends in a southerly direction from a position near

Masam point light-beacon.

Light-buoy.—The black can buoy, marking the outer edge of the

shoal extending southward from Masam point, has been replaced by

a black light-buoy, exhibiting a red fixed light.

Buoy.—^A white conical buoy marks the north-eastern edge of the

shoal extending northward from Pulo Kelas.

Communication.—There is daily steam communication with

Olehleh.

Goal.—^About 48,000 tons are kept in stock, and 185,000 tons

annually iniported. The coal wharves are 1,650 feet in length, and

it is proposed to extend them round the bottom of the bay. The coal

sheds afford a storage capacity of 60,000 tons ; four electric transporters

are in use, capable of loading at the rate of 50 tons an hour.

Page 65.—Docks.—-See Appendix.
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^<ige 66 continued. Plan on 2201.

Shipping.—In 1910 the number of steam vessels engaged in

foreign trade which entered the port was 451, having a total tonnage
-of 3,757,000 tons.

Mooring touoys.—The hauling-off buoys are situated too close

in for a long vessel to use, and are too slackly moored to be reliable.

'Chart 219, Acheh head to Diamond point.

Page 68.—Pedada or Gle Ram is steep to the westward, and
sloping to the eastward ; it is conspicuous, especially when seen from
-the north-westward, when it appears as a large square horn with steep

sides.

Page 69.—Olehl^h.—Communication.—A steam tramway
connects Olehleh with Kwala Langsar.

Page 71.—Pulo Burn light.—This light has been altered from

:fixed white to white occulting every twenty seconds, showing thus:—
-light, fifteen seconds; eclipse, five seconds.

The iron standard, from which the light is exhibited, is separate

from the dwelling, and has a red cupola; the dwelling has a black

jxooi.

Cancel footnote.

]Plan of Krung Eaja hay on chart 219.

Page 72.—Erung Raja bay.—There are two cliffs near Batu

^Kapal, both showing white ; these are conspicuous, as they are the

•only cliffs for a considerable distance.

Chart 219.

Page 80.—Earang Timau buoy has been altered from black

conical to black can.

'Chart 1353, Diamond point to Pulo Berhala.

Page 88.—Bajang river.—Buoy.—The outer white conical

Jbuoy at the entrance to this river has been removed.

JPlan .^.jT^, Langsar bay and river entrance.

Langsar river.—Depth.—There is a depth of 14 feet on the

'Outer bar, and 12 feet on the inner bar of Langsar channel.

Cancel last sentence of paragraph on Eastern channel.

Paslr Puti.—Light.—Omit paragraph.

Buoys.—Cancel both paragraphs, and substitute :
—

Light-buoys.—A red and black horizontally striped Ught-buoy,

'exhibiting an occvZting white light, is established at 4| miles eastward

of Perolin island, and marks the approach to Langsar bay.

A white Ught-buoy, marked No. 2, exhibiting a white fixed light is

moored on the western side of Langsar channel.
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Page 88 continued. Plan 367^.

A white light-buoy, marked No. 3, exhibiting a white occulting light

every twenty seconds, thus:—light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds,

is moored on the weetern side of the channel.

A black Hght-buoy exhibiting a white occulting light every twenty

seconds, thus:—light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds, is established

at one cable south of the south extreme of Pulo Telaga Tuju.

Buoys aild. beacons.—in addition to the light-buoys, Langsar

channel is marked by two white conical buoys and three white beacons

with round topmarks on the western side, and by four black can buoys

and two black beacons with square topmarks on the eastern side.

Eastem entrance.—Buoys.—The eastern entrance is marked

by a black can buoy. No. 1, at 2^ miles N. f W. of the clump of

trees at the entrance to Sungi Raja Tua, and by two white conical

buoys on the western side, and two black can buoys on the eastern

side.

Within the river the channel is buoyed with white conical buoys

on the northern side, and black can buoys on the southern side.

In the .approaches and in the river the white buoys and beacons should

be left on the starboard hand and the black buoys and beacons on the

port hand, when entering.

Page 89.—Birim river.—Cancel first sentence, and substitute

:

Birim river is situated westward of Langsar river ; the entrance, known
as Birim channel, has a general depth of from 19 to 21 feet, and

over the bar there is a passage with 18 feet at low water springs.

Within the river and opposite point A, there is a depth of 11 fathoms.

It is proposed to erect a wharf, with tramway communication, on

the southern side of the river, about half a mile south-eastward of

point A.

Buoys.—^Birim channel and Birim river are buoyed with whit©

conical buoys on the starboard hand and black can buoys on the

port hand.

These buoys are numbered from seaward, the starboard-hand buoys

from 2 to 10 inclusive, andi the port-hand buoys from 1 to 11 inclu-

sive.

Chart 1363, Diamond 'point to Pulo Berhala.

Page 90.—Tamiang river.—Buoys.—The black nun buoy

off the entrance to this river has been replaced by a black light-buoy

exhibiting a white occulting light every twenty seconds, thus :—light,

ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

The entrance is marked by black and white buoys.
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J^lan 3586, Aru bay.

Page 92.—Aru bay.—Sembilang.—Light.—This Ught has

been altered from fixed white to white flashing every three seconds,

showing thiis :,—flash, one second; eclipse, two seconds.

Page 93.—Entrances.—Sembilang channel has been dredged to

-a depth of 16 feet, from the pilot vessel to Pangkalan Susu.

Kumpei channel has a depth of 10 feet at low water springs.

Page 94.—Pilot vessel.—^The mooring buoy for the use of petro-

31eum vessels has been removed.

Iiight-bUOyS.—The colours of the fixed lights exhibited from

Jfos. 7 and 8 light-buoys have been altered from red to green.

BuoySvT-Line 10 from bottom: For " nine " read "ten." There

are two mooring buoys, one off the petroleum warehouses, and the

.other off Pangkalan Susu.

Page 95.—^Line 2 : Cancel " each," and in line 3, for " a red fixed

light " substitute " red or green fixed lights."

Page 96.-Babalan river.—Lights.—The fixed white light

lias been replaced by an occulting white light every four seconds,

showing thus:—light, two seconds; eclipse, two seconds.

A, red fixed light has been established on the west bank of the river,

on the south entrance point of Sujigi Tanjong Balei.

Tide gauge.—The tide gauge is situated at a quarter of a mile

south-south-westward of the black light-buoy.

"Wreck.—The wreck of a native vessel, with mast showing above

the water, lies sunk at a distance of 6 cables eastward of the northern

black can buoy.

Chart 1353, Diamond point to Pido Berhala.

SerapO river.—The entrance to this river is easily recognised by

the high trees lining the banks; it should be approached when bear-

ing S. by E. The bar has a depth of 4^ feet at low water springs, and

a mid-channel course should be followed through its winding channel.

A narrow channel, available for small craft, connects Serapo river

with Langkat river.

Buoys.—The entrance to this river is marked by two white conical

buoys and two black can buoys.

Page 97.—Langkat river.—A bank, which dries at low water

springs, is situated between No. 1 white conical buoy and the line of

the leading lights. On the bank north-eastward of No. 1 black can

buoy there is a depth of one foot at low water.

Between No. 1 white conical and' No. 1 black can buo^s there is a

depth of 3 feet at low water springs.
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Page 97 continued. Chart 1353.

Bar.—The depths on the bar are from 2 to 2J feet at low water

springs.

Lights.—The white group flashing light on the western side of

the entrance to this river is discontinued.

The fixed white front leading light has been replaced by a white

group occulting light, showing a group of three eclipses every thirty

seconds, thus:—flash, three seconds; eclipse, three seconds; flash, three

seconds; eclipse, three seconds; flash, three seconds; eclipse, fifteen

seconds.

The leading lights only lead through the channel when southward

of No. 1 white conical buoy.

Ligllt-13'U.OyS.—A white light-buoy, exhibiting a white occulting

light every twenty seconds, thus:—light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten

seconds, is moored on the starbo.ard side of the channel at 2^ miles

northward of the west side of the entrance to the river.

The black light-buoy is discontinued.

Buoys.—The channel is marked by five white conical buoys on the

starboard, and five black can buoys on the port hand.

These buoys are frequently moved, owing to changes in the channel.

Page 98.—Directions.—To enter the river, steer for the white

light-buoy, keeping it bearing South ; leave it on the port hand, and

when abreast of it alter course to S. 70° E. ; pass between No. 1 black

can buoy and No. 1 white conical buoy, and when the leading lights

are in line S. 14° E., steer on them. Following this course a minimum
depth of 3 feet at low water springs will be found, but local knowledge

is necessary.

Tapakuda river.—^BuoyS.—These buoys have been removed.

'Wreck.—^A wreck lies eastward of Karang Gading, at 3| milee

N.N.W. of Ujong Batu Chamal.

Plan of Deli river on chart 1363.

Page 100.—Deli river.—Belawan channel.—Buoys.—
The channel into this river is marked by seven white conical and six

black can buoys.

The fixed white light, shown from the outer light-buoy, has been

replaced by an occulting white light every twenty seconds, showing"^

thus:—light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

Chart 1353.

Page 101.—Belawan.—Shipping.—In 1910 the number of

steam vessels engaged in foreign trade which entered the port was

627, having a total tonnage of 786,582 tons, and of sailing vessels

1,288 with an aggregate tonnage of 111,096 tons.
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€hart 1363.

Page 102.—Medan.—Population.—In 1911 tlie population

numbered 26,990, including 1,266 Europeans.

Chart 79i., Pulo Berhala to Gape Machado.

Page 111,—Batu Bara river.—Beacons.—Five stake

beacons, surmounted with white balls, are established on the starboard

hand when entering, and two stake beacons, with black truncated

cones, on the port hand ; the deepest water is found on the side of the

white staJie beacons. The remaining beacons, including the leading

beacons, are to be removed.

Page 112.—Timbun Tulang bank.—The ridge with from

3 to 6 feet of water is reported not to exist.

Page 113.—Beacons and buoys.—The channel is marked by
white conical buoys on the starboard hand, and black can buoys on the

port hand. The outer white conical buoy lies N. by E., distant

4^ miles from the lighthouse, and the outer black can buoy 1^ miles

southward of the white buoy.

The black conical buoy with ball as topmark has been removed.

Leading beacons, from which lights are exhibited, indicate the chan-

nels of this river.

Page 114.—Directions.—Lines 6 and 18 : For " beacon " read
" white."

Line 8: Omit from " S.S.E." to " about" on line 9.

Tides.—Springs rise 11 feet, and neaps rise 1\ feet.

Page 116.—Sungi Panel.-Panei channel.—The depth in

this channel is one fathom.

Page 117.—Buoyage.—The buoys formerly marking Panel

channel have been removed, and West channel marked by white conical

buoys and black can buoys.

The black conical fairway buoy, surmounted by staff and ball, is

established at 9 miles N. by W. of Tanjong Datu.

E.cpunge last paragraph on buoys and beacons, and substitute :
—

A cross beacon, painted -white, with a topmark, is situated IJ miles

southward of Tanjong Datu, and another at Tanjong Berombang.

Quarantine.—Pulo Kantan is the quarantine station for Labuan

Bilik.

Directions.—Expunge paragraphs to end of page, and sub-

stitute :
—

The entrance may be identified from the oifing by the trees at

Bangsi, 207 feet in height, by the fishing huts at Mendulang, and the

prominent point of Si Api-api.

Having made the outer buoy, the course through West channel is

about S. i W. between the buoys on either side in not less than 19 feet
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Page 117 continued. Chart 79i..

at high water, spring tides. From abreast Tanjong Datu, the west

point of entrance, the track is along' the western shore, avoiding the

fishing stakes, and when nearing the cross beacon southward of that

point stee^r to the south-eastward towards the cross beacon near Tan-

jong Berombang, and thence to Tanjong Lumut.

Page 118.—Tidal streams.—Off Labuan Bilik the tidal streams

turn at half an hour after high and low water on the shore.

Wreck.—A wreck lies sunk to the eastward of the entrance to

Panei channel at 6| miles east-north-eastward of the outer black

conical buoy.

Page 120.—Sungi Rokan.—Outer Halang island.—

A

reef, which uncovers, extends 2^ miles in a north-weeterly direction

from the north-west extreme of this island, and a rook, with a depth

of 3 feet, is situated one mile northward of the north extreme.

Page 121.—Coast.—The mud-flat fronting the coast between

Bagan Si Api api and Pulo Senebui is reported to be extending sea-

ward, and the coast in this vicinity should not be approached within, a

distance of 2<| miles.

Chart 795, Gape Bachado to Singapore.

Page 123.—Salat Rupat.—Depth.—In t e channel between

Pulo Rupat and Pulo Pajung there is reported to be considerably lees

water than charted.

Page 127.—Brewer strait.—Wreck.—A wreck, with masts

showing above water, lies sunk at 5 miles north-north-westward of

Tanjong Jati.

Chart 1356, Malacca strait.

Page 133.—Pulo Belembang.—Rock.—A rock, with a depth

of 2 fathoms, and marked on the north-east side by a black can

buoy, is situated about one mile north-eastward of this islet.

Chart 2^.03, Singapore strait.

Page 136.—G-reat Karimon.—On the north-east point of the

island is a rubber factory, from which electric lighte are constantly

shown. There is a pier, 40 yards long, with a depth of 4 fathoms

a,long8ide. It is, however, advisable to lie in the stream.

Page 136.—^Little Karimon.—Button islet is about 30 feet

high.

Anchorage.—The bottom in this anchorage is of stiff grey mud,

and excellent holding ground.

Tidal streams.—At this anchorage the N.W. -going stream

turns to the 8.E. about 2 hours after high water at Singapore.

In Karimon strait they run at a rate of 4 knots.
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Page 136 continued. Chart 2^03.

The BrotlierS.—The under-mentioned shoals exist in the

vicinity of Pule Hiju Kechil, the easternmost of the Brothers

islands :
—

A rock, with a depth of 4 feet, situated at a quarter of a mile east-

Jiorth-eastward of the northern point of Pulo Hiju Kechil.

A rock, with a depth of 9 feet at a quarter of a mile N. by W. | W.
of the south-eastern point of Pulo Hiju Kechil.

A rock, with a depth of 3^ fathoms in a position from which the

south-eastern point of Pulo Hiju Kechil bears N. \ W., distant

4 cables.

This rock is 165 yards long, in a north-west and south-west direction,

and 20 yards broad.'

Page 137.—Gelam strait.—Shoal.—A shoal of 2^ fathoms is

situated at 1^ miles northward of the north extreme of Pulo Babi.

Tides.—Springs rise 11 feet, and neaps rise 7 feet.

CHAPTER III.

Chart 8^2, Sayer islands to Langkawi island.

Page 138.—Bandon.—Population.—The population is esti-

mated to number about 9,000.

Plan 8^3, Puket or Tongka harbour.

Page 141.—Puket harbour.—^A basin, with deep water

approach, is being constructed in this harbour.

Light.—^Line 8 from bottom : Cancel from " showing " to " dura-

tion."

Page 142.—Population.—The population of Tongka is estimated

to number about 10,000.

Page 143.—Trade.—^In 1911 the value of imports was £462,651,

and that of exports £776,147.

Shipping.—In 1911 the port was entered by 708 vessels, having a

total tonnage of 79,248 tons.

Ghax-t 8^.2, Sayer islands to Langkawi island.

Page 153.—Koh Libong (Pulo Telibong).—Light.—An

unwatched fixed white light is exhibited on the northern coast of this

island at about half a mile westward of the eastern extreme.

Koh Libong is 1,060 feet high.

Off-lying shoals.—Omit to bottom of page, and substitute:—
Caution.—Off-lying shoals.—Between Koh Kadan and

Koh Libong islands are the following dangers: A group of rocks,
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Pugt loo continued. Chart 8^2.

& feet high, situated with the south end of Koh Libong, bearing

S.E. by E., distant about 5 miles.

Shoal rocky ground (marked P.D. on chart) lies with the south end
of Koh Lib<Mig bearing East, distant about 4 miles j and a third shoal,

awash at low water, with the south end of Koh Libong E. by N. about
3 miles.

Page 154.—iS-untan.—This town will be the terminus of the

Siamese Southern State Railway, now under construction.

Page 156.—Omit from paragraph 1 to paragraph 4, substituting :
—

PulO Babi {Koh Muh) is situated about 14 miles south-eastward

of Koh Libong; it is thickly wooded except on the summit, which is

494 feet high, and marked by a conspicuous, high, solitary tree.

Coast.-r-Northward of a line joining Koh Libong and Pulo Babi

the coast recedes, and forms a bay, into the head of which Tarang and
Palean (Plien) rivers discharge.

Eastward of Pulo Babi is situated an extensive and apparently shoal

bay, which receives the waters of two or three rivers, the principal of

which is Sungei Opis (Pak nam. Lewang).

From the south point of this bay the coast trends in a southerly

direction for 10 miles to Tanjong Lana, 266 feet high to the tops of the

trees, which, being higher than those in the vicinity, render this point

conspicuous from seaward, presenting the appearance of an island.

From Tanjong Lana the coast continues in a southerly direction for

about 6 miles to Tanjong Duri, the intervening portion being much
indented by small bays, and in some parts rising to moderate eleva-

tions.

The coast between Tanjong Duri and Perlis river, situated 35 miles

to the south-eastward, has not been examined.

Islands.—^A group of small islands extends about 11 miles west-

ward from Tanjong Duri.

Pulo Anjing, the largest of this group, is separated at the

northern point from the mainland by a ohannel 1J cables wide.

This island is densely wooded, and has two conspicuous summits, of

which the northern and higher is elevated 892 feet.

Pulo Bulan, a narrow island 388 feet high, and about IJ miles

long in a north and south direction, is separated by a narrow channel

from Pulo Anjing. Westward of Pulo Bulan, rocky islets and shoal

patches of from one to 3 fathoms extend for about one mile ; the outer

and largest of these islets is 145 feet high.

Pulo TerutaO, the north point of which is situated 4| miles

southward of Pulo Bulan, is a thickly wooded island, about 14 miles
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Page 155 contirmed. Chart 8^2.

long m a uorth and south direction ; it rises to a moderate elevation at

the northern part, but the central and southern portions attain heights

of above 2,000 feet.

The north-west coast between North point and West point is formed
by two sandy beaches, with steep rocky points intervening; between
West point and Pyramid point, the south extreme, the coast is mostly
steesp and rocky ; the east coast has not been examined.

Depths of less than 5 fathoms are ifound at 2i miles off the south-

western coast of the island.

Pulo Terutao forms part of the southern boundary of Siamese terri-

tory, and is not permanently inhabited, except by one Malay family

in Wanderer bay on the eastern side of the island.

Chart 793, Biitnng group to Pulo Berli/i?ii.

Pulo Tenga, situated about 9 miles westward of Pulo Terutao,

is formed by two portions connected at low water by a reef. The
Island is about 2 miles long in a north and south direction, thickly

wooded, except at the summit, and steep-to, except on the east side,

-which is fringed by a narrow reef.

Pulo Tenga is 650 feet high to the tops of a conspicuous clump of

trees, which marks the summit.

Pulo Suku, a small island almost surrounded by a coral reef, is

situated three-quarters of a mile eastward of Pulo Tenga, the channel

between them being free from dangers, but marked by tide^rips.

Osborne rock.—This rock, 3 feet high, is situated 41 miles

north-westward of West point, Terutao island. The channel between

Pulo Terutao and Pulo Tenga is otherwise free from dangers.

Chart 81f2, Siujrr ishinds to I.diit/liniri Islfiiul.

Islands.—Between Pulo Telibong and Pulo Terutao is situated a

chain of islets and rocks, many of which are conspicuous; these

islands are mostly surrounded by shoal water, of which only the

southern portion has been examined.

Pulo Xfiang is the name given to the two small islands of Darby

and Joan, situated about 7 miles south-south-eastward of Pulo Teli-

bong.

These islands, of which Joan, the northern, is 700 feet high, and

Darby, the southern, 794 feet high, are bold and precipitous, being

separated by a channel nearly 2 cables broad.

Koh Krachome Fai (Pulo Umbut) is a small islet, nearly

covered with clumps of small bamboos, situated 3 miles south-westward

•of Pulo Liang.

Ijigllt.—An unwatched p'.)rf/ irhiti- light, elevated 12G feet, and

visible from a distance of 9 miles, is exhibited from a light-tower on

-.the eastern side of Koh Krachome Fai.

This light is unreliable.
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Pagt loo continued. Chart 8i.2.

Rock.—A rock, 14 feet high, is situated 6 cables south-south-east-

ward of Koh Krachome Fai.

A reef, covered at high water, extends IJ cables northward of this

rockj and the same distance south-westward of it.

Tukan Cliukap, a small rocky islet with two peaks, 139 feet

high, is situated 3| miles East of Koh Krachome Fai.

Pulo Eapai, the most remarkable island in this vicinity, is

situated 5 miles south-eastward of Koh Krachome Fai; it is narrow,

and Ij miles long in a north and south direction, being rocky and

steep-to, except o£E a sandy beach on the eastern side.

A chain of precipitous peaks runs down the centre of this island,

the northern of which is 873 feet high, and the southern 432 feet high,

between these the summit attains an altitude of 1,251 feet.

A perpendicular rock, 170 feet high, is situated IJ miles westward

of Pulo Kapai, and a similar rock, 390 feet high, at 2 miles south-west-

ward of that island.

Gull rock, 5 feet high, is situated about l\ miles N.E. of Pulo

Kapai ; between them are indications of the existence of a shoal.

Fulo Mera is a small, sparsely-wooded islet, 138 feet high, lying

about 3|' miles eastward of Pulo Kapai.

A rock, awash at high water, is situated 2 cables north-westward of

Fulo Mera, and two small islets close together, 63 and 65 feet high,

are situated about 6 cables east-north-eastward of that islet.

A rock, 11 feet high, is situated about one mile south-eastward of

Pulo Mera, with a reef drying 7 feet at low water springs close north-

westward of it, and a rock awash at high water south-eastward of it.

Pulo Tabai, 720 feet high, is a small steep islet lying SJ miles

southward of Pulo Kapai; a perpendicular rock, 197 feet high, is

situated 3§ cables north-north-westward of it.

£asy rock, 40 feet high, lies 4^ miles south-eastward of Pulo

Kapai.

Pulo Pisang,' nearly half a mile long in an east and west direc-

tion, is situated about 3J miles eastward of Easy rock; it is thickly

wooded, and 207 feet high to the top of the highest conspicuous tree.

A small rock, 5 feet high, lies close off the eastern extremity.

Fail rock, lis feet high, steep and bare, is situated 2,\ miles

southward of Easy rock.

An island, with a rock awash oflf the south extreme, and a shoal of

2 fathoms oflf the north extreme, is charted 2.| miles eastward of

Fail rock.

Tukan Tiga is the name of a group of three small rocky islands

near each other, situated about 4 miles south-south-eastward of Easy

rock.
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Page 155 continued. Chart 8i^.

The northern islet is 342 feet high, the southern, 318 feet high,

and the centre islot has two sharp peaks, 268 feet and 253 feet high
respectively.

PulO Lema, rising steeply to a height of 612 feet, is about'

a

quarter of a mile long in a north-west and south-east direction ; it is,

situated 5| miles south-south-eastward of Easy rock.

FulO Mulun., about a mile long in an east and west direction,

and three-quarters of a mile broad, is thickly wooded, steep, and
rocky, except off the eastern side, from which shoal water extends

1^ miles in a south-easterly direction. It is situated 8| miles south-

ward of Easy rock, and is 615 feet high to the tops of the trees.

A rock, 7 feet high, standing on a rocky ledge, most of which is

covered at high water, is situated one mile north-eastward of the north

extreme of Pulo Mulun ; a small rock, 3 feet high, lies 1| cables

eastward of the south extreme, and a rock, 25 feet high, close off the

south-west point of that island.

A thickly wooded islet, 364 feet high, is situated about 2 miles south

of Pulo Mulun, and a similar islet, 239 feet high, at 2| miles south-

westward of that island.

A-shoal of 4f fathoms is situated about half a mile east-north-east-

ward of the higher of these islets.

A steep rocky pillar, 40 feet high, with a small rocky islet, 81 feet

high, close north-eastward of it, is situated 4 cables south-westward of

the western of these islets.

Depths.—In the channel between Pulo Mulun and these islets

are depths of from 7 to 9 fathoms; vessels using this channel must

avoid the shoal ground south-eastward of Pulo Mulun.

North Cone islet, 433 feet high, is situated about 4 miles east-

north-eastward of Pulo Mulun, and South Cone islet, 412 feet high, at

3J miles eastward of that islet.

Both Cone islets have well-defined wooded summits, and are

together locally known as Pulo Kechil Mulun.

Perse rock, with a depth of 6 feet, is situated 1,^ miles eastward

of South Cone island.

Depths. South-eastward of Pulo Mulun, and between that island

and South Cone island, many patches of 3 fathoms and less are

situated, the depths in the vicinity being irregular.

Page VbQ.—Omit from line 8 to " avoided " on line 13, substitutinc/

" and westward of Pulo Tenga."

Pulo TerVLtaO.—Omit paragraph.
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Page 165 continued. Chart 8^2.

Page 157.—Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Pulo

Kapai at Xlh. 4in. ; springs rise from 8| feet to 9^ feet, neaps from

5| feet to 6J feet, and neaps range from 1| feet to 3J feet.

The diurnal inequality is most marked when the moon has its great-

est declination, the highest high water following the superior transit

when it has south declination, and the inferior transit when it has

north declination.

Tidal streams.—Between Pulo Telibong and Pulo Babi the

east-going stream runs from 4 hours before high water on the shore to

one hour before high water, and the west-going stream from 2 hours

after high water to 5 hours after high water, attaining at springs a

maximum velocity of 1^ knots.

At neaps the tidal streams are weak and irregular.

Off Pulo Kapai the north-east-going stream runs from 5 hours

before to half an hour before high water, and the south-west-going

stream from half an hour after high water to 5 hours after.

The maximum rate is about 2 knots, but at neaps the streams are

weak and irregular.

Between Pulo Mulun and the islets immediately southward of it

both streams are generally weak and irregular, but at springs the

east-going stream was occasionally experienced from about 3 hours

before until high water, and the west-going stream from about 2 hours

to 5 hours after high water, attaining velocities of about 1^ knots.

At a distance of 2 or 3 miles northward of Pulo Terutao, from

4 hours before to the time of high water the stream sets between N.E.

and S.E., and from 2 hours to 5 hours after high water between N.W.
and S.W. ; the maximum velocity is 1| knots.

Off the west coast of Pulo Terutao the streams are generally weak
and irregular, the greatest observed velocity being one knot.

In the channel between Pulo Tenga and Pulo Suku only weak
streams, setting directly through the channel, are occasionally

experienced.

Page 158.—Pulo Tenga.—Omit paragraph.

Chart 793, Butang group to Pulo Berhala.

Page 162.—Kedah river.—A depth of 1| feet at low water is

reported on the bar.

Lights.—Omit paragraph and footnote, substituting :
—

JAgiXt.—^From a white tower with blue top, erected on the north

entrance point, is exhibited a fixed white light, elevated 53 feet, and

visible from a distance of 8 miles.

Buoys.—A white bell-buoy is established at about three-quarters

Off a mile S.W. by W. of the lighthouse.

A white buoy is established on the bar.
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Page 162 continued. Chart 793.

Directions.—Vessels should pass close northward of the bell-

buoy and steer towards the lighthouse until abreast of the second

buoy, when course should be shaped for the centre of the entrance to

the river.

Page 164.—Merbau river.—A depth of 8 feet at low water is

reported on the bar, with 18 feet inside ; as far up as the town of Seme-

ling, a distance of about 10 miles, there is a depth of 8 feet at| low

water.

A steamer from Penang calls at Semeling every day.

Chart 1366, Penang harbour and approaches.

Page 165.—PulO Penang.—Depths.—The northern entrance

has a depth of 4 fathoms., and the southern entrance has a depth of

3 fathoms, at low water spring tides.

Page 166.—PulO TiJtUS.—The obelisk on this islet is not visible

from seaward, being hidden by trees.

liightS.—A white sector has been inserted in Pulo Rimau light.

Mee Light list and plan.

Plan 3732, Penang harbour.

Page 167.—Cancel first paragraph, and substitute: "A red fixed

light is exhibited from the southern end of Swettenham pier, and a

ijreen. fixed light from the northern end.

Swettenham pier.—The New iron pier is known as Swetten-

ham pier; the use of this pier is siubject to certain conditions, and

a copy of the same will be handed to masters of vessels coming along-

side.

Line 8: For "south-westward" read "south-eastward."

Coal.—About 20,000 tons are kept in stock, and the annual impor-

tation amounts to about 70,000 tons.

Dock.—See Appeoadix.

Page 168.—Patent slip.—See Appendix.

Chart 793, Butang group to Pulo Berhala.

G-reat Kra flat.—a shoal, with a depth of \\ fathoms, is

reported to exist in a position from which Pulo Kendi bears N. 31° W.,

distant 10 miles. This danger is probably an extension of the Great

Kra flat.

Plan 3732.

Page 169.—Middle bank.—A shoal of If fathoms is situated

4j^ cables S. by W. of the south extreme of Swettenham pier.

Chart 1366.

North channel.—Light-buoy.—This light-bupy, exhibits an

occulting red light.
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Page 169 continued. Flan 3732.

Line 27: For "new" and in line 29 for "the Government" read
" Swettenham."

Buoys.—^Two red conical mooring buoys are established north-

north-weetward of Fort Cornwallis light at distances of 3 cables and

3| cables, respectively.

Page 170.—^AnclLOrage.—The space reserved for vessels of war
is enclosed between a line running East (true) from the black and
white buoy north-eastward of Swettenham pier, a line running North
(true) for a distance of 4^ cables from the same buoy, and thence East

(true).

Line 8 from bottom : For '

' south-westward '

' read '
' south-south-

eastward," and for " the New Iron " read " Swettenham."

Cancel lines 3 and 4 from bottom, and substitute :
—

Quarantine anchorage, and that known as Gunpowder anchorage,

is situated about \\ miles northward of Man of War anchorage.

Buoy.—A black and yellow vertically striped buoy marks the

Quarantine anchorage, and is situated N.N.E. | E. at a distance of

2 miles from Fort Comwallis lighthouse. Vessels in quarantine or

ordered to sanitary anchorage for inspection are to anchor abreast of

this buoy, and as near to it as is consistent with safety.

Page 171.—South Chanuel.—The least depth is 3 fathoms.

Dredging.—Dredging is in progress in South channel.

Line 18: For " \0" read " 2."

Buoys aud beacons.—^A white conical buoy, established at half

a mile south-south-westward of Swettenham pier, marks the boundary

between the Junk anchorage and that for local shipping.

No. 1 buoy is situated 3 cables north-eastward of the northern

drying portion of Middle bank.

No. 3 buoy is red and situated 4 cables south-eastward of the drying

portion of Syrang bank.

No. 5 beacon is red.,

No. 9 buoy has been discontinued.

No. 4 beacon is white.

No. 10 buoy is renumbered No. 9.

Page 172.—DirectionS.^Lines.9 and 10: For " passing between

Nos. 9 and 10 buoys" read "passing westward of No. 9 buoy."

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Georgetown, at

Oh. 21m.; springs rise 6f feet, and neaps rise i^ feet.

Page 173.—Pry© river.—There is a depth of 13 feet in the

channel over the bar.

• Landmark.—At about one mile northward of the entrance to
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Page 173 continued. Plan 3732.

Prye river, and on th© coast, are the Straits Trading Company's smelt-

ing works, which have four high conspicuous chimneys.

B6aiCO(D.S.—Cancel paragraph.

Ligllt*bUOy.—^A red conical light-buoy, exhibiting a white light

over a green light, has been established on the north side of the

entrance to Pry© river; these lights are 3 feet apart, and should be

visible from a distance of one mile.

Buoys.—A white conical buoy, surmounted by staff and ball,

marks the southern side of the entrance; it is moored on the edge of

the bank in a depth of 22 feet.

Two red mooring buoys'li© on the edge of the channel off the smelt-

ing works, the northern one abreast the south end of the works, and

the other 2 cables to the southward of it.

Chart 792, Dinding islands and channel.

Page ISl.^PulO Katak ligllt.—Th© red sector of this light has

been discontinued. The light is elevated 107 feet, and visible from a

distance of 15 milps.

Chart 1009, Approaches to Perak river.

Page 184.—^Bagan Datoh light is elevated 55 feet.

Chart 3766, North approach to Klang strait.

Page 189.—Omit last three paragraphs and first two paragraphs on

page 19Q, substituting:—
Selangor river.—The depth at the entrance to this river is

IJ feet at low water springs, the channel of approach being marked

by fishing stakes, which are frequently shifted, and small tripods sur-

mounted by baskets. The depths within the entrance are from 1| to

2| fathoms, but the anchorage is indifferent, the holding ground

being of soft mud, and th© tidal streams strong.

Light.—The white fixed light, shown from the fort, has been

altered to white occulting every thi/rty seconds, showing thus:—flight,

twenty-seven seconds; eclipse,' three seconds.

This light is shown from a white cylindrical iron tower, 90 feet

in height, erected on Selangor hill ; it is elevated 238 feet, and visible

from a distance of 22 miles.

Page 190.—Settlement.—The settlement at Selangor is rendered

conspicuous by the lighthouse, th© rain catchment for the reservoir,

and the of&cial bungalows and rest-house, all of which are situated on

Selangor hill. The native settlement. Government offices, police-

station, and post-office are situated at the foot of this hill at about

3 cables within the entrance to the river.

The south entrance point is marked by the old light-tower and a

white conical iron beacon surmounted by a ball.
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Page 190 continued. Chart S766.

On the north side of the entrance is situated a Malay and Chinese
Bettlement, and a factory for extracting oil from cocoanuts.
A small pier extends from the coast at this point.

CommuniCatiOIl.—Government steam launches maintain
weekly communication with Port Swettenham.

A good road connects Selangor with Klang, communication being
kept up by motors, telephone, and telegraph.

Directions.—Omit first paragraph, substituting: "Vessels
should approaeh Selangor river by bringing the lighthouse to bear
N. 60° E., which will lead bo the entrance of the channel."

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Selangor river, at

IVh. 36m. J springs rise 12;^ feet, neaps rise 9 feet and range 5J feet.

Cancel last three paragraphs of page.

Chart 34-53, Klang strait and approaches.

Page 191.—Cancel page, and substitute:—
Klang strait.—This strait, situated between Pulo Klang and

Pulo Che Mat Zin on the western side, and Pulo Liimut witjh the

mainland on the eastern side, is divided into two parts. North Klang
strait and South Klang strait ; it is available for all vessels at favour-

able states of the tide, and presents no diflSiculties.

Chart 3766, North approach to Klang strait.

North, approacb..—The northern approach is bounded on the

west by Pulo Angsa banks, which, within a depth of 5 fathoms,

extend 25 miles in a north-westerly direction from Pulo Klang, and

on the east by the extensive mudbank fronting the coast southward of

Selangor river.

Fishing stakes extend into deep water on either side of the strait,

but are generally within the 3-fathom contour line; they are mostly

of bamboos; the platforms from which the nets are suspended are

always above high water, being marked by tall bamboos and small

flags. They are continually being shifted, but do not extend into the

main channel much beyond the 3-fathom contour line.

Fishing-boats at times frequent the approaches to the North strait

in great numbers, and lay their drift nets right across the channel.

These nets are marked by wooden floats, and have a boat at each end

of the net.

Depths.—The depths on the southern side decrease gradually

from 20 fathoms to 5 or 7 fathoms between Pulo Angsa and the main-

land, and a bank of from 8 to 10 fathoms extends 4| miles, within

the 10-fathom contour line, north-westward from a position 8 miles

westward of the entrance to Selangor river.
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Page 191 continued. Chart 3766.

The depths decrease gradually on approaching Selangor river, the

5-fathom contour line being found at 3 miles from the coast. On
approaching the banks off Pulo Angsa the depths decrease more
rapidly, the 10-fathom contour line being situated half a mile seaward
of them ; discoloured water marks the edge of these banks.

Vessels navigating the northern approach to Klang strait can fix

their positions by bearings of Selangor lighthouse and that on Pulo
Angsa, the plan and depth of water obtained being efficient guides.

Chart 3^53, Klang strait and approaohes.

South, approacll.—^A bar, with a depth on the leading line of

3^ fathoms at low water springs, extends across the southern entrance

to the South strait.

Anchorage can be obtained in the strait and over all parts of the

northern approach in convenient depths, the bottom being of mud
and sand.

On the western side good protection and smooth water is found

during a " Sumatra."

Chart 3766, North approach to Klang strait.

Islands.—^ group of four islets, consisting of Pulo Besar, the

largest of the group, 75 feet high ; Pulo Tekukor, 63 feet high ; Pulo

Jemor, 34 feet high ; and Pulo Anak Angsa, 15 feet high, is situated

on the coast mudbank on the eastern side of the North approach.

These islands are generally easily recognised, being of a reddish

colour, and covered with scrub ; interspersed amongst the islets are

several rocks and shoals, the whole being fronted by a shallow mud-

bank, which generally breaks at low water. This area should be

avoided, bearings of the islets and Batu Mandi beacon, which shows up

well, enabling a vessel to do so.

Pulo Anak Angsa is marked by a solitary tree.

From the group of islets, shoal water, with depths of less than

3 fathoms, extends 3J miles in a north-westerly direction.

Dangers.—Batu Penyu (Glamorganshire rock), a

small rock with a depth: of 14 feet, is situated in a position from which

Pulo Angsa lighthouse bears S. | E., distant 2-^ miles ; it is generally

marked by eddies and overfalls, and is also at times the resort of

numerous fishing boats which frequent these waters.

Clearing marks.—^Approaching from the northward, the left

extreme of Pulo Besar in line with the right extreme of Jeram hospital

(a long low building with a galvanised iron roof), bearing S. 76° E.,

leads northward of Batu Penyu, whilst Bukit Jugra (Parcellar hill)

kept open of the east extreme of Pulo Angsa, bearing S. 31° E., leads

in deep water between the rock and the shoal bank extending north-

ward from Pulo Angsa.
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Fage 191 continued. Chart 3766.

Batu Mandi (Sail rock), half a cable in diameter, dries 9 feefc

At low water springs; it is steep-to, and is situated S.W. J W.,

7^ cables from Pulo Tekukor, the south-western islet of the group.

Beacon.—Batu Mandi is marked by a white cylindrical masonry
beacon, surmounted by a sta£E and globe, the whole being 18 feet above
high water.

Pulo Angsa (Goose island) and Pulo Selatan (South
Island) are two small wooded islands 91 and 92 feet high, respec-

tively, close together, and situated about 5^ miles off the coast, on the
west side of the North approach to Klang strait at 9 miles north-west-

ward of Pulo Klang.

A Government rest-house and pier, in conjunction with the light-

keeper's quarters, is situated in the bight on the east side of Pulo
Angsa ; landing is easily affected at all times. These islands are unin-

habited except by the light-keepers. Government launches call once

a week, generally on Thursdays, on their trip from Port Swettenham to

Kwala Selangor.

Iiight.—From a white circular tower, 35 feet in height, erected on

Pulo Angsa, is exhibited a flashing white light every five seconds.

This light is elevated 117 feet, and visible from a distance of 15 miles.

Page 192.—Cancel page, and substitute :
—

Anchorage.—There is good anchorage off Pulo Angsa in

12 fathoms, mud bottom, with the lighthouse bearing W. J N., distant

3 cables.

Chart Si53.

Pulo Klang, densely wooded with mangrove trees, and about

7 miles in length and 4 miles in breadth, forms the western side of

North Klang strait, which at this point is nearly 1^ miles broad.

Pulo Che Mat Zin, situated south-westward of Pulo Klang, from

which it is separated by a narrow channel, forms the western side of

South Klang strait, and westward of Pulo Klang and Pulo Che Mat
Zin are situated Pulo Ketam, Pulo Tengah, and Pulo Pinto Gedong,

the southernmost of the group,which is inhabited by Chinese and Malay

fishermen, with a Custom-house at the largest village. All these

islands are formed of black mud, and are densely wooded with man-

grove trees and bushes, being in moet parts swampy at high water. The

creeks and channels which separate and intersect theon are tortuous,

and not much used except by native small craft ; they abound with

crocodiles.

Extensive mudbanks exist to the westward of this group of islands,

while new islands are being formed and the present ones extending in

all directions.
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Page 192 continued. Chart 3^.53.

Lights.—From a white tripod beacon, erected on the outer edge of

the shoal extending northward from Tanjong Bakau, the north-east

extreme otf Pulo Klang, is exhibited a white occulting light every

fifteen seconds, showing thus:—light, te)h seconds; eclipse, five seconds.

This light is elevated 15 feet, and visible from a distance of 8 miles.

From, a flagstaff, situated on Tanjong San (Deepwater point), are

exhibited two fixed white vertical lights, elevated 80 feet and 60 feet,

respectively.

From a white iron pile structure, erected on the south-east extreme

of Puloi Pinto Gedong is exhibited a flashing white light every five

seconds, elevated 40 feet, and visible from a distance of 11 miles except

when bearing southward of S. 85° E.

From a white iron tripod beacon, situated'in the water at 8^ cables

eastward of Tanjong San, is exhibited a fixed, red light.

BeECOnS.—An iron tripod beacon, surmounted by a staff and

disc, the whole painted white, and 15 feet high, marks the edge of

the shore reef at one mile west-south-westward of Tanjong San.

A similar beacon, 20 feet high, marks the shoal water extending

from the north-east extreme of Pulo Che Mat Zin.

A similar beacon, 16 feet high, is erected at First point, about one

mile northward of Tanjong Che Mat Zin.

Shoals.—A narrow bank, with depths of from one to 3 fathoms,

separated from the shore bank by a narrow channel, extends for

If miles northward from Tanjong San, and foul ground extends

a. quarter of a mile south-westward from Tanjong Che Mat Zin.

SignBrl station.—A signal mast, with yard and gaff, 100 feet

in height, is situated at the extremity of Tanjong San. This

station is used to signal to Port Swettenham the arrival of vessels

through either strait, those entering South strait being signalled from

the south yardarm, and those entering North strait from the north

yardarm.

Pulo Lumut is 9 miles in length, and forms the south-east side

of South Klang strait ; between its north-west extreme and Deepwater

point the strait is 4 cables wide between the 5-fathom contour lines.

Shoal water, with less than 3 fathoms, extends one mile south-west-

ward from Tanjong Buas Buas, the south-west extreme of Pulo

Lumut.

Beacons.—^A beacon is erected on the north side of Pulo Lumut,

on the eastern entrance point of Labuan Garap.

A beacon is situat-ed three-quarters of a mile north-eastward of

Sungi Chondong.

A white beacon, 16 feet high, with diamond topmark, is erected on
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Page 192 contiiiutd. Chart 3^63.

Second point, and a beacon is being constructed on the 2|-fatliom ahoal

situated 9 cables, eastward of Pinto Gedong light.

The works in connection with the construction of the above beacon
are marked at night by a lighter showing an ordinary anchor light.

Vessels using South Klang passage, especially those of light draught,
are cautioned to give the shoal a wide berth during the progress of

the works.

Page 193.—Cancel page, and substitute :
—

Directions from the northward.—Vessels approaching

from the northward and steering to the south-eastward in mid-channel

should alter course to the southward when Bukit Jugra (Paroellar

hill) isi just open to the eastward of Pulo Angsa, and steer for it

bearing S.S.E. f E. ; when Pulo Besar bears East a vessel will be
well clear of Batu Penyu (Glamorganshire rook). With Pulo Besar
bearing East and Pulo Angsa lighthouse bearing S.S.W. f W., distant

about 2i miles, alter course to S.E. ^ E., and when Pulo Angsa light-

house is abeam, distant one mile, alter to S.E. ^- S. for the entrance to

North strait. This course will lead in a depth of 5J fathoms, until

nearly abreast the light-beacon off Tanjong Bakau.

When Tanjong Bakau light-beacon bears S.W. by S., distant about

4^ cables, Pulo Besar will be seen astern just open of Tanjong Serdang,

the extreme westerly point of the mainland, bearing N.N.W.
(Tanjong Serdang is a low point, and appears to be extend-

ing seaward rapidly, so caution is necessary in using this

transit) ; keep this bearing on astern, and it will lead well clear of

Tanjong Bakau in depths of from 9 to 10 fathoms. This course should

be maintained until the light-beacon in the water off the entrance to

Port Swettenham bears S. ^ E., when shape course for it, keeping it

on this bearing.

If proceeding to an anchorage in North Klang strait, alter course

to S. by W. I W., when the port limit beacon on the east shore bears

E. by S., and good anchorage will be found in 10 fathoms, mud bottom,

with swinging room for the largest vessels, with the beacon off the

entrance to Port Swettenham bearing S.E. by S., and the port limit

beacon on the east shore bearing N.E. | N.

From the southward.—Vessels entering from the southward

should bring Pulo Pinto Gedong lighthouse to bear between North

and N. | W., and steer in between th€ffle bearings until Deepwater point

flagstaff is seen between First and Second points, bearing N. 36° E.

Course should be altered for this transit, which must be carefully

kept on until Pulo Pinto Gedong lighthouse bears W. | S. Vessels

keeping on this leading line will cross the bar in 3| fathoms at low

water.
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Page 193 continued. Chart 3^63.

After passing Tanjong Che Mat Zin, vessels will experience no
difficulty in navigating South strait, as the shores are steep-to, and
the tidal streams set through parallel to the shore.

Caution.—Great care should be taken to keep on the leading

line (Tanjong San flagstaff between First and Second points bearing

N. 36° E.), as the tidal «treams set strongly in and out of the channels

north-westward of Pulo Che Mat Zin, and the shoal off Tanjong Buas
Buas is situated only 1^ cables eastward of the leading line.

Page 194.—Cancel to line 10 from bottom, and substitute:—
Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Tanjong Che Mat

Zin at IVh. 58m. ; mean springs rise 12J feet, mean neaps rise 9 feet,

mean neaps range 4 feet. At Pulo Angsa, at IVh. 43m. ; mean springs

rise 13J feet, mean neaps rise 9^ feet, mean neaps rang© 5^ feet.

TidSil streams run everywhere with considerable strength, but

were found not to exceed, as a geaieral rule, 3 knots, the maximum
velocity being attained about 2 hours before high and low water. They

generally set parallel to the shore in both straits, but care must be

taken, when passing the various creeks and channels, that the vessel be

not set into or from them. This is especially the case off Tanjong Che

Mat Zin.

Off Pulo Pinto Gredong lighthouse, at springs and neaps, the south-

going stream turns 2§ hours after high water at Port Swettenham
;

at springs the north-going stream turns 3 hours before, and at neaps

3^ hours before high water at Port Swettenham ; there is a period of

slack water for three-quarters of an hour at springe, and for one hour

at neaps.

Southward of Tanjong San at springs the south-going, stream

turns 4 hours after, and at neaps 3^ hours after high water at Port

Swettenham; at springs and neaps the nortli-going stream turns

2J hours before high water at Port Swettenham ; there is a period of

slack water for 25 minutes at springs, and 40 minutes at neaps.

In North Klang strait at springs the south-going stream turns

2J hours after, and at neaps 2| hours after high water at Port Swet-

tenham ; at springs the north-going stream turns A^ hours before, and

at neaps 4 hours before high water at Port Swettenham ; there is a

period of slack water for about one hour.

Off Pulo Angsa at springs the south-going stream turns 1| hours

after, and at neaps 1;^ hours after high water at Pulo Angsa ; at springs

the north-going stream turns 5^ hours before, and at neaps 4| hours

before high water at Pulo Angsa ; there is a period of slack water for

about one hour at springs and about 1^ hours at neaps.
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Page 19^ continued. Chart 3^53.

At 5 miles south-westward of the entrance to Selaugor river the

north-west stream commences at from 1^ to 2 hours after high water

on the shore, and attains its greatest strength of about li knots at

5| hours after high water. The south-east-going stream commences at

4| hours before high water on the shore, and attains its greatest

velocity of about 2 knots at 2 hours before high water.

Plan 3153, Port Swettenham.

Port Swettenham or Kwala Klang, the approach to

Klang river from Klang strait, is about 2J miles long in an east and

west direction, and from 3 to 5 cables broad, with depths of from 6 to

7 fathoms within half a cable of the southern shore, deepening to

16 fathoms between the entrance points. Westward of Tanjong Gila,

the north entrance point, is a bar with a depth of 3^ fathoms. Shoal

water extends off the northern shore, the 3-fathom contour line in

places being as much as 2^ cables from the shore j there is also shoal

water off Tanjong Dalik, making it necessary to us© caution when going

alongside or leaving the piers; shoal water also exists off the

Passenger jetty, at the entrance to Klang river.

Beacons.—Two beacons in North Klang strait mark the northern

port limits of Port Swettenham ; the eastern beacon, at First village,

is situated about one mil© northward of Tanjong Gila, the western is

situated about \\ miles northward of Deepwater point on Pulo Klang.

Town.—Owing to the fact that the land on which the town is

built was all originally mangrove swamp, that part which has not

been reclaimed and drained is swampy at high water, and infested

by mosquitoes, consequently malaria is endemic, and the town is not

considered healthy.

Communication.—^Lin© 3 from bottom: After "Anson,"
insert " three or four times a week."

Line 2 from bottom: After "State" insert "as far as Penang

and Johore," and after " telegraphic" insert " and telephonic."

Page 195.—Trade.—See Chapter I., page 15.

Supplies.—(7anceZ paragraph, and substitute: "Supplies are

easily obtained from the various contractors at Klang, and are of good

quality. Ice can be obtained at Port Swettenham."

W^ater is, as a rule, plentiful ; there is a standpipe on the outer

end of the passenger jetty for the us© of vessels, but no tank to bring

water alongside vessels in the harbo»r.

Coal.—No coal was obtainable in 1908, the Government launches

and engines all .using wood fuel.

Piers.—Cancel paragraph, and suistitute:—
Five piers project westward from the high-water level frontage
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Page 195 continued. Plan 2153.

of the town ; the northern is the passenger jetty, an iron pile structure

• extending out a distance of 70 yards, and connected by a covered way
with the railway station ; it has a depth of 13 feet at low water along-

side its northern end, and there are landing steps for boats inside that

end.

South of the passenger jetty are three iron T-headed jetties known
as North, Middle, and South piers ; their sea frontage is 100 feet each,

and there are depths of 18, 17, and 11 feet, respectively, alongside their

outer ends at low water. It is at these piers that all coasting vessels

discharge their cargoes, they being connected with the railway.

The southernmost pier is a pontoon pier, and was in 1908 still un-

completed ; when finished it is to be used by the railway for discharge

of coal, &c.

Slip.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: "A boat slip is under

construction north of Tanjong Kubu, and is for the use of Govern-

ment launches."

Repa^irs to foreign or merchant vessels might be undertaken,

under special consideration, by the Government at their railway work-

shops, Kwala Lumpor, a distance of 26 miles by rail.

Beacons.—Cancel paragraphs, and substitute :
—

In addition to the flagstafi on Tanjong San there are five

beacons marking the port limits; they are all iron skeleton frame-

works surmounted by diamond shapes, but, being small, are not con-

spicuous, and will probably be in time hidden by the rapid growth of

the mangrove trees.

Two similar beacons are situated on each side of the entrance to

the harbour. They lie N. 73° E., distant 5,!^ cables, and S. 39° E.,

distant 3j^ cables, respectively, from the light-beacon in the water,

and formerly marked the old port western limit.

Buoys are laid down as moorings for the Government launches

north-westward of the passenger jetty, and there are other small

mooring buoys for the use of vessels lying alongside the piers.

Signal station.—There is a signal station and flagstaff between

the passenger jetty and the next pier southward of it. Signals are

repeated to this station from Tanjong San, and vessels can com-

municate by International code.

Anchorage.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: " Vessels may
anchor as convenient providing they do not obstruct the approach

to the piers; long vessels are required to moor. A good anchorage

for small vessels is with the signal station flagstaff, bearing N.E. ^ N.,

distant 1| cables, and for large vessels with the same flagstaff bearing

E. by N. \ N., distant 3| cables."
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Page 19o continued. Plan 2153.

Quara/ntine station.—Th«re is a large quaj:autine station

southward of the town, consisting of several iron-roofed sheds con-

spicuous from the anchorage. This station is used for the examination

of coolies, on their arrival from Indian ports, before they are allowed

to proceed to the various estates. Another part of the station is used'

for the examination of cattle.

Directions.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: "Proceeding

into Port Swettenham, the chart is sufficient guide, making due

allowance for the set of the tidal streamsi. Large vessels should pass

Tanjong Gila at a distance of about one cable, but small craft can use

the passage inside the light-beacon off the entrance."

Tides.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute :
" It is high water, full

and change, at the passenger jetty at Vh. 13m. ; mean springs rise

13J feet, mean neaps rise 9J feet, and mean neap range is 5^ feet."

Page 196.

—

Tidal streams.—Cancel paragraph, and substi-

tute: " The tidal streamsi attain a velocity of from 2^ to 3 knots at

springs, the east and south going stream being stronger than the west

and north going stream. They attain their maximum velocity about

two hours before high and low water by the shore. Off the passenger

jetty at springs the east-going stream turns IJ hours after, and at

neaps 1^ hours after high water by the shore ; at springs and neaps the

west-going stream turns 5^ hoursi before high water by the shore ; there

is a period of slack water for about 10 minutes both at springs and

neaps."

At the anchorage the east-going stream turns about a quarter of an

hour late'r, and the west-going stream about three-quarters of an hour

earlier than off the passenger jetty.

Elang river.—Line 7: Cancel from "The river" to end of

paragraph and also next paragraph, substituting :
" The river is

narrow and tortuous, and is not used now by any but small launches,

and then only as far as the town of Klang, as the river is there spanned

by an iron bridge, opened in 1908, and known as the ' Belfield Bridge,^

which leaves no room for any but small craft to pass under it."

Klang.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute :
" The town of Klang,

the head-quarters of the District Officer, is of considerable impor-

tance, being the centre of a district rich in the produce of rubber.

There is excellent communication by road or rail, the estates on both

sides of the river being in direct communication with Klang by means

of Belfield bridge. There is telegraphic and telephonic communication

with all parts."

Page 197.—-Lllmut strait.—^Line 2: Cancel after "wide" to

end of paragraph and also next paragraph, substituting :
" It is not

used by any but the natives in their small boats; the Government
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Pagt 197 continued. Plan 2153.

launches running to Jugra from Port Swettenham using, as a rule,

South Klang strait, and entering Langat river from seaward. It has

not been surveyed in detail, but it appears that a small vessel of not

more than 10 feet draught could easily navigate it. About half a

mile southward of Tanjong Dalik is situated an island covered with

trees whose tops are about 50 feet above high water. The best water

is found westward of this island, and from thence by following the

general rule of keeping in the bends and avoiding the points, a small

vessel of the before-mentioned draught could easily navigate thio

strait."

Chart 3^.53, Klang strait and approaches.

Langat river.—Cancel paragraphs 4 and 5 of page, substitut-

ing :

'

' This river is not frequented by any but the natives in their

small boats, and has not been surveyed for many years."

Plan of Arang Arang anchorage or Port Dickson on sheet 1H.S.

Page 200.—^Arang Arang.—^Lights.—The white occulting

light is obscured by Pulo Arang Arang from N. 20° E. to N. 30° E.

The red fixed light is elevated 57 feet.

Page 201.—Directions.—Line 3: For " N. 59° E." read

"N. 57° E."

Chart 796, Approaches to Malacca.

Cape RachadO.—^Light.—^The fixed white light, formerly

exhibited at this cape, has been replaced by a group flashing white

light, showing a group of three flashes every ten seconds, thus : —flash,

two-tenths of a second; eclipse, one and a half seconds; flash, two-

tenths of a second; eclipse, one and a half seconds; flash, two-tenths of

a second; eclipse, six and four-tenths seconds.

This light is visible from all directions seaward.

Chart 794-, Pulo Berhala to Cape Saehado.

Page 204.—One Fathom bank.—Light.—The revolving

light has been replaced by a white group flashing! light every fifteen

seconds, showing a group of four flashes of one-third of a second dura-

tion each, with an eclipse of two seconds between each flash and of

seven and two-third seconds between each group.

This light is exhibited from a grey octagonal concrete tower on

piles, situated about half a mile eastward of the shoalest part of the

bank, and is elevated 92 feet, being visible from a distance of 15 miles.

Cancel footnote.

Page 205.—Tidal streams.—Line 8: Cancel after "streams"

to " of " in line 9, and substitute " near."
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Chart 796, Approaches to Malacca.

Page 207.—MalftCCar.—The pier is in ruins, and there is a depth

of only about one foot at its extreroity.

The entrance to Malacca river is between two breakwaters, the

channel being dredged to a depth of 5 feet at low water springs.

The landing place is situated about half ^ mile up the river, just

below the first bridge.

Page 211.—Pulo Besar.—Rock.—^A rock, with a depth of

2 feet, is situated westward of this island in a position from which the

western extreme of Pulo Serimbun bears E. by N. J N., distant

5^ cables.

Shoal water and irregular depths exist between this rock and Pulo

Besar.

Plan of Muar river on sheet IHS.
Page 212.—Ewala Muar.—^Ligbt.—From a white iron frame-

work beacon, erected on the northern side of the river entrance, at

6 cables northward of the north-west angle of Bandar Maharani, is

exhibited, at an elevation of 35 feet, an unwatched fixed white light,

visible from a distance of 11 miles, except when bearing northward

of N. 10° E., when it is obscured by trees.

Chart 795, Gape Bachado to Simgapore.

Idght-buoy.—^The light-buoy, formerly moored about 1\ miles

north-westward of the entrance to the river, has been withdrawn and

a white light-buoy, exhibiting an occvltinff white light, established

at 3 miles westward of the north-west angle of Bandar Maharani.

Bukit Muar is reported to be incorrectly charted.

Sungi Batu Faliat (Formosa river).—A high white

obelisk is erected on Tanjong Segenting, the southern side of the

entrance to this river.

Page 213.—Pulo SheilO.—^Light.—^from a grey masonry

tower erected on the centre of Pulo Sheilo, is exhibited an unwatched

fixed white light, elevated 40 feet, and visible from a distance of

5 miles.

Page 214.—Pair channel bank.—Shoals.—Two shoals,

each of 4J fatjioms, are reported to exist on this bank in positions

S. 87° W., 7^ miles, and West, 7^ miles, respectively, from Pulo

Pisang lighthouse.

Less water than charted probably exists in this vicinity.
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CHAPTER IV.

Chart 2iOi., Singapore, Main strait.

Page 216.—Singapore strait.—Tree island.—Om< para-

graphs 4 and 5, substituting :
' 'This island, tnown also as Pulo Angup,

is the north-western of a chain of islands, extending about 5 miles in

a north-west and south-east direction, and forming the southern side

of Singapore Main strait."

It is formed by a coral reef, 9 cables long in a north-west and south-

east direction, and a quarter of a mile broad, having a sandbank ex-

tending along the north-eastern side.

At high water the reef covers, except a small part of the southern

end of the sandbank, upon which are a few small straggling trees.

A hut is occasionally erected by fishermen.

IiigtltS.—From a white iron framework, erected on the northern

end of Tree island, is exhibited an occulting red light every four

seconds, showing thus:—light, two seconds; eclipse, two seconds. This

light is elevated 36 feet, and visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Shoal.—A shoal of 5| fathoms is situated 1^ miles north-north-

eastward of Tree island lighthouse.

To pass northward of this shoal and southward of the shoals situated

south-westward of Alligator island, RafiSesi light should be kept

between the beiarin^ of 8. 78° E. and S. 83° E.

To pass southward of the shoal Raffles lighthouse should be brought

to bear East.

Page 217.—Omit paragraphs 1 and 2,. substituting :
—

Red islet (Pulo Falampong).—This small low sandy islet,

20 feet high, situated 2| miles south-eastward of Tree island, is about

130 yards long and 70 yards broad ; it is of a peculiar red colour, with

a few trees upon it, rising to a height of 38 feet.

Several fishermen's huts are situated on this island.

Reefs.—The reef surrounding Red islet extends 4 cables to the

north-westward with a breadth of a quarter of a mile.

Five small reefs, which uncover from 2 to 3 feet, are situated south-

westward of the islet at distances of from half a mile to IJ miles.

Long island (Tekong Besar).—This island is 93 feet high

to the tops of the trees. The rock oS the north end is 4 feet high, and

a small detached reef is situated one cable south-westward of the

south-west edge of the surrounding reef.

Between Red islet and Long island is a deep channel, used by small

local steam vessels.
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Page 217 contintted. Chart 2^.0^.

Round island.—This island is 86 feet high to the tops of the

trees.

Reefs.—The reef surrounding this island is narrow on the eastern

side, but 2 cables broad on the western side.

A small detached reef is situated one cable from the shore reef on

the southern side, and two detached reefs lie northward and north-

eastward from thfi' island at 2 cables distant; the eastern of these is

a quarter of a mile in extent.

Light.—From a white iron framework, erected on the detached

reef situated on the southern side of the island, is exhibited a flashing

white light every four seconds, elevated 32 feet, and visible from a

distance of 10 miles, except between the bearings of S. 27° E. and

S. 3° E.

Steep cape.—Reef.—a reef, about 2 cables in extent, and

which dries, is situated half a mile north-westward of this cape.

Line 14 from bottom : Before " Steep cape " insert " the- reef off."

Page 218.—Bulan archipelago.—Reefs and shoals.—

A

reef, about 2 oables in extent, which dries, is situated 1^^ miles

southward of the southern Little Ganymedes island.

Helen Mar reef dries about 7 feet at low water springs.

Line 21 : For "
4J

" read "
4J."

Pulo Nemp.—A shoal of 1\ fathoms is situated %\ cables west

of Pulo Nerup, and is connected with that island by foul ground.

The drying reef, northward of Pulo Nerup, extends to a distance of

a quarter of a mile.

Page 219.—Pulo Blakang Padang.—Quarantine.—

A

quarantine establishment has been erected on thisl island, and a pier

constructed.

Buoys.—Cancel paragraph 6 of page, and substitute: " A black

can buoy, surmounted by a truncated cone, is moored in 5 fathoms on

the outer point of the coast reef eastward of Pulo Blakang Padang

;

two small white conical buoys also mark the north-eastern side of

this reef, and two mooring buoys are established off the Quarantine

station."

Pulo Sambu.—There are 13 white petroleum tanks on this

island, which are conspicuous when approaching from the westward

;

three are on the summit, and can be seen from the northward and

eastward. A flagstaff is erected about 200 yards north-eastward of the

jetties.

Telephone cable.—A submarine telejihone cable is laid from

the north-east side of Pulo Sambu to Tanjong Katong, eastward of

Singajwre.
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Page 219 continued. Chart 2^.0^.

Pilot station and signals.—A pilot station has been estab-

lished on Pule Sambu, and the following signals are shown for vessels

requiring a pilot in the Rhio archipelago :
—

From the vessel.—By day: Flags P.T., International Code, Pilot

Jack or the vessel's national flag at the fore. By night: A blue light

every fifteen minutes, or a white light shown over the stem at short

or frequent intervals for about a minute at a time.

The above should be made until answered from the station as

follows, or until the pilot is on board :
—

From the station.—By day: A ball at the signal masthead. By
night: A red light at the signal masthead, and a rocket fired.

If a vessel is permitted to enter without a pilot, a cone, point

upwards, will be hoisted at the signal masthead during the day, or

two rockets fired in succession at night time.

A vessel carryimg mails should hoist two flags of the nation to which

she belongs at the fore, one below the other.

Page 220.—Batu Beranti.—^Light.—From a beacon, 43 feet

high, erected on the western of their reefs, is exhibited an uuwatched

occvZtinff white light every three seconds, showing thus :—light, one

and a half seconds; eclipse, one aaid a half seconds.

This light is elevated 41 feet, and visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Light-buoy.—The light-buoy, formerly moored at 4 cables from

Batu Beranti, has been withdrawn.

Sultan shoal.—Anchorage.—^Vessels from the westward

arriving off Sultan shoal at night, and waiting for daylight, may
anchor in II or 12 fathoms about one mile north of the shoal. They
should not anchor at a greater distance than 2 miles north of the light-

house, as several submarine telegraph cables are laid to the northward.

Iiight.—Sultan shoal light is elevated 54 feet.

Shoal.—A shoal, with a depth of 5^ fathoms, and from 7^ to

11 fathoms around, is situated 1^ miles, eastward of Sultan shoal

lighthouse.

Page 221.—Line 2 : For " south-west " read " north-east."

Salat Sinki.—Depths.—The depths in this channel vary from

7 to 18 fathoms.

Iiandmark.—A conspicuous white house is situated near the Beri

Beri hospital about one mile north-westward of Blayer point.

Line 16 : For " PulO Sablu " read " Pulo Saluk."
This island is 80 feet high to the tops of the trees.
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Page 221 continued. Chart 2^04..

PulO Sekra Laut.—This island is 103 feet high; the small

island close to the eastward of it is Pulo Laut Bakau.

Pulo Ayer Chawan is in feet high.

Shoals.—^A shoal of 2§ fathoms, with 7 fathoms around, is

situated 5J cables West of the western extremity of Pulo Sekra Laut.

A shoal of 5 fathoms is situated 1^ miles westward of the same

point.

Pulo Ayer Merbau, 98 feet high to the tops of the trees, is

situat-ed three-quarters of a mile north-eastward of Pulo Sekra Laut,

and eastward of Pulo Ayer Chawan.

The south-east point of this island is a conspicuous red bluff, 39 feet

high.

Rocks.—^A small coral patch, which just uncovers at low water, is

situated 4J cables East of the red bluff on Pulo Ayer Merbau, and

midway between this rock and the bluff is a similar but larger patch.

Both of these rocks are steep-to.

Cyrene shoal.—This shoal consists of four reefs with deep water

between them; the eastern is the largest.

Beacons.—Omit paragraph, suhgtituting : A white beacon. No,

6, is erected on the eastern extreme of Cyrene shoal. A white beacon,

No. 4, surmounted by a staff and globe, is situated on the edge of the

reef at nearly half a m.ile westward of the eastern beacon.

The reef, situated half a mile southward of Pulo Sekra Laut, is

marked by a white beacon numbered " 2."

Bank.—^A bank with a depth of 6^ fathoma, rock bottom, is

situated 1^ miles east-north-eastward of East Cyrene beacon. From
this jjosition the bank extends N.N.W. about 3 cables and S.E. by E.

3 cables, being about \\ cables wide and having depths of from 8 to

10 fathoms, rock and gravel bottom.

Line 5 from bottom: For "red" substitute "white."

Line 2 from bottom: For " Pulo Sablu " read " Pulo Saluk."

Page 222.

—

Beacons.—The western beacon, on the reef north of

Pulo Bosing, No. 1, is surmounted by a staff and two cages; it marks

the north-west edge of the western reef.

Beacon No. 3, surmounted by a staff and cage, is situated on a

small coral patch 2 cables N.W. of the western extremity of Pulo

Bosing.

Beacon No. 5, similar to beacon No. 3, is placed on the edge of the

reef North of the centre of Pulo Bosing.

The beacon, marking the edge of the reef off the north end of

Freshwater island, is surmounted by a staff and cage and numbered
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Page 222 continued. Chart 2^0^.

The two beacons, marking the sunken rock off Freshwater island,

are painted red, and numbered " 9."

Salat Sembulan.—Rock.—A rock, nearly lawaeh, with 4 to

10 fathoms close to, is situated 4 cables north-eastward of Pulo Pesek

(Pisi).

Beacons.—l*he reef, 9 cables eastward of Tanjong Gul, is marked

by a white pipe surmounted by a drum; this reef is a quarter of a

mile off-shore.

The beacon marking the reef extending from Pulo Pisi is numbered
"23."

S'hoaL—^A shoal of 2| fathoms, with 4 to 6 fathoms around, is

situated 8 cables south-westward of beacon No. 23.

Pulo Bosing is about half a mile long, several reefs with deep

water between them, extend nearly 1| miles westward from it.

Freshwater island.—On the eastern summit of this island is

situated a house having a conspicuous cupola with a red roof.

Pulo Ular and Pulo Bukum Kechil are separated from Freshwater

island by narrow channels.

Page 223.—Communication.—The telephone c»ble is laid

from the northern side of Freshwater island to a position about

8 cables north-westward of Blayer point.

W^ater.^A small watering pier, for launches and small craft

to go alongside, is situated on the north side of the island.

Beacons.—Paragraph 4: Omit "at its north-west and south-

east extremes."

Buoy.—The red and black chequered buoy has been removed.

Line 20: Omit "and buoy."

SboalS.—A shoal, with a depth of 4 fathoms, and less than

5 fathoms extending 1| cables northward from it, is situated about

one mile east-north-eastward of the south end of this island, and

two shoals of 3;^ fathoms at 4 and 6 cables, respectively, northward of

the same point.

Alligator island (Pulo Rengkam).—Om«« paragraphs 9

and 10 of page, substituting : This island is about three-quarters of a

mile in extent, and situated three-quarters of a mile southward of

Pulo Sudong.

The summit is conspicuous, being bare, except for a clump of trees,

the tops of which are 197 feet above high water, on the western side.

The island is fringed with reefs, and there are several detached reefs

in the channels northward and southward of it which make them

unsuitable for navigation.
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Puili J23 roll tin lied. Chiirt 2)filf,

Shoail.—A shoal of 4| fathoms, on the bank westward of Alligator

island, is situated \\ miles west-south-westward of the south-west

extreme of that island. From this position shoal heads, with depths

of from 5 to 5| fathoms, extend a quarter of a mile in a north-westerly

direction, and 4i cables in a south-easterly direction, respectively.

Rabbit and Coney islets.

—

Omit paragraph, suhgiitntiiKj:—
Coney island is a small island with an iron pier on the eastern side,

situated 4 cables south-eastward of Barn island.

A rocky spit, covered at high water and steep-to, extends one cable

southward from this island.

Rabbit island, with a fringing reef round it, about one cable in

extent and 69 feet high, is situated a quarter of a mile north of Coney

island.

Page 224.—Reef.—A detached reef is situated 2 cables north-

westward of Coney island.

A narrow but deep channel, frequently used by small coasting steam

vessels, to avoid the stronger current in the Main strait, is situated

between this reef and that fringing Barn island to the westward, and

Coney and Rabbit islands to the eastward.

Raffles light is visible from all directions when not obscured by

the land.

Page 225.

—

Beacon.—The beacon on the eastern side of Trumbu
Selegi is numbered "' 15."

Flan 1995, Siiit/apon- road.

St. Jolin islands.

—

Omit paragraphs 3, 4, and 5, xuhstitnt-

ing : The eastern of these coral islands, known as East St. John island

or Pulo Sakijang Pelepah, is 175 feet high, coVered with scrub and

uninhabited ; the western or West St. John island, known also as Pulo

Bandora Sakijang, is 100 feet high.

These islands are each about three-quarters of a mile long in a

north-west and south-east direction, and surrounded by fringing reefs.

The channel between these islands is about one cable broad, with

depths of 8 to 15 fathoms.

Quarantine station.—The quarantine station for Singapore is

established on West St. John island, and there are several hospitals

and fumigating sheds in telephonic communication with Singapore.

Landing is easily effected at a pier on the east side of the island. East

St. John island is the burial place for . those dying from infectious

diseases.

Peak island (Pulo Tembakul), wooded and 108 feet high to the

tops of the trees, is surrounded by a reef which extends a quarter of

a mile from the north-west extreme and IJ cables from the south

extreme.
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Page 225 continued. Plan 1995.

There are a few native huts on the island, and a joss-house on the

islet close westward of it.

The channel between East St. John island and Peak island is about

one cable broad, with depths of 8 to 13 fathoms.

FulO Renget.—Beacons.—The west and south edges of the

reef fringing Pulo Renget, and the reef situated close north-westward

of that islet, are marked by small pile beacons, surmounted by balls,

for the use of steam laimches, proceeding to or from St. John islands.

Chart 2J^0^.

Page 226.—Blakang Mati island.—Beacon.—A white

truncated conical masonry beacon, surmounted by two balls, has been

erected on the south-west extreme of Pelawan reef.

Page 227.—Line 8 from bottom : For " Lazarus " read " West St.

John."

Plan 2023, Eeppel harbour.

Pages 229, 230.—Keppel Harbour.—Submarine mine-
fields.—The practice with submarine mines has been discontinued

and the buoys withdrawn.

Docks.—See Appendix.

Page 230.—Coal.—About 120,000 tons are kept in stock, and the

annual importation is about 840,000 tons.

Vessels of war can be loaded at the rate of 100 tons per hour, and

six vessels can be loaded at the same time.

During the S.W. monsoon heavy squalls occasionally stop coaling in

Singapore roads.

Page 233.—Lots wife.—The beacon on this rock is numbered
"8."

HantU.—The beacon on the edge of the reef is numbered " 10."

Page 234.—Wharves.—The p. and O. Company's wharves are

being reconstructed, and when finished the western wharf will have a

frontage of 300 feet, with depths alongside of from 30 to 26 feet, and

the eastern wharf a frontage of 230 feet, with depths of from 20 to

25 feet alongside.

Eeppel rock.—The position of this rock is S.W. by W., distant

six-tenths oif a cable from the new western extreme of the Peninsular

and Oriental Company's wharf.

Page 237.—PulO Brani.—^The beacon on the spit extending from

Tanjong Risim is numbered " 24."

Teregah Spit.T-The beacon on the edge of Teregah spit is

numbered " 18," and that on the edge of the reef southward of Tanjong

Ter^ah " 20."
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Page 237 continued. Plan 2023.

Line 4 from bottom : Omit " Submarine mine depot."

Laat line : Omit " See submarine mine fields, page 229."

Page 238.—Salat Sinki.—Omit paragraphs 5 and 6, substitut-

ing ; The strait is obstructed by a shoal of from 1| fathoms to 3 fathoms

which extends 1^ cables east-south-easitward from the beacon westward

of the tin works, and which narrows the navigable channel to a breadth

of 50 yards, and by a bank of 2| fathoms, which extends half a cable

northward from the Military pier, and narrows the channel to a width

of 70 yards.

B6a>COIlS.—The beacon on the detached reef westward of the tin-

works is numbered "22," that marking Berhala spit " 14," and that

three-quarters of a cable northward of Tanjong Berhala " 16."

Page 239.—^Brani Shoals.—^Depths of 3 and 4 fathoms are

found on a bank extending \\ cables west-north-westward from the

north-west edge of these shoals ; this bank is connected by depths of

5 fathoms with the shore bank extending eastward from Tanjong

Tereh.

Temb^ga rocks.—Both beacons are marked " T."

Tembaga Sboal.—The depth on this shoal is 2\ fathoms.

Page 240.—Tides.—In Keppel harbour and Singapore road

springs rise 9 feet, and neaps rise 8 feet.

The diurnal inequality affects the height of low water

frequently as much as 4^ feet, whilst the height of high water is only

affected by one foot.

The greatest range occurs on or about the second or third day after

full and change;

The general sequence is one high and one low water, followed by a

second high and low water of considerably less range, amounting at

times to only a few inches.

Chart ^Ifii-, Singapore wM-in strait.

Tidal streams.—Omit paragraphs 4 and 5 of page, substitut-

ing:—
In Singapore Main strait the ordinary rate of the tidal streams at

springs is 2 knots, but it is much influenced by the prevailing monsoon,

and may run at the rate of as much as 4 knots.

The west-going stream is strongest during the N.E. monsoon, and

during neaps may prevail for two or three days, though the rise and

fall continues ; it commences about two hours after the lowest low

water, and continues until about one hour before the time of the next

following highest high water, i.e., about 16 hours.

The east-going stream is strongest during the S.W. monsoon, when

the fluctuations of the streams are not so frequent ; it commences about

one hour before the time of the highest high water, and continues
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Page 2^.0 continued. Ghart SJ^OJ^.

about two hours after the next following lowest low water, i.e., about

eight hours.

The true set of the tidal streams is found from about a mile south-

ward of Raffles lighthouse to a mile southward of Peak island, and

iu Keppel harbour, southward of the P. and O. company's wharves.

The east-going stream is not strong in Singapore roads or northward

of St. John's and Peak islands, and at times a back eddy is found.

The west-going stream is more generally experienced.

Eddies.—The east-going stream at springs, running through

Keppel harbour, causes somewhat dangerous swirls and eddies; the

west-going stream is more uniform, eddies only occurring between the

West heads, where the tidal stream often attains a velocity of 4 knots.

Page 242.—Lines 3 and 4: Omit "but the submarine minefield,

page 229, must be avoided."

Eastern entrance.—Leading mark.—The clock tower on

Borneo wharf, and the fishing stakes off Malay point, have been

removed.

I'lan 1995, Singapore road.

Fort Canning lighthouse, in line with the clock tower on Telok Ayer

fishmarket, bearing N. 16° W., leads in a depth of 5| fathoms from

a position at a quarter of a mile eastward of Peak island to the eastern

entrance to Keppel harbour.

Middle channel.—^Lines 22 and 23: For "opening Mount
Faber, northward of the town " read " edgfing to the northward."

Page 243.

—

Singapore town.—Omit all except last two lines,

substituting

:

—
The town . of Singapore is built on each side of Singapore river,

which is a small stream, only navigable for small craft.

The town is defended by batteries on Blakang Mati, &c., and a

large military force is stationed here.

The commercial part of the town is situated on the south side of

the river, the banks on either side being lined with quays and godowns

for the landing and reception of merchandise.

The river is always crowded with cargo boats, the central parts

being kept dredged and clear for those under weigh ; several bridges

span the river, the western of them, at the mouth, being Oavanagh

bridge, and the eastern Anderson bridge.

Singapore is a free port, and there are. no harbour or tonnage dues.

The Post office. Harbour office, and European club are erected on the

south entrance point, and several conspicuous buildings stand on
reclaimed ground on the sea front southward of them. Among the

most cotispicuous objects in the vicinity, when seen from seaward, is

the Victoria Memorial hall, a yellow stone building, surmounted by a

dome and clock tower, the clock being illuminated at night ; the crown
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Page 2iS con tinned. Plan 1996.

surmounting this building is 188 feet above high water, and conspicu-

ous when approaching from the eastward.

From the open square in front of the Victoria Memorial hall a

fine esplanade extends for a quarter of a mile along the sea front

;

behind this esplanade is situated the Recreation ground fronting St.

Andrew's cathedral, which has a tower surmounted by a spire 214 feet

bigh.

Other conspicuous objects are Guthries tower, surmounted by a

dome 135 feet high, and the Army head-quarter offices, Signal station,

Tinrie ball and Saluting battery, all situated on the summit of Fort

Canning hill, which rises abruptly above the centre of the town to a

height of 156 feet.

Dalhousie obelisk has been moved to a position 300 feet south-east-

ward of the Victoria Memorial clock-tower, and being hidden from

seaward by trees is no longer available as a clearing or anchoring

mark.

Harbour limits.—The boundaries of the harbour of Singapore

are defined as follows :
—

A line from the obelisk on Tanjong Katong to that on Peak island,

thence along the northern coast of that island to its north-western

point, and from thence to the northern extreme of East St. John

island. From this position the boundary runs west until intersected

by a meridian through the western beacon on Cyren© shoal, thence

nort-hward of that meridian to Singapore island, and then eastward

along th© coast of that island to the obelisk on Tanjong Katong,

including certain portions of Singapore, Kalang, and Gelang rivers,

and any portion of the coast in the included area within 50 yards of

the high water line.

Page 244.—Fort Canning.—Light.—Lines 3 and 4: For
" N. 28° W." read " N. 25° W." For sectors, see Light list and plan.

Signals.—From the signal station, on Fort Canning hill, the

approach of vessels is signalled, and mail signals and local signals

displayed ; the codes can be obtained from the Master Attendant's

office.

Light.—A fixed red light is shown from the extremity of the pier

at the Master Attendant's office.

Page 245.—Cancel paragraphs 1 to 4, substituting :
—

Singapore road has depths of from 6 to 10 fathoms, mud and

sand bottom, at about 1J miles off the town, and is available for vessels

of all classes.

Breakwater.—A rubble breakwater, which extends in a north-

north-east and south-south-west direction for 1,700 yardsy is in course

of construction, and fronts the reclamation ground between Johnstone
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Page 2^5 continued. Flan 1996.

pier and Malay point at a distance of about SJ cables from the ex-

tended sea front. The space westward of this breakwater is to be

dredged' to a depth of 16 feet at low water springs, and will provide

accommodation for the smaller cargo and passenger vessels.

Portions, of the breakwater are above water and the line of direct

tion marked by dolphins; vessels must not pass over this line nor

anchor so as to swing within a distance of one cable of either end or

O'f the line of work in progress.

Lights.—The breakwater in progress is marked by a red flag by

day at each extremity, and at night by two red lights, vertical, at the

north end, and two green lights, vertical, at the south end.

Red flags by day and red lights by night are shown from the dolphin.

Banks.—Outer shoal, situated 1:^ miles south-eastward of the south

end of the breakwater, is, within the 5-fathom contour Une, about

1^ miles long in a north-east and south-west direction, and from one

to 4 cables broad, having over it general depths of 4 to 5 fathoms, iii ud

and sand bottom, with several small patches of 3^ to 3| fathoms at the

south-western extremity, and two heads of 5 fathoms close together

at about 2 cables north-westward of that extremity.

SbOEl.—A shoal, about one cable in diameter, with a depth of

4^ fathoms, is situated 3 cables south-westward of the south extremity

of Outer shoal.

Clearing marks.—^Fort Canning lighthouse, in line with the

clock-tower at Telok Ayer fish market, bearing 16° W., leads westward

of Outer shoal and the shoal south-westward of it.

The whole of Fort Canning hill open eastward of the Victoria Memo-

rial hall leads eastward of Outer shoal.

Mount Serapong, bearing N. 81° W., leads midway between the

southern edge of Outer shoal and the shoal of 4|^ fathoms situated

south-westward of it.

Paragraph 5.—The fishing stakes off Malay point and red lights

have been removed.

Suran Darat.—Beacons.—The north-eastern beacon on this

reef is numbered " 17 " and the north-western " 19."

A white stone beacon, surmounted by a cage and numbered "21," is

erected on the western edge, about midway between the north and south

extremes.

A red stone beacon, surmounted by a cage and numbered " 12," is

erected in the edge of the reef extending from the south-eastern

extreme of Blakang Mati island.

Channel.—The channel between Buran Darat and Blakang Mati

island has a depth of 3J fathoms.
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Page 2^.5 continued. Plan- 1995.

Line 9 from bottom : Omit " in the centre of the submarine mine-

field."

Omit footnote.

Page 246.—Malay spit.—Buoy.—The red nun buoy, formerly

marking the 3-fathom contour line off Malay spit, has been removed.

Fishing stakes.—Omit paragraph.

Tanjong Rli.—Beacon.—A red skeleton beacon, surmounted

by a ball and numbered " 26," is erected about 1| cables westward of

Tanjong Ru, and the whit© buoy removed.

This beacon marks the extremity of the drying bank of mud and

sand extending from that point.

The channel westward of this beacon is about a quarter of a mile

broad, with depths of from one to 6 feet, and leads to the lagoon north-

ward of Tanjong Rvi.

Omit last two lines of paragraph, substituting : There are several

European workshops and small dockyards on Tanjong Ru.

Anchorage.—Southward ai Tanjong Rii is the anchorage for old

vessels for sale, and those undergoing extensive refits.

Patent slip.—See Appendix.

Tanjong Eatong is low, and covered with cocoanut trees,

hotels, and bungalows, the coast line being studded with bathing

enclosures.

Page 247.—Depths.—Within the 5-fathom contour line, between

Tanjong Katong and Tanjong Rii, are several shoal patches of 2J to

3 fathoms, but outside that contour line the depths increase regularly.

Omit paragraph 3.

Omit paragraphs 5 and 6, substituting :
—

Anchorage.—^Vessels of deep draught will find good anchorage

off the town between Outer shoal and the 5-fathom contour line, with

Fort Canning lighthouse bearing from N. 50° W. to N. 23° W., mud
and sand bottom.

Vessels of war.—The anchorage reserved exclusively for vessels

of war is with Fort Canning signal station flagstaff bearing N. 53° W.,

and except with special permission no merchant vessel must anchor

so as to swing within half a cable of this line of bearing.

Quarantine anchorage.—Omit paragraph, substituting-.

The Quarantine anchorage is northward of and within 1^ miles of

Peak island, with the summit of that island bearing from S.S.W. to

S.S.E. f E.

Chart %)filf and 'plan 1996.

Examination anchorages.—There are two Examination

anchorages at Singapore. The northern and eastern boundaries of the
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Page 2^7 continued. Chart 2^0^, and plan 1995.

"western Examination anchorage are defined by lines drawn N. 79° W.
^nd S. 1° E. from a point situated S. 86° W., distant 7 cables from

31ayer point beacon; the western and southern boundaries by lines

drawn N.- 1° W. and S. 89° E. from a point 7 cables N. 1° W. of the

beacons erected on the rock off Freshwater island wharf.

The eastern and western limits of the eastern Examination anchbr-

•age are defined by Fort Canning lighthouse bearing N. 25° W. and

N. 12° W.

The northern limit is a line drawn in a S. 47° W. direction from a

point on the eastern boundary 1| miles S. 25° E. of Fort Canning

lighthouse, and the southern limit is the south extreme of Blakang

JMati island bearing S. 80° W.
Lines 11 and 10 from bottom: Omit "in line with Dalhousie

obelisk."

Page 248.—Lines 14 and 15: Omit from " The fishing stakes " to
" Malay spit."

•Chart 2^03, Singapore strait.

'Page 252.—PulOi Sumpat.—This island is 221 feet high.

Pulo Brakit.—This island is small, low and wooded, being

40 feet high to the tops of the trees.

Last line: For " half a mile " read " three-quarters of a mile."

Page 253.—Postillion reef.—Several coral patches of from

2| to 3| fathoms, extend southward from the reef for a quarter of a

jnile, and depths of from 3i to 5i fathoms for three-quarters of a

.mile north-eastward of it.

SraJcit rock.—^A coral patch, with a depth of 21 feet, is situated

three-quarters of a cable north-westward of Brakit rock, with depths

of from 6§ to 11 fathoms between them.

Line 5 : For " 2^ " read " 2^."

'Clearing marks.—Omit paragraph, substituting:—

-

The eastern summit of Bintang great hill, in line with the north-

-west extreme of Tanjong Brakit, bearing S. 30° W., leads westward

'of Brakit rock.

A conspicuous double tree, on a hill 4 miles southward of Tanjong

Xokan, kept well open of Tanjong Lokan, bearing 8. by W., leads

eastward of it, and Horsburgh lighthouse, in line with the highest

•coast hill on Tanjong Penyusuh, bearing N. 77° W., leads northward.

Johor hill.—This hill, known as Gunong Pengerang, has been

•cleared of wood, except a small belt on the summit, and planted with

xubber trees. ' -

JLittle Johor hill is known as Gunong Belungkar.
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Page 253 continued. Chart 2i.03.

Barbukit.^The summit of this hill has been cleared of wood
with" thie exception of one conspicuous tree about 120 feet high. Bar-

bukit is 638 feet high.

Page 254.—False Barbukit.—This island, which is known as

Bukit Stijam or Tuatow Bukit, is 455 feet high to the tops of the

trees. ' '

-
'

. .
'

Page 256.

—

South point.—A solitary tree, conspicuous, especi-

ally, when seen from the westward, is situated on this point.

Page 257.—Water island (Pulo Rumenia) is 106 feet high,

and the islet off it« south-west part about 50 feet high.

Diana cove.—Cancel last sentence of paragraph.

Anchorage*;—There is good anchorage off Diana cove in

9 fathoms, stiff mud and excellent holding ground, with South Lima
island in line with Peak rock, bearing N.E. by E. \ E., and Barbukit

bearing N.W. J N.

Tanjong FenyuSUhii.—The highest coast hill in this vicinity,

330 feet high, is situated 1^ miles westward from this point.

Tanjong Pungei.—The summit of this point is conspicuous,

being wooded, and 202 feet high to the tops of the trees.

Pulo Pungei, a wooded island, is situated 1\ cables southward of the

poibt, and is 73 feet high to the tops of the trees.

Sungei Pungei lies within th© bight, and is approached by a boat

channel, navigable except at low water.

Line 7 from bottom : For " Sitijam " read " Stijam."

Page 258.—Caution.—^At end of paragraph add " passing at

least 2 miles outside South Lima island."

Large island is lO feet high ; the islet north-eastward of this

island isi wooded and 88 feet high, with the summit cleared except for

a sii^gle tree.

This islet is about three-quarters of a cable in extent, and situated

half, a cable from L^'fge island, with which it is connected by a ridge

of rocks, drying at low water.

South Lima is 80 feet high, wooded, and being the most southern

of the grotip, is easily recognised.

Shoals.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: "A rock, with a

depth of 13 feet, is situated with the summit of Large island bearing

N.N.E. \ B., distant \\ miles; shoal water extends half a mile in a

south-6?isterly direction from this rock."

Lima channel.-^—This channel, between Tanjong Penyusuh and

Lima islands, is used by coasting steam vessels, but as it is narrow and

encumbered by shoals, it should not be used without locsjl knowledge.
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Page 258 continued. Chart 3^03.

Peak rock is of a reddish colour, and 37 feet high.

Stork reef.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: "This reef is

a,bout 3 cables in extent, dries 3 feet, and is situated 1,^ miles east-

"ward of Large island."

Falloden Hall shoal.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute

:

-" This shoal is about 2 cables in extent, with a depth of 15 feet ; it

is situated 5^ cables south of Stork reef, and lies on the north-west part

of a bank, about one mil© in extent, on which are depths varying from
7 to 10 fathoms."

Congalton Skar.—The depth on this rock is 5 feet, and from it

Xrarge island bears W. J S., distant 1^ mile®.

Whale rook, 7 cables north-east of Peak rock, dries 7 feet ; it is

-a, small ledge on which the sea generally breaks.

Jones reef.—^Between Jones reef and North rock are situated two

-shoals of 3^ and 3f fathoms, respectively; these are steep-to, with

•depths of from 7 to 9 fathoms around.

Page 259.—North island is 104 feet high.

North rock.—Cancel paragraph, substituting :
—

This small rock, 32 feet high, with a few small bushes on it, is

:situated 8 cables northward of North island.

North island and North rock are nearly connected by shoal water.

A small barren rock, 9 feet high, is situated 3 cables S. by E. of

INorth rook.

Rumenia shoals.—^These shoals are formed of coarse sand and

gravel.

Line 19 : For " rock " read " coarse sand and gravel."

Line 23 : For " 5 " read " 3| to 5|.^'

North patch is 2^ miles in length, and has depths of from 3| to

4| fathoms.

Omit from line 8 to line 4 from bottom.

Clearing marks.—Omit paragraph, substituting : The con-

.-spicuous solitary tree on South point, in line with the south extreme

of South Lima island, bearing S. 77° W., leads southward of Rumenia

shoals, and Horsburgh lighthouse, in line with the centre of the

western slope of Bintang Great hill, bearing S. by E., leads eastward

^f-'them in a depth of about 6J fathoms, but a patch of 5 fathoms

is situated about one cable on each side of this leading line.

This track is only recommended for vessels of light draught.

The western summit of Bintang Great hill, in line with the foot of

^;he eastern slope of Bintang Little hill, bearing S. | W., leads east-
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Page 259 continued. Chart B^OS.

ward of North patch, and the shoals to the southward, and between

Eastern bank and North patch.

Page 260.—Pedra Branca.—Anchorage.—During the

south-west monsoon small vessels can anchor in a depth of 10 fathoms,

hard bottom, but good holding ground, with Horsburgh lighthouse

bearing S.S.W. J W., distant 2 cables.

At this anchorage, during the east-going stream, slack water con-

tinues, and during the west-going stream the overfalls are not experi-

enced until the lighthouse bears about S. by W.

Dangers.—Cancel to end of page, and substitute :
—

A patch with a depth of 4J fathoms, and steep-to, lies 4 cables

northward of the lighthouse.

Shallow water extends IJ- miles eastward of Pedra Branca, and

about one mile south-eastward of it.

Hiddle rocks, south of Pedra Branca, are of a whitish colour,

from 2 to 4 feet high, and stand on the southern edge of the shallow

water at 6 cables from the lighthouse.

Soutll ledge consists of three rocks ; the northern of which dries

S feet, the others do not uncover. They are steep-to, depths of from

16 to 20 fathoms being obtained within a short distance, and are

almost always marked by heavy tide rips or the sea breaking over

them; from the northern rock Horsburgh lighthouse bears N.N.E.,

distant 2^ miles.

Two or three rocky heads, having from 9 to 10 fathoms of water,

lie W.S.W., 5| miles from the lighthouse.

Page 261.—Carter shoal.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute r

This shoal is a pinnacle rock with a depth of 11 feet; it is steep-to

on its eastern side, and has depths of less than 10 fathoms extending

from its western side for a distance of half a cable. From this rock

Horsburgh lighthouse bears N.E. by N., distant 4^ miles.

Shoals.—^To the southward of Carter shoal, at a distance of nearly

one mile, are several coral patches, covering an area of over half a

mile ; the leaat water is 5 fathoms, which depth is found at 8 cables

S.S.E. from Carter shoal.

Several rocky patches, with from 8 to 10 fathoms, are situated

southward and eastward of Horsburgh lighthouse, thus rendering the

South channel unsuitable for navigation.

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Horsburgh light-

house, at Xh. 10m. Springe rise 7J feet, and neaps rise 6 feet.

Tidal streams.—^During October and November the tidal

streams were found to b© irregular as regards their velocity,

although very regular in their direction. As a general rule, the
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Page 261 continued. Chart 2^03.

maximum velocity occurred four days after full aud change, aud that

velocity was greatest from 2 to 3 hours before high and low water by

the shore. In all cases the east-going stream was the stronger

for a particular tide. At neaps the velocity was much less than at

springs.

The west-going stream was found to change, with fair regu-

larity, 2 hours after high water by the shore, and the east-going

stream 2 hours after low water, except on one occasion (towards the

end of November, when the N.E. monsoon had set in), when in the

24 hours the west-going stream ran for 15 hours consecutively, with a

maximum velocity ^f 2 j^ knojbs, and the east-going stream for 9 hours

consecutively, with a maximum velocity of 3^^ knots.

The velocity of the east-going stream was observed to be particularly

strong beibween Peak rock and Water island, the result being violent

eddies and overfalls, with much discoloured water.

In the South channel the streams appeared to be strongest west-

ward of Carter shoal, and about the meridian of Pergam point.

All the shoals and '

' uneven bottom '

' areas are distinctly marked

during the strength of the streams by heavy overfall§ and eddies.

Page 262.—Directions.—Middle channel, the passage

generally used by vessels passing through the straits, has an average

width of 4 miles between Horsburgh lighthouse and the 10-fathom

contour line ofE Bumeuia shoals. There are no dangers within this

area, but a vessel should, when approaching from the eastward, steer

so as to pass about IJ miles off the lighthouse, and then alter course

to W.S.W. so as to proceed through the centre of the channel.

From the westward, a vessel should steer for Horsburgh lighthouse

bearing E. by N., keeping it on this bearing until it is distant about

5 miles,, when course should be altered to E.N.E. so as to pass it at

a distance of from one to 1^ miles.

CEUtion.—The tidal streams run with considerable velocity in all

parts of the channel at springs, and a vessel steering W.S.W. with

the east-going stream on her port bow (with a .possible velocity of

4 knots) would tend to be set on the shoals off Lima islands.

Page 263.—In thick weather the land is seldom obscured for

any length of time, so that a vessel is generally able to fix her position

;

but if not able to do so the soundings will show whether she is within

the 20-fathom contour line, which should be avoided, and course

altered as necessary to keep in the deep gutter, passing in preference

over the 9-fathom patches westward of Horsburgh lighthouse and

avoiding the area within the 20-fathom contour line off Lima islands.

Page 264.—At night Horsburgh light on a bearing is sufficient

guide for a vessel navigating Middle channel.
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Chart UOS.

Page 265.—Sovitll channel.—Cancti paragraph, and substi-

tute :
—

Tiiis channel is not recommended for vessels of heavy draught, as

there is no advantage gained by using it, and the bottom is generally

rocky and uneven, with numerous shoals. The principal dangers are

South ledge and Carter shoal, as before described.

Should a vessel, however, find herself in the South channel, she

should not pass between South ledge and Horsburgh lighthouse, nor

southward of Carter shoal. Barbukit open westward of the highest

coast hill, and bearing N. 58° W., will lead between Carter shoal and

South ledge in not Jess than 10 fathoms, and as soon as Horsbtirgh

lighthouse bears N. 56° E. a vessel may haul round to W.S.W. for

Singapore road.

Page 268.—Beacons.—The beacon, marking the coral patch, is

numbered " 28 "
; it is situated IJ miles eastward of Pulo Merambon.

A similar beacon to N. 28, but numbered " 25," marks the edge of

the reef off Tanjong Kampong.

CHAPTER V.

Flan of Eaja passage on chart 2760.

Page 279.—Sumatra.—Raja strait.—Buoys.—The buoy,

marking the southern rock in the fairway, has been removed, and that

marking the northern rock painted white.

Plan of Eiffas and Ghalang hays on sheet 1701.

Page 284.—Chalang reef.—Buoy.—^A white conical buoy has

been established on the north side of this reef.

Chart 3760, Sumatra, west coast, sheet I.

Page 296.—Maki.—Shoal.—A shoal of 6 fathoms is situated

6 milesi W. by S. of Maki.

Plan of Banjah islands on sheet 865.

Page 304.—^Pulo Sorong Alu.—The coast reef surrounding this

island (situated half a mile south-eastward of Pulo Tunangku) is

reported to extend about 4J miles in a south-easterly direction beyond

its charted limit.

Page 305.—PulO Jawi Jawi.—Shoal.—A shoal of if fathoms

is situated 3| miles south-eastward of this island.

This ahoal is marked by discoloured water, and has depths of from

11 to 13 fathoms firound.

Plan of Singkel road on, sheet 228]^.,

Page 307.—Singkel.—^Light.—Prom a position 4J cables ©ast-

norfch-eastward of Pasir point is exhibited a flashing v:hite light, visible

from a distance of 13 miles.
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Page SOT continued. Plan of Banjak islands on 8o-j.

Daphne reef.—The depth on this reef is 6 feet.

Arumpanjang reef.—This reef has a depth of 3^ fathoms,

and from it Palikala point bears N. 18° E., distant 6:|^ miles.

Chart 2760, Sumatra west coast, sheet I.

Page 309.—South Daphne reef.—The northern of these reefs

has a depth of 2 fathoms and the southern of 1^ fathoms ; a rock with

less than 6 feet is situated close westward of the southern reef.

Janus reef has a depth of 1^ fathoms, and Haai reef has a depth of

3^ fathoms. Kameleon reef, Hippomene reef, Doris reef, and "Argo

reef have depths of less than 6 feet.

The reef situated 1^ miles N. by W. ^ W. of Argo reef has a depth

of less than 6 feet.

Page 310,—Boreas reef has a depth of 1^ fathoms, and Van
8peyk reef of 5 fathoms.

Dangers.—Line 15: For " 12 " read " 14."

The shoal situated Z\ miles N.W. \ W. of Pulo Burong is known

as Circe reef, and has a depth of \\ fathoms.

A shoal of 3J fathoms is situated 3 miles westward of Pulo Burong,

and Kameleon rock, with a depth of one fathom, at 3 miles south-

south-westward of that islet.

Line 23: For "5" read " S^."

The following rocks and shoals are situated southward and west-

ward "of Pulo Lakotta :
—

A shoal of li fathoms at about 2 miles south-westward and one of

3 fathoms, with 4 fathoms close northward of it, at 5J miles in the

same direction.

A shoal of 1^ fathoms at 5^ miles southward of that islet.

PyladeS reef.—This reef, which uncovers, is situated 8J miles

Bouth-south-westward of Pulo Lakotta.

Reef.—A reef, which dries, is situated 3 miles south-eastward of

Pylades reef.

Itight.—From this reef is exhibited a flashing white Hght, visible

from a distance of 10 miles.

Maha Vaijirunhus reef consists of two patches near eacji other, the

northern of which has a depth of 3|^ fathoms.

Shoals.—Numerous rocks and shoals extend for a distance of

several miles south-eastward of Pulo Lakotta ; the outer in that direc-

tion has a depth of 1^ fathoms, and is situated at a distance of nearly

12 miles.

Page 316.—Pulo Mansalar.—Rock.—A rock of 2| fathoms is

situated half a mile northward of the north point of this island.

Sumatra reef.—This reef does not exist.
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Page 316 continued. Chart 2760.

Omit from paragraph 4 to end of page, substituting :
—

Pulo Dua.—This islet, which is also known as Bintanah, is

situated 17^ miles south-westward of Tanjong Pinjalang (Pinchalong)

;

a rock, which dries, is situated 4 miles north-westward of Pulo Dua,
and a shoal of 2J fathoms at 2 miles west-north-westward, with one of

4 fathoms between it and the islet.

Shoals.—A shoal of 2^ fathoms is situated 7| miles north-north-

eastward of Pulo Dua, and from this position a chain of reefs and
shoal extend 37 miles to the southward. For positions and depths of

these, see chart.

Makassar reef, the eastern of the above chain of rocks, uncovers

at low water, and is situated 9| miles southward of Tanjong Pinjalang.

Page 317.—Omit lines 1 and 2.

Success reef.—^Line 4: For " 27 miles south-eastward of Wil-

liam III. island " read " about 26 miles south of Makassar reef."

An examination of this locality in 1909 by the Netherlands Govern-

ment surveying vessel Van Gogh having failed to find any trace of

this reef, a note, " Unsuccessfully searched for," has been placed

against its position on the chjirt.

Karang Fanjang.—This reef uncovers at low water ; a shoal of

2^ fathoms is situated 3 miles north-westward of Karang Panjang, and

two shoals of 5^ and 3^ fathoms at about 3 miles eastward of it.

Amelia reef.—This reef does not exist.

Reef.—A reef, with a depth of 5 fathoms, exists at 13 miles east-

south-eastward of Pulo Sumbawa; it is 3 cables long in a north and

south direction, one cable broad, and generally breaks.

Karang Ziawee (Lawe).—This reef has been searched for over

a considerable area in the vicinity of its charted position, but no trace

of its existence could be found, the depths varying from 36 to

50 fathoms.

It is probable that this reef is identical with that described above.

Until a further examination of this locality has been niade, Lawee

reef will be retained on the chart, with " E.D." placed against its

position. a

Directions.—^Line 16: Omit " and William III. island."

Plan of Natal road on chart 2760.

Page 320.—Earang Kapal.—Buoy.—A black truncated

conical buoy, with triangular topmark, is established at about half a

mile westward of the shoalest head of l\ fathoms on this reef.

Karang Bayam.—There is a depth of \\ fathoms on this reef.
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•Chart 2760.

Page 323.—BayaiU reef.—Cancel last seiiteuce in first paragraph

.and paragraph 2, suhstitiUing :—
A patcb -vrith a depth of 3 fathoms is situated W.N.W., distant

1^ miles, and another with a depth of 6 fathoms W. by N. J N., dis-

4iaut 2J miles from Bayam reef.

A patch with 4^ fathoms is situated E.S.E., distant 2 miles from
Bayam reef ; eastward of this patch, distant one mile, is situated a

.*oal of 7 fathoms, and N.E. of it, distant one mile, a patch of

2 fathoms, which breaks and shows discoloured water.

Midway between Bayam reef and Tanjong Biang reef is a shoal of

'2\ fathoms.

Montrado reef and Makasser reef.—Cancel paragraphs,

as theee reefs do not exist.

Labuang Lulu reef.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute

:

This small reef, situated 3J miles S.E. ^ 8. from Tanjong Biang reef,

las a depth of 3 fathoms.

Macassar reef.—The depth on this reef is 1| fathoms.

Line 28 : Cancel " Vader reef," as it does not exist.

Page 324.—Moller reefs.—Cancel both paragraphs, and substi-

tiite:—
Moller reef, half a mile long in an east and west direction,

and 3 cables broad, has a depth of IJ fathoms, and is surrounded by
'depths of 23 fathoms; it lies with Pulo Pangka bearing N.N.W., dis-

tant 14 miles.

Buoy.—^Line 9 : Cancel "northern."

Sikilang reef.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute: " This reef

as situated about one mile from the mouth of Sikilang river ; it has a

depth of 6 feet."

Sikabu (Sikarbau) reefs.—A reef, consisting of two rocks,

with a depth of 6 feet, is situated E. by N., distant IJ miles from

:Sikabu reef. This reef does not break.

Page 325.—Directions.—Vessels from the northward.—Cancel the whole, and substitute :
—

Vessels from the northward proceeding to Ayer Bangles

:road outside the shoals, or to the southward, should from abreast Pulo

Tamang, distant 7 or 8 miles, steer about S. ^ E., passing about 2 miles

westward of the 6-fathom patch, west-north-westward of Bayam reef,

.-and when Tanjong Biang bears East alter course to S.E. | E.

When Gunong Karakara is in line with the- west point of Tamang
island, bearing North, course may be altered more to the eastward to

-pass north or south'" of Macassar reef, lying 4 miles west-south-west-

ward of Puk) Pangka.
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Page 325 continued. Vhart 2760.

The sea breaks on some of the shoals off Ayer Bangies road when
there is much swell, and between most of them there are safe channels,

but the shoals are not always discernible when the sea is smooth. Pulo
Pangka bearing East leads northward of Macassar reef, and between
it and Labuan Lulu reef lying 4 miles to the north-westward. Thence
pass on either side of Pulo Pangka to the anchorage, avoiding the
shoals in the road, previously mentioned. The best channel is north-
ward of Pulo Pangka, where the depths are 10 to 11 fathoms, over
soft bottom.

Sailing vessel® proceeding southward from abreast Pulo Pinie,

bound to PadaMg or beyond, if without local knowledge, should not
attempt to pass between the shoals which extend from Batu islands to

Haai or Dua reefs. The passage eastward of those reefs should be
taken, but this is dangerous at night.

Page 326.—Dangers.—Caned paragraph 3, as these reefs do not
exist.

Fatahul Mobarak reef.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute

:

This reef, having a depth of 2 fathoms, is about 2 cables in extent^

it is situated 39 miles westward of Ujong Matang.
Two reefs are situated north-westward of Fatahul Mobarak reef,

one at a distance of 2 miles, with a depth of 2J fathoms, the other at a

distance of 12^ miles, with a depth of 4 fathoms.

A reef with' a depth, of Ih fathomsl is situated W. by N., distant

11 milrafrom Fatahul Mobarak reef.

Drakes reef.—Cancel paragraph, and stt-bsiitute : This reef is

situated E.S.B., distant 7 miles from Fatahul Mobarak reef.

A shoal with 5 fathoms is situated. N.W. by. W. from Drakes reef

at a distance of 3 miles, and N. f E., as a distance of 12J miles, is

situated a shoal with 8 fathoms.

Fylades reefs.—Cancel paragraph, and substitute:—
W€st Pylades reef consists of three heads which break ; the central

head is situated 28 miles westward of Ujong Masang ; from this posi-

tion, at a distance of about one mile, are situated the other reefs, that

to the north-westward with a depth of 1| fathoms, and that to the

southward having a depth of 3 fathoms.

East Pylades reef, which breaks, lies E. by S. ^ S., distant 4 miles

from West Pylades rec«f

.

Reefs with 2J fathoms are situated S.E. by E., distant 4^ miles, and

S.E. by E. J E., distant 8\ miles from East. Pylades reef. Northward

of the first of these, at a distance of Ij^ miles, is a reef with 5 fathoms.

Chart 709, Ujong Masam.g to Ujon-g Indrapura.

Montrado reef (Karang Sagi).

—

Cancel paragraph, and

substitute: " This reef, which breaks, has a depth of 2 fathbmfi, and

:is situated S-S.W. J W., distant 16i miles from Ujong Masang."
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Page 326 continued. Ghari 709.

From the position of Montrado reef the following shoals are

situated as follows:—S.W. by S., distant three-quarters of a mile,

6| fathoms; S.W., distant three-quarters of a mile, 3^ fathoms; S.E.,

distant If and 2J miles, 3 and 3^ fathoms, respectively ; N.W., distant

4 and 7| miles, 2J and 5 fathoms, respectively ; W. by N. | N., distant

5| miles, 3| fathoms ; N.W. by W., distant 7| miles, 4f fathoms ; and

N.W. ^ W., distant 6^ miles, a reef whose existence is doubtful.

Cancel line 3 from bottom.

EEaiari or Dua Xe&i^.—Cancel to " apart " on last line of page,

and substitute :
" These reefs, situated about 5J miles north-eastward

of Montrado reef, are If miles apart, are half a cable and one cable in

extent, respectively,"

Page 327.—At end of first paragraph add: "A patch, with

3 fathoms is situated W. by N. ^ N., distant 2|- miles from Northern

Haai reef, and foul ground extends for a distance of about 14 miles

west-north-weetward from these reefs."

Ingaris reef.

—

Cancel paragraph, and substitute :

'* This reef is

about two-thirds of a cable in extent, and has a depth of IJ fathoms,

with from 28 to 30 fathdtns around ; it lies S.W. by S., distant ^\ miles

from Pulo Ujong."

Bajam reef.—Line 8: For " IJ milee "read" If miles."

Sungi Bamban reef has a depth of less than 6 feet.

Suugi Lima reef has a depth of 4| fathoms.

Selita reef has a depth of 4 fathoms.

At end of paragraph add :
" TW shoals with 3j and 7 fathoms,

respectively, are situated W. by S. \ S., distant 3| miles, and S.W. \ S.,

distant 1| milee, from Selita reef."

Cancel line 5 from bottom.

Lawe vest.—Cancel lines 4 and 3 from bottom, substituting:

" This r^, with 4f fathoms, and surrounded by depths of more than

80 fathoms, lies W. by S. | S., distant 11J miles from Pulo Karsik;.

A shoal with a depth of 4^ fathoms is situated S.E., distant 2 milee

from Lawe reef."

Last line: Add " and more uncharted dangers may exist between

Haai reefs and Pulo Bando."

Page 328. — Directions. — Ayer Baugies to Tike
anchorage.—Line ll from bottom: For " Moller reefs" read

" Moller reef."

Line 10 from bottom : After " and " cancel to end of sentence.

Page 330.—Bajam reef.

—

Cartel paragraph, and substitute:

"This reef, situated N.W., distant 4J miles from Pulo Bando, has a
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P<igt 330 continued. Chart 709.

depth of 3| fathoms; between Bajam reef and Pulo Bando, at a

distance of 1^ miles from the former, lies another reef of 3 fathoms."

Page 331.—Dangers.—Line 2: Cancel " and 5."

Stort reef has a depth of 2^ fathoms.

Reef.—^A reef, vtith 3^ fathoms, lies north-westward of Dorothea

reef.

Eastward of Pulo Toran is situated a patch of 3 fathoms.

Page 332.—Bellona shoal.—This shoal is situated nearly 4 miles

south-eastward of Pulo Toran, and has a depth of 3 fathoms.

The existence of the rock above water between Pulo Toran and

Bellona shoal is disproved, and it has been expunged from the chart.

Reef.—The reef \\ miles south-westward of Pulo Sau, dries at

low water.

Pulo Iiaut.—The reef situated 3^ miles eastward of this islet,

has a depth of 6 fathoms.

Condor reef has a depth of 3| fathoms.

Iskander and Dolphin shoals.—CawceZ paragraphs, as

these shoals do not exist.

Plan 212, Koninginne bay and Padang road.

Page 333.—Pulo Pisang.—Light.—This light k visible from

a distance of 14 miles.

Page 335.—Directions.—<7awce? paragraph 5 of page.

Page 336.—^Line 4: Cancel "Dolphin and."

Page 337.—Koninginne bay.—Light.—The fixed red light,

shown from the pierhead, is visible from a distance of 8 miles from all

directions, except where obscured by the land.

Marlbro' shoal.—^Light.—Prom a black iron framework

structure, erected on the southern edge of this shoal, is exhibited an

occulting red light every three seconds, showing thus : —light, one and

a half seconds; eclipse, one and a half seconds.

This light is elevated 36 feet, and visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Light-buoy.—The light-buoy has been withdrawn.

Pasir Gadang.—Beacon.—The islet on this shoal being now
marked by a clump of cocoanut trees, the beacon has been removed.

Last line : Omit " beacon."

Page 338.—^Line 16: For " buoy " read " light-beacon."

Line 27 : Oinit " Light-buoy, see page 337."

Plan of Benkulen road on 2761.

Page 346.—Pulo Tikus.—Light.—The fixed white Ught,

formerly shown from this island, has been replaced by a flashing white
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Pagt 3i6 contiimed. Plan On 2761.

light every five seconds, shown from a red and white iron framework

support, 98 feet high, erected on the centre of the island.

This light is elevated 98 fe<et, and visible from a distance of 16 miles.

Cancel footnote.

Chart 2761, Chingkulc hay to Sunda strait.

Page 350.—Mona point.—Reefs.—Heavy breakers, indicating

jeefs with depths of about 3 fathoms, have been observed at 8 miles

and 14 miles, respectively, north-westward of this point.

The reef between Alos and Tallo extends about 3 miles from the

shqre.

<Jhart of Simalur island on- sheet 2201.

Page 353.—Pulo Simalur (Pulo Babi).—In 1907 the south

coast of this island was partially submerged by an earthquake.

Page 354.—Tanjong Liwa.—Rock.—^A rock of 2| fathoms is

situated one mile north-eastward of this point.

Page 355.—^Van RoSSUm reef.—There is a depth of 1J fathoms

on thte reef.

Zan© 19 : Omit "' apparently."

.Line 23 : For " westward " read ' eastward."

IiUgO BigO bay.—Omit lines 9 and 8 from the bottom, substitut-

ing :
" The nortiem and western parts of this bay are much encum-

bered by rocks, and vessels cannot proceed southward of Bunon islet.

Two reefs- with depths of 2 feet, marked by beacons, and having deep

water between them, are situated northward of Tanjong Baba Lugo."

Rock.—^A rock, with a de^pth of less than 6 feet, is situated in the.

-centre of the southern bight of this bay.

Omit last line after " Near these islets," and from line 1 to line 7 on

jpngei 356, substituting :
—

" This ree^f extends three-quarters of a mile north-westward from

Karang. A shoal oif 4J fathoms is situated half a mile west-north-

westward of Karang, and a shoal of 2 fathoms midway between it and

IHulawan."

Hulawan is surrounded by a shore reef.

Page 357.—Telok Dalam.—Omit lines 1 aaid 2, substituting:—
Shoals.—^A shoal of 4^ fathoms is situated midway between the

north point of Pulo Lampau and the north entrance point, and a shoal

•of 4^ fathoms at 4 cables eastward of the south extreme of Pulo

Lampau ; vessels entering should pass between this shoal and Pulo

.Lampau.

A group of islets is situated southward of Pulo Balang, and a rock

with less than 6 feet at IJ miles westward of that islet.

A rock which dries, with a rock of less than 6 feet at a quarter of a

mile north-west of it, is situated in the centre of the southern arm.
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Page 3d7 continued. Chart on 2201.

Reef.—^A coral reef, one cable long in an east and west direction,

and a quarter of a cable wide, having a depth of 6 feet, with from 29

to 30 fathoms around, is situated N.E. by E. i E., at a distance of one

miki from Baru village.

Page 358.—Line 2: For " three-quarters of a mile" read "one
third of a mile."

Dog reefs.—These four reefs have depths of from one to

3 fathoms.

Pulo Siumat.—This island is 359 feet high; the reef on the

northern side extends for one mile from the coast.

Rocks.—^A narrow chain of rocks, with depths of less than 6 feet,

and 1;^ miles long in an east and west direction, is situated half a mile

northward of the north extreme, and a rock, with less than 6 feet, is

situated one mile south-eastward of the west extreme.

Plan of Sindbang hay on sheet 228^..

Page 360.—Sinabang bay.—Lights.—From a rock on Tan-

jong Babang, at 1^ miles southward of Rangasan island, is exhibited

an occulting red light every four seconds, showing thus:—light, two

seconds: eclipse, two seconds.

This light is elevated 16 feet, and visible from a distance of 7 miles.

From a white iron framework, 39 feet in height, erected on the

northern slope of the 330-foot hill southward of Tanjong Babang, is

exhibited a, flashing white light every fifteen seconds, showing thus:—
flash, three seconds; eclipse, twelve seconds.

This light is elevated 180 feet, and visible from a distance of 19 miles

from N. 37° E., through east and south, to N. 68° W.

From a reef off the eastern extreme of Panjong Kechil is exhibited

an occulting white light every four seconds, showing thus:—light,

two seconds; eclipse, two seconds.

This light is elevated 16 feet, and visible from a distance of 7 miles.

A fixed red light, elevated 13 feet, and visible from a distance of

6 miles, is exhibited on Tanjong Labana ; this light in line with that

-on Tanjong Babang, bearing S. 21° W., marks the eastern limit of the

shoals southward of Rangasan island.

The light on Tanjong Babang, in line with that on Panjong Kechil,

'bearing S. 31° W., leads eastward of the shoals extending from Ran-

gasan island.

Rock.—A rock of 2| fathoms is situated one cable south-eastward

•of Pandan island.
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Chart of Simalur island on 2201.

Page 361.—Pulo Medanga (Mendanga).—Reef.—A reef,

with a depth of 2 fathoms, is situated about half a mile south-west-

ward of this islet.

Page 362.—Dangers.—Owi*. paragraphs 9 and 10, substituting •

" A reef, with a depth of less than 6 feet, is situated 2| miles south-

eastward of Tanjong Bajan."

Bank.—An extensive bank, with depths of from 3 to 8 fathoms,

occupies the area between this reef and the coast between Tanjong
Lemtang and Tanjong Bajan.

Ujong Tubah reef, with a depth of 4 fathoms, is situated

2J miles west-south-weetward of Tanjong Bajan.

Plan of Channel between Great and Little Sinudur islands on sheet

Page 364.—Laureu-eu bay.—Reefs.—^A shoal, with a depth

of 3J fathoms, is situated north-eastward of Pulo Simalur Chut, in a

position 2^ miles west-south-westward of Tanjong Lambajo.

A reef, with a depth of less than 6 feet, is situated in a position

from which Tanjong Lambajo bears N.E. | E., distant 2^ miles.

A reef, which breaks, is situated 6^ miles W. | S. of Tanjong

Lambajo.

Simalur Cbut island has almost disappeared in consequence

of the earthquake of 1907.

Chart of Simalur island on 2201.

Breakers.—The reef, reported to be situated 3 miles S.W. of the

west point of Simalur Chut island, and that IJ milee north-westward

of the same point, are considered not to exist, and have been expunged

from the chart.

Page 365.—Tanjong Aloajan.—Reef.—A reef is situated at

IJ miles S.W. J S. from this point.

Page 367.

—

Islets.—Line 5: Omit from " To the westward " to

end of paragraph, substituting:—
SboalS.—Two shoals of 3 fathoms are situated at half a mile north-

westward and northward of Penju, and shoals of 2\ and 2| fathoms

half a mile westward and north-eastward.

A rock of 2^ fathoms is situated midway between Penju and the

shore and a bank of 4| fathoms at 1-| miles north-west of the island.

A shoal of 4f fathoms is situated one mile westward of Tapir and one

of 5 fathoms at three-quarters of a mile west of Alahulu.

Chart 2760, Acheh head to Chinghuk bay.

FulO Takap.—The northern of these islands is named Babu or

Laseia, and the southern Rusian or Babi.
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Page S67 contirmed. Chart 2760.

The northern island is about 2j miles long, and the southern

4| miles, the channel between them being \\ miles broad.

Telok Acheh is a bay on the north side of Babu. Theee islands are

reported to be situated from one to 2 miles westward of their charted

position.

Lines 9 and 7 from bottom : For " Babi " read " Babu."

Page 368.—Pulo Babi.—Reef.—The reef reported to be

situated 5 milee N.E. | N,. of this island is considered not to exist, and
has been expunged from the chart.

Pulo PanJang.—Reefs.—Three reefs, with depths of from

1^ to 2^ fathoms are situated at from one to 2 miles north-westward of

this island.

Pulo LapaU.—Reef.—A reef, with a depth of 4 feet, is situated

midway between this island and Pulo Panjang.

Page 369.—Pulo Bunga.—Shoal.—A shoal, indicated by dis-

coloration of water, is reported to be situated 3 miles westward of

the northern of these islands.

Pulo Musel.—Reef.—The reef, situated 3 miles S. by W. | W.
of this island, has a depth of 4^ fathoms.

Merapi reef.—The depth on this reef is 5 fathoms.

Aztec reef.—Omit paragraph, as this reef and that reported at

20 miles south-eastward of it are considered not to exist.

Naku islands.—G-osong Pinang.—This reef, with a depth

of 2| fathoms, is about 2 miles long and one mile broad, the northern

extremity being situated IJ miles south-eastward of Bindala.

Plart of Naku anchorage on sheet

Iiight.—A white flashing light, visible from a distance of about

20 miles, is established on Nako (Hinako) island.

Omit paragraph 7, siihstituting : Langu island is situated about

one mile east-north-eastward of Naku.

The channel between Naku and Langu is free from dangers, but that

between Langu and Mangit and between Mangit and Bindala are

obstructed by rocks above and below water.

A shoal of 1^ fathoms is situated about half a mile northward of the

nortb-west extreme of Simanang.

Chart S760, Acheh head to Chingkuk bay.

Pulo Lawanda.—Reef.—A reef, about 2| cables in extent,

and marked by breakers, is reported to be situated about three-quarters

of a mile southward of Pulo Lawanda.
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JPage 369 continued. Chart 3760.

BreaJcerS.—Breakers were reported by tlie s.s. Ceram, in 1910, to

>be situated 5 miles north-westward of Pulo Lawauda.

Page 370.—Penang and Hertog Bernard reefs.—These
treefs are considered not to exist, and have been expunged from the

fchart.

.Plan of Telok Dalam on sheet

Telok Dalam.—Reef.—^A reef extends from the south entrance

point Off this cove for three-quiarters of a mile in a south-easterly direc-

.tion.

Shoal.—A shoal of 4 fathoms is situated 1J miles south-westward

•^of the above point.

Bank.—Depths of 13 and 18 fathoms have been obtained at 19 and
"21 miles, respectively, southward of the south extreme of Pulo

"Nias.

These depths are found on an extensive coral bank, the southern

.limit of which lies in about lat. 0° 9' N., and the eastern limit in

:iong. 97° 57' E.

The bank has a varying width of from 8 to 11 miles within the

100-fathom contour line.

Page 371.—Line 1 : For " 5 " read " 4."

Valk shoal and ArgO reef.—Omit paragraphs 2 and 3, as

rthose dangers are considered not to exist.

Coast.—Line 15 : For " west-south-westward " read " east-south-

^eastward "; and at end of paragraph add " about midway between

them is situated a shoal with a depth of 4 fathoms."

Macassar reefs.—Omit paragraph, substitutinff :
" These reefs

are two heads of 2J and 3J fathoms, close together, situated 2 miles

.southward of Pulo Sumbawa."

three reefs are situated southward of Macassar reefs at about

.3J miles from the coast; the northern, with a depth of 1| fathoms,

at 5 miles southward of Pulo Sumbawa; the centre of 4^ fathoms at

'7 miles southward of that island, and the southern of 3 fathoms at

4 miles north-eastward of Majinga.

Sama Sama islands.—^Line 26 : For " shows discoloured water

.and breaks," read " has a sandbank on it."

Page 372.—Batu islands.—^Proposed light.—it is intended

-to exhibit a u'hite flashing light from the eastern summit of Sigata,

the western of the Batu islands.

Page 373.—Tanah Masa.—Foul ground.—Many reefs and

islets not shown on the chart exist to the eastward of Tanah Masa,
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Page J7S continued. Chart 2760.

acd the undBrmentioned area must be considered unsafe for naviga-

tion:

—

Westward of a line drawn in a north-easterly direction from Tan-

jong Seiro to a point about 5 miles southward of Anso reef, situated

south-eastward of Pulo Pinie, and southward of a line from that

point to the north extreme of Tanah Masa.

Plan of Tello roadstead on sheet

,

Page 374.—Tello.—Lights.—A whUe flashing light, visible from

a distance of about 13 miles, is established on the north side of Batu

Makele.

A red fixed light, visible from a distance of about 10 miles, is

established on the coast reef extending from the north-west extreme

of Batu Makele.

Chart 3760, Acheh head to Chingkuk bay.

PtllO Pinie.—^A reef, about 2.| cables in extent, with a depth of

4J fathoms, is situated 11J miles N.W. ^ W. from Laut reef.

Page 375.—Ular bank.—The reef, reported to be situated

3^ miles eastward of Ular bank, does not exist.

Page 376.—Doubtful reef.—Cancel paragraph.

Reef.—^A small coral reef, with a depth of 6 fathoms, is situated

westward of Tanah Balah, with the north point of Makoli island

bearing N.E. by E. ^ E., distant 8 miles.

Chart 2761, Chingkuk bay to Sunda strait.

Page 380.—Siberut island.—A shoal connects the islands of

Lipa and Koraniki, off the south coast of Siberut island, and obstructs

the passage between these islands, excepting for small boats.

Page 382.—Saibi bay.—^Anchorage can be obtained in a depth

of 5 fathoms, sand and shell bottom, in this bay, situat-ed 3 miles

northward of SUugui bay, with the rnouth of Saibi river bearing

S.W. byW.JW.
The bank of soundings is steep of approach.

Pla/n of Katorei hay on sheet 228^.

Page 383.—Eatorei bay.—Beefs.—Two reefs, which uncover,

are sitaated near each other at about a quarter of a mile southward

of Lebu island.

Chart 2761, Chingkuk hay to Sunda strait.

Page 385.—North Pagi island.—Breakers were sighted,

in 1908, to the westward of North Pagi island in a position W. by N.,

distant 3J miles firom Sumombi point.'
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CHAPTER VI.

Chart 2510, Gocos or Keeling iglmids.

Page 392.—COCOS islands.—Line 10: For " Selima island"
rea4 " Selma island."

Line U: For " New SeJima island " read " New Selma island."

Population.—in 1907 the ordinary population numbered 693,

including 5 Europeans. In addition, there were 17 European and 26
Chinese and Malays belonging to the station of the Eastern Extension
Telegraph Company, on Direction island.

The principal occupations are boat-building and planting cocoanut
treM.

Page 393.—Line 2 -. For " New Selima island " read " New Selma
island."

Supplies.—Poultry are not plentiful, and all vegetables are

scarce. No deer exist.

W^ater..—Good fresh water can be obtained almost everywhere by

digging to a depth of 8 or 9 feet.

Repairs.—Vessels in distress can be assisted or hove down, and
small repairs effected.

Wireless telegraph.—A wireless telegraph station, available

for public use at all times, is installed on Direction island. The call

letters are M.K.I.

This station has three masts, the highest of which, 160 feet high,

forms a good landmark.

The Eastern Extension Telegraph Company have leased about 40

acres of land on Direction island, and established their office at the

middle of the south side of that island.

Port Refuge.—The depth in the outer anchorage is from 5 to

7 fathoms; the inner anchorage is only available for vessels having a

maximum draught of 11 feet.

Page 394.

—

Buoys.—Both buoys are spherical, and surmounted

by a cross as topmark.

Lines 19 and 31: For "New Selina " and "New Selima" read

"New Selma."

Directions.—When approaching from the north-eastward.

Prison island (Pulo Bras), situated about half a mile southward of

Direction island, is conspicuous, having on it a few trees and a white

patch of sand.

The wreck, situated about 9 cables south-eastward of Possession

point, is also conspicuous.

Page 395,

—

Winds and weather.—The south-east trade pre-

vails for about 300 days in the. year, varying in direction between

South and East, and being strongest about August.
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Page 396 continued. Chart 2510.

The months of June, July, and August, are the coolest and most

healthy, the fresh breezes at that season being accompanied by fre-

quent rains and occasional squalls.

September, October, and November are dry months, and the least

healthy^ Between November and February the trade winds are less

steady, being interrupted by calms, storms, and variable northerly and

westerly winds ; at this season fine days are often followed by threaten-

ing weather and thunder and lightning, with strong gusts, of wind

and heavy showers.

The weather in March, April, and May, resembles that experienced

between September and November, but is not so dry. See Appendix

III.

Cyclones.—^A cyclone, experienced on 27th November, 1909,

occasioned much damage, and it is estimated that 200,000 trees were

blown down ; Workhouse island, southward of Direction island, was

washed away.

The centre of this storm passed over the islands, the lowest recorded

barometer reading being 27"96 inches.

Cyclones are most frequent between November and February.

Supplies.—Jungle fowl are preserved.

Chart 9i.la, Eastern archipelago, western portion.

Page 396.—Christmas island.—Coast.—North-west point

is reported to extend 6 cablesi further to the westward and 4 cables

further to the northward than cliarted, and the whole of the west coast

is said to extend a mile further to the westward.

Rooky point extends N. by E. from one-third to one-quarter of a

mile further than charted.

Plan 350^, Flying Fish cove.

Page 397.—Flying Fish cove.—Population.—In 1911

about 1,200 coolies were employed, and the export of phosphate was

about 150,000 tons.

A Straits Settlements District 0£&cer is in residence.

Climate.—See Appendix III.

Page 398.—Tides.—Springs rise about 4^ feet.

Chart 2056, Sunda strait and approaches.

Page 401.—Sunda strait.—Tidal streams.—Through the

narrow parts of Sunda strait a constant stream, coming from Banka

strait and along the south-east coast of Sumatra, sets south-westward

at the rate of half a knot ; this ia increased during the easterly monsoon

by a constant stream that sets along the north coast of Java and

through Sunda strait. These streams are sometimes strengthened and

sometimes altogether counteracted by a strong diurnal tidal stream
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Page JfOl continutd. Chtnf 20^6.

which runs strongest from one to two days after that on which the

moon's declination is greatest, and feeblest when the moon is pear the

equator.

When the tidal streams are strongest there is a set to the north-east-

ward, for 8 to 12 hours, at a maximum rate of from one to 2,i knots

;

th« combined set to the south-westward lasts for 8 to 16 hours at a

maximum rate of 5 knots. When the tidal streams are weakest a

slight set to the north-eastward, or slack water, is experienced for

4 hours, and a combined set to the south-westward for 20 hours at a

maximum rate of about 2 knots.

Early in June the south-west-going tidal stream attains its greatest

velocity about 9 p.m., and the north-east-going about 9 a.m. ; these

are daily earlier by 2 hours in each successive month, so that early in

January the maximum strength to the south-westward occurs at about

9 a.m., and to the north-eastward about 9 p.m.

The margin of the south-westerly set is sharply defined in the eastern

entrance to the strait, and vessels from the northward will see by this

line when they are within its influence.

Page 403.—Kasuaris bay.—Rock.—A rock, with an esti-

mated depth of less than 6 feet, is situated about half a mile S. by W.
of Sabini point. ; ;

.

.,.
:

.

Reef.—On the eastern side of the head of this bay the shore reef,

marked by heavy breakers, extends half a mile from the coast.

Page 405.—First point.—Lig^ht.—The period of this light has

been altered, and it shows thus:—flash, four seconds; eclipse, twenti/-

mx seconds. -

The light is elevated 165 feet, and is visible from a distance of

18 miles, being shown from a white iron framework support, 65 feet in

height. For arc of visibility, see Light list and chart.

Page 407.—Welkomst bay.—Andelan islands.—The

eastern island of this group is only a rock above water..

Sumur island.—This island is connected with Palagan point by

.a reef, over which there is a depth of about 2 feet.

Page 410.—Fourth point.—Tides.—It is high water, full and

change, at Vllh. 12m. ; springs rise 2| feet, neaps 8 inches.

Page 411.—Thwartway island or Pulo Sangian is

515 feet high.

Line 9 from bottom : For " one " read " Ih cables."

IPlan of Nevj Arvjer road on, chart 2066.

Page 412.—Merak island.—Beacon.—A black beacon, sur-

mounted by a cone, is established on the edge oi the coast reef extend-

ing from the south-east side of this island.
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Page ^.12 continued. Plan on 2056,

Tarrembu reef.—Beacon.—Th© west side of this reef is

marked by a white beacon, surmounted by a ball.

Buoys.—The 3^-fathom patch north of Tarrembu reef is marked

by a white conical buoy, and the 4-fathom patch by a black can buoy.

Chart 2056.

Page 413.—Babi island.—Light.—The fixed white light,

formerly shown from this island, has been replaced by a white occult-

ing light every fifteen seconds, showing thus:—light, ten seconds;

ecKpse, five seconds.

This light is elevated 60 feet, and visible from a distance of 13 miles,

being shown from a white iron frame over a stone dwelling with red

roof, 64 feet in height.

Page 414.—StrOOm rocks.—The rock, charted about half a

mile south-east of these rocks, is not considered to exist, and has been

expunged from the chart.

Omit footnote.

Page 416.—Flat cape.—Shoal.—Breakers were reported in

1910 to have been seen at about one mile S. by W. of Flat cape light-

house.

Little Fortune island.—Shoals.—A shoal of 6 fathoms is

situated nearly 2 miles north-westward of this island, and a shoal of

5 fathoms at nearly 3 miles south-eastward of it.

Breakers were reported in 1910 to have been seen at about \\ miles

southward of the south-east extreme of Little Fortune island.

Page 417.—Semangka bay.—Rocks.—Heavy breakers are

reported to have been seen in 1911 at the head of this bay, in a posi-

tion 3 miles north-ea«tward of Botong point.

Plan of Eiluang hay on sheet 3611.

Page 419.—For " Kiloang " read " Kiluang."

Marginal note. For " Plan 2056 " read "Plan 3611."

Reef.—A reef, about half a cable in extent, which dries at low

water, with depth, of from 6 to 7 fathoms around, is situated 3i^ cables

north-eastward of the north-east extreme of Kiluang island.

Chart 2056.

Page 420.—Pedada bay.—Lalaga (Loenik) island, in this bay,

is joined to the shore by a reef.

Plan 9^0, Telok Betung.

Page 424.—Telok Betung.—Light.—From a white framework

beacon, erected on the easternmost reef extending from Paaarang

island, is exhibited an occulting white light every four seconds, show-

ing thus:—light, two seconds; eclipse, two seconds.
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Page ^.2^. continued. Plan 9^.0.

This light is elevated 59 feet, and visible from a distance of 12 miles.

Light-buoy.—^The Ught-buoy, formerly established on the north-

eastern side of this reef, has been removed.

Page 425.—PanJang harbour.—Light-buoy.—A white

light-buoy, showing a white occulting light, is moored in the entrance

to Panjang harbour.

Chart 2066, Sunda strait.

Page 426.—Kraanvogel or Crane island is joined to the

shore at high water.

Ealianda road.—Dangers.—Line 13 from bottom: For
'• E. by S. i S." read " S. 52° E."

Buoy.—A black conical buoy is moored S.W. of these dangers.

Anchorage.—Good anchorage in 7 fathoms will be found to the

southward of the buoy, with the flagstaff in line with the stone pier-

head bearing E.S.E.

Page 430.—^Krakatoa island.—The islet and rock off the west

point of this island no longer show above water.

Hudek rock.—Cancel paragraph, as this rock does not exist.

Plan, of Zutyhen islands on sheet 3611.

Page 433.—Zutphen islands.—Kandang.—Line 15: For
" east" read "west and south."

Page 434.

—

Eramat.—This island is marked by a conspicuous

small wood, and a solitary tree on the east point.

Eatila.—Last line: For " 3 fathoms " read " less than 6 feet."

Page 435.

—

Dangers.—Cancel last sentence, and insert :
" North-

ward of Torapul and eastward from Steile Huk (Tanjong Sumur
Batu), distant about 3 cables, are two shoals, the outer having a depth

of 5 fathoms, and the inner 3 fathoms."

Chart ^056.

Page 441.—Arnemuiden bank.—Light.—From a skeleton

beacon, 26 feet in height, erected on this bank, is exhibited, at ar^

elevation of 33 feet, a flashing red light.
'

Seacon.—Cancel paragraph, as the beacon has been removed.

Etna bank.—Light.—From a white iron framework, erected on

the western side of this bank, is exhibited an occulting white light

evcrij four seconds, showing thus:—light, two seconds; eclipse, two

seconds.

This light is elevated 44 feet, and visible from a distance of 12 miles.

Buoy.—The red buoy on this bank has been removed.
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Chart 21^9, Banka and Gaspar straits.

Page 447.—Footnote.—This buoy is surmounted by a ball as

tapmark. ~-

Page 449.—Tulang Bawang.—Buoy.—A black conieal

buoy, surmounted by a ball as topmark, marks a patch of 9 feet form-

ing the most northerly of the off-lying banks on the south side of

approach to Tulang Bawang.

Page 450.—Masuji river.—Shoal.—A shoal, with a depth of

1£ fathoms, is situated off the mouth of this river; it consists of hard

sand and is 2| miles in length in a nortJi-west and south-east direc-

tion, and about one mile in breadth. The centre is situated with

Pasir point bearing S. 58° W., distant 10| miles.

CHAPTER VII.

Chart SlfTl, Banka strait.

Page 461.—^Palembang river.—The depth on the bar is

11 feet at low water.

Page 462.—^Light.—The fixed white light, fprmerly shown from

the light-vessel, has been replaced by a flashing white light every six

seconds, showing thus:—flash, two seconds; eclipse, four seconds.

This light is elevated 75 feet, and visible from a distance of 14 miles.

Light-buoy.—The outer white light-buoy is marked No. 2, and

situated three-quarters of a mile south-westward of the tide gauge.

A black light-buoy. No. 4, exhibiting a white occulting light, is

eetablished at 1^ miles north-north-eastward of Tanjong Charat

Alangan.

Omit from line 14 to line 17.

Buoy.—A red can buoy marks the eastern side of the channel

westward of Pulo Payung.

Tide gauges.—^A tide gauge is established on the east side of the

river at about one mile southward of Pulo Payung, also on the west

side north-westward of that island, and in various, other positions on

the upper river.

Page 465.—Banju Asin river.—Light-buoys.—The white

light-bjjoy; situated 6^ miles south-westjward of Tanjong Api Api has

been replaced by a white conical buoy y^jth staflf and ball.

The black light-buoy, situated \\ miles north-eastward of Tanjong

Sereh, has been replaced by a black can buoy.

Directions.—Cance? paragraph 9 of page, and substitute :
—

The least water in this channel is 3| fathoms at low water, spring

tides, near the light-buoy. If bound into Tfelok Tebing Tingi, and
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Page ^65 continued. Chart 34.71.

having passed eastwar4 of th© white buay marking the eastern edge

of the middle bank, and southward of that at its south end, steer to

pass northward of the black buoy off Tanjong Sereh, and follow the

northern shore at about li cables distant, in a least depth of

2J fathoms.

Plan 2808, Banka strait, south entrance.

Page 468.—Pulo Dapur.—Light.—This light is visible from a

distance of 17 miles.

Page 469.—Toboali.—^Light.—A red fixed light, elevated

22 feet, and visible from a distance of 8 miles, has been established on

the head of the mole.

Page 470.—for " Dawon " read " Dawun."

Plan of Mwntok road on chart 2597.

Page 480.—^Muntok.—Coal.—The coal depot is closed.

Prohibited anchorage.—^In order to avoid damage to the

telegraph cables, anchorage is prohibited within the undermentioned

area southward of Tanjong Kalian :
—

On the east, by a meridian drawn 2| cables eastward of Tanjong

Kalian light.

On the west, by a meridian drawn 1^ miles westward of Tanjong

Kalian light.

On tibe northr-west, by a line drawn S. 54° W. from Tanjong Kalian

light.

On the sou^i-east, by a line drawn parallel to the last-mentioned

limit and 4^ cables from it.

Plan 2808, Banka strait, south entrance.

Page 484.—SmitS bank.—Light-buoy.—The white conical

buoy surmounted by a ball, marking this bank, has been replaced by a

white light-buoy, exhibiting an occulting vjJiite light every twenty

seconds, dbowing thus : —light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

Cantion.-~The light exhibited from this buoy being of the same

character as that shown from Eastern bank buoy, care is requisite not

to mistake one for the other.

Page 487.—Directions.—^At night.—^At end of paragraph 2

add " The light-buoyp on Smits and Nemesis banks will be a guide to

clear these dangers, but caution is necessary. See preceding para-

graph.

Page 488.—Round shoal.—^A shoal of 2 fathoms is situated

about one cable westward of the head of this shoal.

The black buoy has been moved to a position close westward of

this shoal.
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<Jhart 2597, Banka strait.

Page 492.—Off-lying rocks.—Malan Hyu covers at high water.

Page 493.—Klabat bay.—Rocks.—Trasie Laut rock has a

•depth of 3 feet, and is situated 2| miles north-westward of Penyusu

point.

A reef of one fathom, known as Trasie Darat reef, is situated

4J cables east-south-eastward of Trasie Laut rock.

An isolated reef of 2 fathoms with 6 fathoms around lies 2 miles

northward of the west point of Klapa islands.

A black conical buoy marks the north end of this reef, and a

"white conical buoy the south end.

Foul ground exists off Morantong point, and the edge is marked by

a black buoy.

A rock is situated westward of Mantong point at a distance of

about 3 cables, and two rocks southward of that point at distances of

4 and 3 cables, respectively.

The eastern side of the fairway in this vicinity must be approached

"with caution.

Iiight-buoy.—l^he black can buoy west of Penyusu islet has

"been replaced by a black light-buoy exhibiting a white occulting light

every twenty seconds, thus :—light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

Buoys.—The channel within the entrance is marked by black can

and white conical buoys, the black buoys being surmounted by trun-

cated cones, and the white buoys by balls.

Tidal streams.—The tidal streams run in the direction of the

faiinvay, turning at high and low water on shore, and attaining in

"the narrow part of the channel a velocity of 3 knots at springs.

Sllbmarilie cable.—A submarine telephone cable is laid across

the fairway from Buh point to Mantong point. Anchorage is for-

Isidden in the part which is bounded to the no^hward by a line

between Ruh and Mantong points, and to the southward by a line

extending East from Ruh point.

Page 494.—Directions.—^Line 7 : For " black and white buoys "

read " black light-buoy and white conical buoy."

Tanjong Grasak.—Reef,—A coral reef, with a depth of

1| fathoms, is situated 2\ miles eastward of this point.

CHAPTER VIII.

Chart 21S7, Gaspa^ strait.

Page 502.—PulO Lepar.—Reef.—A patch, which dries at low

water, lies near the edge of the reef, southward of Labu point, with

Labu lighthouse bearing N. \ W., distant 2| miles. Another patch.
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Page 502 continued. Chart 2137.

whicii dries at low water, is reported to exist about half a mile to the

northward, but as its position is given as only approximate it is pro-

bably identical with the former.

Ligbt.—The white fixed light, formerly shown on Labu point, has

been replaced by a white flashing light every three seconds, showing

thus :—flash, one second; eclipse, two seconds.

This light is exhibited from a white iron framework tower, 65 feet

in height, and is visible from a distance of 13 miles.

Line 19 : For " S. 14' E." read " S. 14° E."

Page 503,—Pulo Chilagin.—Light.—This light is visible

from N. 36° W. through north-east and south to S. 27° W.

Reef.—The reef, situated one mile S. by E. ^ E. of Pulo Chilagin

lighthouse, is reported to have a depth of one fathom.

Chart 2160, Garimata strait.

Page 614.—Masar islands.—Discoloured water has been

reported to exist at about 3 miles north-eastward of the eastern of

Masar islands.

Chart 2137, Caspar strait.

Page 519.—Hoog island.—Dangers.—Omi« paragraph, sub-

stituting :
—

•

A reef, with two heads, of one and 1J fathoms, close together, is

situated 1^ miles north-north-eastward of Hoog island.

A rock, with a depth of less than 6 feet, is situated half a mile

eastward of this rtjef.

Page 520.—^Line 10: For " Kelambang " read " Kelmanbang."

Shoal.—^A depth of 6 fathoms has been obtained in the channel

between Pulo Tikus and Sebongkok m a position S.W. by W., dis-

tant 1^ miles from Pulo Tikus.

Batu Tuku.—Beef.—A reef of 3 fathoms is situated 4 cables

northward of the 2| fathom rock westward of Batu Tuku.

Buoy.—The black can buoy is established at IJ^ miles westward of

the 3-fathom reef.

Page 521.—Directions.—Line 9 : At end of paragraph add

:

" Caution is necessary when passing between Sebongkok island and

Pulo Tikus reef."

Plan 3597, Approaches to Tanjong Pandan.

Cheruchup bay.—Communication.—At end of para-

graph add " and also a cable from Tanjong Pandan to Antjol near

Batavia."
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Plan 3397.

Page 522.—Stavoren.—A shoal of 4i fathoms is situated 2 cables

east-south-eastward of this rock.

Earang Tenga.—Shoal.—A shoal of 3 fathoms is situated at

a quarter of a mile south-eastward of Karang Tenga, and there is a

depth of 4-| fathoms between them.

Tanjong Padan.—^Ligh.t.—From a white framework beacon,

erected at dfg- cables northward of Kalmoa islet beacon, is exhibited

an occulting red light every four seconds, showing thus :—light, two

seconds; eclipse, two seconds.

This light is elevated 33 feet, and visible from a distance of

10 miles from N. 63° E. through east, south, and west to N. 33° W.

Page 524.—ArgO shoals.—Sri Manggar, a shoal of 4J fathoms,

is situated north-westward of Argo shoals, at 3J miles westward of

Tanjong Binga.

Sri Tadjem, with a depth of 2^ fathoms, lies Ij^ miles south-west-

ward of Sri Manggar.

Page 525.—^Alwina I'eef .—There is a depth of 2J fathoms ^n
this reef, and on the patch three-quarters of a mile eastward of it

there is a depth of 3J fathoms.

A shoal of 3| fathoms is situated nearly one mile south-eastward of

Alwina reef, and a shoal of 4;^ fathoms at 1| miles east-south-eastward

of it.

A shoal of 3J fathoms is situated three-quarters of a mile east-

south-eastward of Alwina reef.

Chart 2697, Banka strait.

Page 529.—Eoba road.—Rock.—A rock, with less than 6 feet,

is situated on the edge of the 3-fathom contour line in Koba road, at

2^ miles west-north-westward of Langka point.

Iiight.—From a white skeleton iron lighthouse, erected on this

rock, is exhibited a flashing white light every three seconds, elevated

34 feet, and visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Omit last paragraph, suhstituting:—

Horse rocks.—^These rocks are a group of four, situated near

each other at about 2^ miles south-eastward of Pulo Buar.

The south-wesitern rock has a depth of 1^ fathoms, and the others of

less thar 6 feet.

Elizabeth reef.—^A shoal of 2| fathoms is situated at a quarter

of a mile eastward of this reef, and one of 4 fathoms at three-quarters

of a mile southward of it.

FharUS reef.
—

^This reef, with a depth of 6 "feet, was reported

by the Netherlands Government steamer, Pha/rus, 1908, to be situated

N. by E. J E. at 1^ miles from the westernmost Horse rock.
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Page 529 contintit-d. Chart 2o97

.

A shoal of 2\ fathoms is situated three-quarters of a mile north-

eastward »f Pharus reef, and one of 3j fathoms at half a mile east-

south-eastward of it.

0»zt7 paragraphs 3, 4, and 5, gubstituthig:—
Mentawa reef.—This reef, with two heads which dry at low

water, isi about 1J miles long in a north and south direction ; the

south extreme is situated IJ miles north-eastward of Pulo Buar.

A shoal of 2f fathoms is situated half a mile south-eastward of the

south end of Mentawa reef, and a shoal of 4f fathoms midway
between it and Pharus reef.

Sperwer reef, with a depth of 2| fathoms, is situated 3 miles

N.E. of Pulo Buar.

Two shoals of 4 fathoms are situated at one mile north and one mile

north-west, respectively, of Sperwer reef.

GrOat shoal.—^Light.—7A fixed white light is shown from a

structure erected on this shoal.

Buoy.—^The black conical buoy, marking the west side of Goat

shoal, has been withdrawn.

Shoals.—^A shoal of 1^ fathoms is situated north-north-eastward

of Goat reef, distant 2^ miles, and a shoal of 1| fathoms in the same

direction at a distance of A^ miles.

A shoal of 2^ fathoms is situated 3| miles north-eastward of Goat

reef.

Chart 2137, Gaspar strait.

Scotia rock.—This rock, with a depth of 2| fathoms, is situated

5J miles east-south-eastward of Goat reef.

Chart 2597.

G-OSOng Asam.—A shoal of 4J fathoms is situated 2| miles

north-eastward of Posir, and a rock of 2 fathoms at 3| miles north-

north-westward of the same islet.

Page 531.—^Line 3 : For " western " read " southern."

FulO Panjang.—The rock, situated one mile south-westward of

this island, dries at low water.

Anchorage.—During the westerly monsoon vessels can anchor

southward of Pulo Panjang, and during the easterly monsoon secure

anchorage can b« obtained bet>ween Gerek and Gosong.

Karang Kapal.—This reef dries at low water.

Two reefs, which dry, are situated east-north-eastward of Karang

Kapal, at distances of 3^ and 4 miles respectively.

Omit from line 2 from bottom to line 3 on page 532, substituting

:

—
C/Oast.—^Between the entrance to Sungi Marawang and Tanjong

Raja, situated 11 miles to the northward, the coast is fronted by a
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Page 531 continued. Chart "2d97

.

bank which dries, extending from it a distance of from 1^ to 2^ miles

;

shoal water extends about 1^ miles seaward of the outer edge of this

bank. Karang Merah, a bank which dries, is. situated 4J miles north-

north-eastward of the entrance to Sungi Marawang ; rocks which dry

are situated 2 miles north-north-eastward of Karang Merah, and

rocks with less than 6 feet at nearly one mile eastward and \\ miles

south-eastward of it.

Page 332.—Sullivan roCkS.-r-The central part of these roclra

uncovers at low water, and from this position foul ground extend*

three-quarters of a mite northward and southward.

Line 6 : For " Malan Tate " read " Malang Tetee."

Fokke reef.—This reef, which dries at low water springs, is

marked on the eastern side by a white conical buoy.

FatllOOl Barie shoal.—This shoal dries at low water springs.

Shoals.—A shoal of 3J fathoms, marked on the west side by a

black can buoy, surm^ouuted by staE and truncated cone, is situated

2| miles southward of Fathool Bane shoal.

A shoal of 3^ f-athonis and one of 3| fathoms are situated south-

eastward and south-westward of Fathool Barie shoal, each at a dis-

tance of about 4 miles.

Diederika shoal.—This shoal is about 3J cables long in a north

and south direction, and dries at low water.

Shoals.—A shoal of IJ fathoms is situated about one mile

eastward of Diederika shoal ; a shoal of 2 fathoms at 3 miles north-

eastward, and on© of 3J fathoms at 5^ miles eastward of it.

Palmer reefs.—Shoal.—A shoal of l\ fathoms is situated

1| miles westward of the western of these reefs.

Page 533.—Roberts rock.—Shoals.—A shoal of 2| fathoms

k situated one mile north-north-eastward of this rock, and shoals of

5§, 4|^, and b^ fathoms north-eastward of it, at distances of half a

mile, 2^ miles and 4J miles respectively.

G-eneral Elliot reef.—Light.—From a white skeleton

structure, erected on the southern side of this reef, is exhibited a

fixed white light, elevated 34 feet, and visible from a distanae of

10 miles.

This light should not be approached within a distance of three-

quarters of a cable.

Beacon.—This beacon has been removed.

Muntok reef, of li^ fathoms, is situated nearly 2 miles north-

eastward of General Elliot reef.
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Page 533 continued. Chart 2697.

Tanjong Baja.—Cancel lin© 26 and to " Raja " on line 27.

Marawang road.—Wreck.—Some native boats have sunk

in Marawang road at 5 miles south-south-eastward of the west point

of Pulo Panjang; a small green buoy marks this position.

Last line: For " Pulo Tanjang" read " Pulo Panjang."

Tides.—In Marawang river springs rise 8^ feet and neaps one foot.

Page 534.—Cancel first paragraph, and substitute :
—

Directions.—Vessels bound from Gaspar strait to Marawang
road, having rounded Berikafc point and intending to pass' westward of

Goat shoal and General Elliot reef, may steer about N.W. f W. for

Gunong Betong (flat-topped) to pass eastward of Elizabeth reef j the

light-beacon on Goat shoal and the light-beacon on General Elliot reef

should be left on the starboard hand, avoiding the 3|-fathom shoal

southward of Fathool Barie shoal, passing eastward of the drying

reef, south-south-westward of General Elliot reef, and when the north-

western hill of the Lapa mountains bears S.W. | W., steer for the

anchorage.

Iiiat bay.—Rock.—^A rock, with a depth of IJ fathoms, is

situated in the southern part of this bay at h^lf a mile north-eastward

of Tanjong Belaiar, and a shoal of 4| fathoms at 1| miles north-

eastward of the same point; several rocks encumber the northern

part of the bay., the outer of which, with a depth of 1^ fathoms, is

marked on. the eastern side by a red conical buoy, surmounted by a

staS and ball.

Page 535.—^Karang Pedis Selatan.—Buoy.—A black can

buoy, surmounted by a truncated cone, has been established on the

south-west side of this reef ; from tjxis shoal Gunong Raja bears

W. f S., distant 4 miles.

Karang Pedis Utara.—From this shoal Gunong Raja bears

W.S.W., distant 4,^ miles.

Liat rocks.—^Light.—From a white skeleton iron lighthouse,

erected on the south side of these FPcks, is exhibited a flashing white

light every three seconds.

This light is elevated 33 feet, and visible from a distance of

12 miles.

Shoals.—Shoals of 4| and 4| fathoms are situated northward

of Liat rocks at distances of 1| and 2| miles respectively, and shoals

of 4| and 3| fathoms at half a mile and IJ miles westward respec-

tively.

Tanjong Laijong.—Rock.—A rock, with a depth of

3 fathoms, is situated one mile north-north-eastward of this point.
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Chart 2137 , Gaspar strait.

Page 536.—Pare Joie reef.—An unsuccessful search for this

reeif was made by the Netherlands surveying vessel Van Doom in

1907.

Page 537.—Shoal.—A shoal about half a cable long in a north

and south direction was reported by the ss. Wyneric in 1910 to be

situated 26 miles N. 37° E. of the summit of Gaspar island.

Chart 21.'f9, Banka and Caspar straits:

Dido reef.—Cancel paragraph as this reef does not exist.

_Page 539.—Emerald Isle shoal.—^This shoal was unsuccess-

fully searched for by the Netherlands surveying vessel Van Doom in

1907.

Directions.—Cancel line 6 from bottom to end of paragraph.

Page 540.—Line 4 : Cancel after " weather " to end of sentence.

CHAPTER IX.

Chart 2160, Carimata strait.

Page 549.—Lingang river.—Depth.—There is a depth of

4 feet at low water springs on the bank at the entrance of this river.

Anchorage.—^BeefS.—Two reefs, w^hich dry in parts, exist to

the northward of the anchorage.

Page 550.—PigBon island.—Reef.—A reef, with an estimated

depth of about 3 feet, is reported to be situated 3J miles south-east-

ward of this island.

Page 551.—Keran island.—Reef.—A reef, with a depth of

3 fathoms, is situated 7 cables south-eastward of the summit of this

island.

JBeaCOnS.—The above reef is marked by a wooden beacon, sur-

mounted by a ball.

Woodeoi beacons, surmounted by triangles, are erected at 4 cables

east-soxith-eastward, and at half a mile south-eastward of the summit

oi Kearan island.

Page 552.—^Line 1: For " with one fathom water over it" read
" which uncovers."

Tanjong Siantu.—^Reef.—^A reef, with a depth of 4J fathoms,

as situated 2\ miles north-westward of this point.

Danger.—The reef reported by \hb Em/press of China is con-

sidered not to exist, and has been expunged from the chart.
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Chart 3758, Tanjong Beras Basah to Mam Tiga idaiid.

Page 561.—Carimata island.—Beacons.—A beacon, with

white topmark, is erected on a reef which dries, situated 4|- miles

southward of Tanjong Serunai, the east extreme of this inland, and a

similar beacon, on a rock which dries, situated 2i miles southward of

the same point.

Chart 3160.

Page 569.—West coast of Borneo.—Landmarks.

—

Line 4 : For " 689 "read ''625 fe«t."

Line 6: For " 1,707 " read " 1,614 feet."

Line 7 : For " 328 " read " 271 feet."

Line 10: For " Seberuwang, 2,644 feet," read " Seberuang,

2,436 feet."

Line 11 : For " 3,704 " read " 3,660 feet."

Line 15 : Add " and eastward of it a ridge of which Mount Seda-

h^n, th© northern and highest, is 2,130 feet high."

Lin© 16: After ^'^f^W" insert "Mount Pekajang, 1,688 feet high."

Line 17 : F^tr " Maja (first) " sitbstitute " Dusun."

Line 21 : After ' Radak" insert " 669^ feet high."

Line 23: After "'summits" insert " Batu Wangkang, the eastern-

most and highest, being 1,476 feet."

Line 8 from bottom : For " 328 " re«flf {' 271 feet."

Page 570.—Sambar point.—^Light.—From a red light-vessel,

marked " Sambar" in white on the aides, established at about 40 miles

soutliward of this point, is exhibited a white occulting light, every

twfipt^-flve secofi^^, showing thus:—light, fifteen, seconds; eclipse,

ten teeondi. v , , ,

This light is visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Slioals.—^A shoal pi 2| fathoms is situated about one mile north-

ward of the light-vessel ; this shoal is the head of a bank of hard sand,

aboui 2 miles long, in a Trest-north-west and east-south-east direc-

tion, and 2j cables broad. ,, , l!,!. ,

^ sandbank, with a depth of 6 fathoms, trending in a west-north-

west and east-south-east direction, is situated If miles south-westward

of the light-vessel.

Line 15 : For " Mangkap " r/md '! Mangkut."

Hector bank.—^A prolonged and careful search was made' by the

Netherlands Surveying Vessel Lomhok in 1909 for this bank without

finding any indication of a danger in its reported position. This bank

has been previously searched for on several occasions without being

found. It is considered, therefore, that it does not exist, and it has,

in consequence, been expunged from the charts.

Page 571.—Clemencia reef.—Light-buoy.—A black light-

buoy has been established on the western side of this reef, from which





Page 571 contmtted. Chart 2160.

is exhibited an occulting white light every twenty seconds, thus:—
light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

Page 572.

—

Cancel first two paragraphs, and sv>bstitv4,e:—
Gelam or Laag island is about 4 miles in extent, very low,

thickly wooded, and the largest of a group lying 10 miles north-west-

ward of Sambar point. Langau and Gambar, two wooded islets, and

some sunken rooks, estend about 3 miles westward of Gelam island,

being a continuation of the rocky and foul ground lying between

Mangkut and Gelam. Magnin and Perantung islets, lying north-

ward of them, are both low and very rocky; Langau, the highest of

these isdets, may be seen in clear weather from a distance of 14 miles.

A reef, about 4 miles in extent, with a least depth of ^\ fathoms,

lies about 6 miles south-westward of Gelam.

Bauwal or Kumpul island.—The highest peak is 290 feet

high.

Corcyra bank.—^Line 14 from bottom: For " Sulphur point -'

read " Tanjong Rotan."

Line 13 from bottom : Cancel last sentence and substitute :

" Patches of 4 and 5 fathoms lie South, distant 2^ and 4 miles respec-

tively from Corcyra bank.''

Lines 6 and 4 from bottom : For " Batu " read " Tanah Merah."

Line 2 from bottom : For "Sulphur point " read "Tanjong Rotan."

Page 573.—i^or " Batu Jurang " read " Batu Jurung."

Line 12 : After " point " insert " 465 feet high."

Line jg : For " 689 " read " 625 feet."

iTine 16 : For " Tengating " read " Tating."

Kendawangan river.—Buoy.—A black can buoy is estab-

lished at 1^ miles westward of the south entrance point of this

river.

There is a depth of 7 feet close southward of this buoy and a rock

with a depth of less, than 6 feet close eastward of it.

Page 574.—Mount Kedio is 1,614 feet high.

Line 4 : For " Gasei point " read " Gangsa point."

MintO mount and point.—i^or " Minto point " read " Tan-

jong Pagar Antimum."

Minto mount is 271 feet high.

Line 9 from bottom: i^'or " Tjibeh " read " Chebe."

Line 8 from bottom: For "Bereh" read " Berai."

Bottom line : For " 3| " read " 6| miles."

Page 575.—Kandang Earbau river.—Buoy.—A black

conical buoy, with ball as topmark, is established at 1^ miles west-

northTweetward of the north extreme of Tanjong Bawong.
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Page 575 continued. Chart 2160.

The channel of th© river is marked by buoys and beacons.

Line 9 from bottom : For " Kuting Jambu " read " Kuching

Jambu."

Lines 6 and 12 : For " Kerbo " read " Kerbau."

Coast.—Line 23 : i^or " 3 or 4 miles " read " 2 or 3 miles."

Line 24 : For " Sampadian " read " Sempedeh."

Line 25 : After " islets " msert " 305, 295, and 310 feet high, respec-

tively."

Line 29 : Cancel " Ferkam and Antu " and substitute " Pajung

(Perkam), Chermun (Antu), and Tokong Fenchalang."

Juanta islet peak is 492 feet above high water.

Katung islet is 170 feet above high water.

Page 576.—Sukadana.—^Liae 5: After "islet" insert "near
Tanjong Krunut."

Line 14: For " 1,752" read " 1,688 feet."

Line 16 : At end of paragraph add " Inland about 3 miles from

these hills is a range of hills, of which Mount Sedahau, the northern,

is 2,130 feet above high water."

Anchorage.—^Line 21 : For " 4 " read " 6 miles."

Line 23 : After " point " insert " Tanjong Panaga."

For " Simpang river " read " Sempang river."

Page 577.—Kumbang and Mendawa rivers.—Line 7:

Cancel after " mud " to end of sentence, and substitute " but hard in

places, and having a depth of from 7 to 8 feet over it at low water."

Beacons.—Cancel paragraph.

Maja island.-^Line 15 from bottom : For " Mount Maja " read
" Mount Dusun."

Line 13 from bottom : After " water " insert " Sebiau hill, the

highest to the northward, is 695 feet, and Tanjong Gunong, rising

over the west coast, is 390 feet above high water."

Line 2 from bottom : For " Antu " read " Hantu."

Chart 3721, Masa Tiga island to Pontianak.

Page 676.—For " Maslen Tiga" read " Masa Tiga."
Line 6: Cancel from " Nanas " to end of paragraph and substitute

:

" Meresak (Nanas) and Dua are small wooded islete lying one mile

off-shore eastward from Masa Tiga; they are 197 feet and 94 feet

above high water respectively."

Fadang Tikar island is about 30 miles long in an east and
west direction, and about 10 miles wide. Mount Bongkok, 1,083 feet

high, is the highest hill, and lies near the centre of the island; west-

ward of this hill, the island is low to the coast, but northward and
eastward of it there are several hills, Padang Tikar hill in the north-
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Page 578 continued. Chart S721.

west being 787 feet high, and Rumbur hills, a rang© about 3 miles

from the east coast, from 787 to 851 feet high.

Light-buoy.—The black conical fairway buoy has been replaced

by a x-ed and black horizontally striped light-buoy, exhibiting a white

occulting light every twenty seconds, thus:—light, ten seconds;

eclipse, ten seconds. '
The black can buoy on the port head at the entrance to Little

Kubu river, has been replaced by a black light-buoy, exhibiting a

white occulting light every twenty seconds, showing thus:—^light,

t€n seconds; eclipse, ten seconds. ^'. v
.

mi;

TidO-gaUge.—A tide-gauge is established westward q| this

light-buoy.

Page 579.—Directions.—Lin© 2: For " Radak mount" read

" Radak hill, 669 feet high."

Line 12 : After " hill " insert " 246 feet high."

Tides.—It is high water, full and change, at Padang Tikar river

about Vllh. 14m.

Coast.—Cancel both, paragraphs and substitute:—
Fifteen miles to the northward of Padang Tikar river is the entrance

to Sungi Ambawang; Tanjong Bunga, the southern entrance point,

9ias a beacon on the north-eastern sidfe. There is a depth of from 2 to

3 feet on the bar at low water, and in the river depths of from one

to 5 fathoms to Ambawang, a distance of 13 miles.

Ambawang mountains, situated northward of the village, are

visible in clear weather from a distance of 30 miles ; the highest, Batu

Wangkang, is 1,476 feet high.

Northward of Tanjong Bunga, at a distance of about 17 miles, is

Tanjong Saleh; between these point-s the coast is broken up into

several islands by Sungi Pungur Besar, which is a continuation of the

'Great Kapuas river. There are three principal entrances, one, south-

WBxd of Tanjpng Putus, which is 4 miles northward of Tanjong

IBuaga; another about 5 miles northward of Tanjong Putus; and

the third at Tanjong Saleh. They all have depths of from one to

2 feet on the bar and from l| to 5 fathoms within.

The coast between Tanjong Burung and Tanjong Saleh is low, and

the shore is fronted by a mudbank to a distance of from one to

3 miles with depths of less than 3 fathoms; this bank may be

-approached by the lead. - .
^ i

Pontianak road is about 10 miles north-westward from Tanjong

:Sal©h. For Pontianak, see China Sea Pilot, Vol, IV.

Telegraph cable.—^Two submarine telegraph cables are landed

about 3 miles northward of Tanjong Saleh. The landing places are
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Page 579 continued. Chart 3721.

marked by beacons, and three white conical . buoys are moored to the

westward, one at a distance of 1^ miles and two at 3^ miles from the

beacons.

Anchorage is prohibited within the space defined by the two
beacons and the three buoys.

Little Kapuas river.—A customs port is established on Pan-
jang island at the mouth of this river.

Page 581.—^or " Mangkap " read " Mangkut."

Page 5812.—For " Meleidung " read " Meledang," and ./or
" Masien Tiga," read " Masa Tiga."

CHAPTER X.

Chart 1789, Channels between Sumatra, Linga, and Singkep.

Page 584.—Dokan or Menali island.—Wreck.—A wreck,

with a mast 15 feet above water, lies sunk to the eastward of this

island, at a distance of about 4J miles.

Page 587.—Tanjong Jang.—Light.—/^or arc of visibility,

see Light list and chart.

Bock.—The rock nearly midway between this point and Merati

island is above water.

Page 593.—Pollux rock.—A white beacon, 33 feet high, has

been erect€d on this rock. The depth over the rock is 2. feet.

Chart 2757 , Banka strait to Singapore.

Page 594.—^Frederick reef.—Line 5 froitn bottom: For

''N.W. § N., distant 2^ miles" read " N.W. f N., distant

22J miles."

Buoy.—A black can buoy is established on the south-west edge of

Frederick reef.

CHAPTER XI.

Chaa-t 2^13, Bhio strait.

Page 605.—Tiung strait.—Buoy.—A black can buoy is

established at one mile north-west of Tarong point.

Page 606.—PulO Tunjuk.—Light-toeacons.—These beacons

are difi&:ult of recognition.

Page 608.—Pan reef.—Light.—^From a white framework tower,

erected on the north-eastern end of this reef, is exhibited an unwatched

occulting red light every three seconds; showing thus:—light, one and
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Page 608 continued. Chart 21^3.

a half seconds; eclipse, one and a half seconds; this light is visible

from a distance of 10 miles.

Seacon.—The topmark of this beacon has been removed.

Chart 275T, Banka strait to Singapore.

Page 610.—Siulung island.—Rock.—A rock, which dries at

low water springs, is situated three-quarters of a mile eastward of the

east extreme of this island.

Chart 2U3.
Page 618.—Terkolei island.-Line 5 : Cancel " half a mile of"

and substitute " I| cables of the reef off."

Light.—The flashiag light shown at Terkolei island has been

replaced by a white occulting light every six-tenths of a second, show-

ing thus:—light, three-tenths of a second; eclipse, three-tenths of a
second.

CHAPTEE XII.

Chart 1789, Channels between Sumatra, Linga, and Singkep.

Page 631.—Berhala island.—Light.—From a white frame-

work tower, erected on the south-western islet, situated southward of

Berhala, is exhibited a flashing white light every fifteen seconds, show-

ing thus:—'flash, three seconds; eclipse, twelve seconds. This light is

elevated 88 feet, and visible from a distance of 14 miles, from

S. 56° W., through west and north, to S. 34° E.

Shoal.—A shoal of 4^ fathoms is situated 19^ miles S. 62° E. of

the centre of Berhala island.

Page 635.

—

Jambie river.—Th© bank on the eastern side of the

entrance to Ewala Niur is reported to be extending to the westward.

Light-huoy.—The black beacon-buoy at the entrance to Kwala
Niur, has been replaced by a red and black horizontally striped light-

buoy, exhibiting a white occulting light every twenty seconds, showing

thus:—^light, ten seconds; eclipse, ten seconds.

Line 3 from bottom : For " 5 " read " 6."

Channel.—Lights.—The channel of Kwala Niur, within the

entrance, is indicated by leading beacons, from some of which fixed

white or red lights are exhibited, when the arrival of a vessel is

expected.

Tide gauges are also established.

Page 639.—Amphitrite bay.—Lights.—A fixed white light,

elevated 33 feet, and visible from a distance of 3 miles, is exhibited

on Taujong Datu.

A fixed red light, elevated 23 feet, is exhibited on Taaijong Bakau.
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Chart 1789.

Page 644.—Dasi Strait.—A shoal, with a depth of 4^ fathoms,

is situated in the approach to Dasi strait, in a position from which the

467-foot hill, southward of the strait, bears East, distant 3 miles ; this

shoal is steep-to.

A reef, which dries, is reported to be situated in the middle of the

channel, between Buli island and the islands to the south-westward of

it.

Chart 2^.13, Bhio strait.

Page 646.—Temiang group.—Reef.—An islet and a reef

which dries at low water, are situated in the passage, nearly midway
between Pintu and Kebat islands.

Chart 2^02, Straits of Durian.

Page 652.—North Brother.—Light.—From a white frame-

work structure, 43 feet in height, erected on the centre of this iel|ind,

is exhibited an unwatched occulting white light every three seconds,

with a red sector over Richardson reef, showing thus:—light, two

seconds; eclipse, one second.

This light is elevated 98 feet, and visible from a distance of 15 miles.

For sector, see Light list and chart.

South Brother.—Light.—^From a white framework structure,

72 feet in height, erected on the southern summit of this island, is

exhibited a flashing white light every thirty seconds, showing thus :
—

flash, five seconds; eclipse, twenty-five seconds.

This light is elevated 230 feet, and visible from a distance of

20 miles, except between the bearings of S. 14° E. and S. 1° E.

Page 653.—Richardsou reel.—Light-buoy.—This light-

buoy has been removed.

Page 657.—Melville reef.—Light.—From a white framework

structure, 26 feet in height, erected on the western edge of this reef,

is exhibited an unwatched occulting white light every three seconds,

showing thus:—light, one and a half seconds; eclipse, one and a half

seconds. This light is elevated 34 feet.

Page 658.—Middleburg reef.—Light.—From a white

iron framework, erected on the northern end of this reef, is exhibited

an occulting red light every four seconds, showing thus :
—^light, two

seconds; eclipse, two seconds.

This light is elevated 42 feet, and visible from a distance of 10 miles.

Light-toUOy.—The light-buoy has been withdrawn.

Page 660.—Strait of Sugi.—Omit paragraph 9 of page, substi-

tuting :
—

The eastern part is however safe for navigation, as, with the excep-

tion of a rock above water lying off Tanjong Riu, the reef, in the bay
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Page 660 continued. Chart 3402.

to the northward of it, a shoal of 4J fathoms situated three-quarters

of a mil© South-south-eastward of Tanjoug Tello, and a bank of

li fathoms at half a mile north-westward of that point, the west

coast of Sugi is clear of danger, and can be approached within a

tolerably short distance.

Tidal streams.—At 2 days after spring tides the tidal stream

in the strait has been observed to attain a velocity of 3 knots.

Pulo PaSSai.—This island, 1| miles long in a north-west and

south-east direction, is separated from the north end, of Pulo Sugi by

a narrow strait. Reefs and foul ground extend -1^ miles north-west-

ward from the island, and a shoal of If fathoms is situated three-

quarters of a mile north-westward of the north extreme.

Chart 3404, Singapore Main strait.

Page 663.—Bulan strait.—Reef.—A reef, covered with

boulders, and which dries at low water, is situated a quarter of a mile

east-south-eastward of the south-east extreme of Pulo Kila.
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APPENDIX II.

List of Principal Ports, showing Particulars of

Depths, &c.

PORT.
Depth at L.W.O.S.

in channel of
approach.

Malacca
Oletleh
Penang

Port Refuge..

.

Saljang

Koppel harbout.

SingaiJore roads

Deep

Northern entrance,

4 fathoms.
Southern entrance,

3 fathoms.
Deep

Western entrance,

deep.

Eastern entrance,

6 fathoms.
Deep

Depth at
L.W.O.S.

in anchorage.

JFathoms.
10 to 12

5

6 to 10

4 to 5

15 to 22
6 to 8

7 to 10

lUso
of Tide

Springs.

Feet
11

5

9

BEMAKKS.
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APPENDIX IV.

List of Places suitable for Magnetic Observations.

Place. Position.

COCOS ISLAND

Penang

SiNGAFOBi:

On summit of Prison island (Pulo Bras), a sand done, with point

of New Selma island bearing S. 39° 14' E. (true).

Lat. 12° 6' 10" S. ; long. 96° 53' 30" E.

Observation spot, 22 yards north of north-west corner of munici-

pal buildings.

Lat. 5° 24' 35' N. ; long. 100° 20' 33" E.

On summit of a ridge, 175 yards N. 73° W. (true) from Mount
Faber flagstaff, sand and granite soil.

Lat. 1° 16' 18" N. : long. 103° 49' 14" E.
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1909.

NOTICES TO MAEINERS ISSUED DUKING 1909

RELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, VOL. I.

Fifth Edition, 1906,

And not included in Supplement 1909 relating to that Work.

These Notices to Marine/TS are to he cut wp and inserted in

tlie pages of the book affected.

No. 1029.—BiRiM River Entrance.

Subject.—The channel leading into Birim river, Langsar bay, has been

marked by buoys as undermentioned.

Bearing and distance from n„„„~,.+,-„„
Pule Pasir Puti light.

Description.

(a) N.





No. 1081.—PuLO NiAS.

Subject.—A reef, not hitherto shown on the charts, is reported to exist to

the eastward of Pulo Nias.

Position.—La.t. 0° 42^' N., long. 97° 59|' E.

Depth.—Not stated.

Bemarks.—" P.D." has been placed against this reef on the chart.

Chart No. 2760. Ch. 1, p. 371.

No. 1162.

—

Pulo Chilagin Light.

Syhject.—The arc of visibility of Pulo Chilagin light has been amended,
and is now as undermentioned.

Arc of F»s«ZiiJ%.—Visible from N. 36° W., through north, east, and
south, to S. 27° W.

Chart No. 2137. Ch. 1, p. 503.

* No. 1169.

—

Hector Bank.

Subject.—The Netherlands Government has given notice that a prolonged
and careful search has been made by the Netherlands Survey-
ing vessel " Lombok " for the Hector bank in Carimata strait

without finding any indication of a danger in its reported

position. This bank has been previously searched for on
several occasions without being found. It is considered,

therefore, that it does not exist, and it has, in consequence,

been expunged from the charts.

Chart No. 2160. Ch. 1, p. 570.

No. 1240.—KiLUANG Bay.

Subject.—A reef, not hitherto shown on the chart, exists near the head
of Kiluang bay.

Position.—At a distance of 3j^ cables, N. 65° E., from the north east

point of Kiluang island.

Depth.—Dries at low water.

Description.—About half a cable in extent, with depths of from 6 to 7
fathoms around.

Plan on No. 3611. Ch. 1, p. 419.

No. 1246.

—

Mendanau Strait.

Subject.—A shoal, not hitherto shown on the charts, exists in the northern
entrance to Mendanau strait.

Position.—At a distance of 4j^ cables, N. 1° W., from the black buoy
marking the 2J-fathom shoal on the western side of Batu
Tuku.

Depth.—3 fathoms
Chart No. 3597. Ch. 1, p. 520.

No. 1334.—Third Point.

Subject.—The position of the light-buoy moored off Third point, Banka
strait, has been altered, aad is now as undermentioned.

New position.—At a distance of 11 J cables, N. 59° E., from its former
position.

Chart No. 3471. Ch. 1, p. 460.





No. 1389.—Klabat Bay.

Subject.—Foul ground, not hitherto shown on the charts, exists ofl"

Morantong point, Klabat bay. A buoy of the undermen-
tioned description has been placed to mark its position.

Description.—Buoy, painted black and white.

Bemwrhs.—The conical buoy, recently established on the north-western

side of the 2-fathom shoal, situated one mile, S. 3° E., from
Morantong point, is now painted black instead of in red

and black horizontal stripes as formerly.

Note.—The exact position, extent, and depth over the above-mentioned

foul ground off Morantong point is not stated.

The easterU side of the fairway into Klabat bay must be considered

unsafe until a further examination has been made.
Chart No. 2597. Ch. 1, p. 493.

No. 1399.—BiLLixoN Island, West Coast.

Suiject.—The undermentioned reefs, not hitherto shown on the charts,

exist off the west coast of Billiton island,

(a) PosUim.—LaX. 2° 36' 44" S., long. 107° 34' 10" E.

Depth.—4^ fathoms.

(6) Po«i«m.—Lat. 2° 37' 29" S., long. 107° 33' 18" E.

Depth.—2J fathoms.

(c) Position.—At a distance of 2 cables, S. 70° E., from Stavoren reef.

Depth.—4J fathoms.

(d) Position.—Off eastern shore of Sebongkok island.

Lat. 2° 51' 10" S., long. 107° 31' 00" E., on chart

No. 2137.

Depth.—4 fathoms.

Remarks.—The positions given above, with the exception of {d), are those

on chart No. 3597.

Charts Nos. 3597, 2137.
.

Ch. 1, pp. 520, 522.

No. 1419.

—

Sambar PoInt.

Subject.—A light-vessel and a buoy have been established to mark certain

shoals southward of Sambar point, south coast of Borneo.

1. Light-vessel

:

Position.—About Ij^ cables, south-eastward, from the red can
buoy recently established to mark a 2|-fathom bank.

Lat. 3° 40' 10" S., long. 110° 19' 40" E.

Description.^—The light-vessel is painted red and marked
" Sambar " in white on the sides.

Character of Light.—An occulting white light every twenty-Jive seconds,

showing thus ;

—

Light, eclipse.

15 sees. 10 sees.

Visibility.—10 miles.

2. Buoy :

—

Position.—On western side of Clemencia reef.

Lat. 3° 22' 50" S., long. 110° 4' 35" E.

Description.—Light-buoy, painted black, exhibiting an occulting

white light every twenty seconds, thus :

—

Light, eclipse.

10 sees. 10 sees.

Note.—The positions given above are those on chart No. 2160.

Chart No. 2160. Ch. 1, pp. 570, 571.





No. 1428.~LiAT Bay.

Subject.—A rock, not hitherto shown on the charts, is reported to exist in

Liat bay.

Position.—Mouth of Sungi Liat, bearing S. 71° W., distant 1^^ miles, and
Tanjong Laijang, N. 35° W.

De^ih.—2 fathoms.

Chart No. 2597. Ch. 1, p. 535.

No. 1467.

—

Klabat Bay.

Subject.—The undermentioned buoys have been established in Klabat bay.

Bearing and distance

from S.W. extreme of Description.

Morantong point.

{a) N. 43° W., 1,^ miles. White conical buoy.

(J) N. 81° W., 5 cables.

(c) 8outh, l^V miles. „ „
{d) N. 38° W., 5 cables. Black can buoy,

(e) S. 11° K, 5 cables. „
(/>S. 17°E., 2imile.s.

Remarks.—These buoys mark the fairway.

Chart No. 2597. Ch. 1, p. 493.

No. 1561.—TiTLANG Bawang Eiver Approach.

Subject.—The white conical buoy situated in the approach to Tulang
Bawang river, east coast of Sumatra, has been replaced by a
buoy of the undermentioned description.

Position.—L&t. 4° 20' S., long. 105° 59|' E.

Description.—A black conical buoy with ball as topmark.
Chart No. 2149. Ch. 1, p. 449.

No. 1563.

—

Banka Island, North Coast.

Subject.—The undermentioned information has been received with regard
to the position and existence of certain reefs oflF the north
coast of Banka island.

1. Position of Trasie Laut rock :

Ameiuled iwsition.—About 2 cables, N. 20° E., from position

shown on chart.

Lat. 1°
29i' S., long. 105°

40f' E.

Depth.—1^ fathoms.

2. Eeefs not hitherto shown on the charts :

(a) Position.—At a distance of 4J cables, S. 68° E., from Trasie

Laut rock.

Lat. 1° 29^' S., long. 105° 41' E.

Depth.—2 fathoms.

Bemarks.—•This reef is now known as Trasie Darat reef.

(6) Position.—Eastward of Tanjong Grasak, at a distance of 2|
miles, N. 6° E., from the mouth of the Sungi
Madulang.

Lat. 1°
30f' S., long. 105° 57|' E.

Depth.—1^ fathoms, coral.

Chart No. 2597. Ch. 1, pp. 493, 494.
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No. 1585.

—

TanJONG Jang Light.

Suhjed.—The group flashing white light exhibited fi'om Tanjong Jang
lighthouse, Linga island, is obscured over the undermentioned

arcs.

Position.—Lat. 0° 18' S., long. 105° 0' E.

Obscured arcs.—(a) From the land to the bearing S. 6° E.

(b) From N. 8° E. to N. 33° E.

(c) From N. 60° E. to the land.

Chart No. 2757. Ch, 1, p. 587.

No. 1611.

—

Berhala and Dueian Straits.

Subject.—The light-buoys which it was intended to place in the under-

mentioned positions in the straits of Berhala and Durian,

east coast of Sumatra, will not be established.

1. Berhala strait

:

PosUian.—Near southern point of Berhala island.

Lat. 0° 52' 25" S., long. 104° 24' 10" E., on chart

No. 1789.

2. Strait of Durian ;

Position.—Near south-west point of South Brother island.

Lat. 0° 32' 20" N., long. 103° 46' 10" E., on chart

No. 2402.

Charts Nos. 1789, 2402. Ch. 1, pp. 631, 652.

No. 1619.—Pan Eeef.

Stdiject.—It is intended to establish an un watched light of the undermen-

tioned character on Pan reef, Ehio strait.

Position.—On north eastern end of reef.

Character.—An occulting red light every three seconds, showing thus :

—

Light, eclipse,

1^ sec3. IJ sees.

Visibility.—10 miles.

]\[ote.—The light-buoy which it was proposed to place eastward of Pan
reef will not be established.

Chart No. 2413. Ch. 1, pp. 608, 609.

No. 1692.—KwALA MuAR.

Subject.—A light of the undermentioned character, and a light-buoy of the

description given below, have been established at Kwala Muar.
1. Light established

:

Position.—On northern side of river entrance, et a distance of

6 cables, N. 25° W., from the north-west angle of

Bandar Maharani.

Lat. 2° 3' 30" N., long. 102° 32' 55" E., on chart No. 795.

Character.—Kfixei white light, (tJnwatched.)

Elevation—30 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles. Obscured by trees when bearing north-

ward of N. 10° E.

. St'mctwe.—White iron framework beacon.

2/





2. Light-buoy established

:

Position.—At a distance of 3 miles, N. 88° W., from the north-

west angle of Bandar Maharani.

Lat. 2° 3' 10" N., long 102° 30' 15" K, on chart No. 795.

Description.—Light-buoy, painted white, exhibiting an occulting

white light.

Eemarh.—The light-buoy shown on the chart, about two miles, south-

eastward, from the above position has been withdrawn.

Variation.—1° E.

Chart No. 795. Chi. 1, p. 212.

No. 1693.—Sdngi Batu Pahat Entrance.

Subject.—A light of the undermentioned character has been established

near the entrance to the Sungi Batu Pahat.

Position.—On centre of Pulo Sheilo.

Lat. 1° 47' 20" N., long. 102° 53' 25" K, on chart No. 795.

Character.—^A fixed white light, (tinwatched.)

Elevation.—About 40 feet.

Visibility.—5 miles.

Structure.—Iron gibbet attached to grey masonry tower.

Remarks.—The light is weak and unreliable.

Chart No. 795. Ch. 1, p. 213.

No. 1810.

—

Cape Eaciiado Light.

Subject.—Early in March 1910, it is proposed to replace the fixed white

light exhibited from Cape Bachado lighthouse by a light of

the undermentioned character.

Position.—Lat. 2° 24^' N., long. 101° 51^' E.

Chwracter.—A group flashing white light showing a group of three flashes

every ten seconds, thus :—
Flash, eclipse, flash, eclipse, flash, eclipse.

Yu sec. lj% sees. ,% sec. 1 j^ sees. ^-^ sec. 6^^ sees.

Order.—2nd.

Power.— 14:0,000 candles.

Eemarks.—The elevation and visibility of the light will be unaltered.

Chart No. 796. Ch. 1, p. 201.

No, 1872.

—

Rhio Strait.

Subject.—A wreck of the undermentioned description lies sunk in the

northern approach to Rhio strait.

Position.—At a distance of about 3| miles, N. 11° E., from Pan reef

light-beacon.

Description.—.Wreck of the s.s. La Seyne, with one mast showing about

15 feet above water.

Remarks.—"Position approximate " has been placed against this wreck on

the charts.

Chart No. 2403. Ch. 1, p. 609.
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No. 1877.—PuLO Mansalar.
Subject.—The result of an examination of the reefs situated to the south-

westward of Tanjong Pinjalang, Pulo Mansalar, west coast of

Sumatra, ia shown on the accompanying reproduction of a
portion of Admiralty chart, No. 2760.

SuTTUitra i +)

«*i.

s?*. «s,a6^o

Chart No. 855. Ch. 1, pp. 316, 317.

No. 1927.—Pulo Nias, West Coast.

Subject.—A reef, not hitherto shown on the charts, is reported to exist off

the west coast of Pulo Nias.

Posj^icm.—Ahout three-quarters of a mile, southward, from Pulo Lawanda.
Lat. 0°

55J' N., long. 97° 27' E.

Description.—About 2| cables in extent and marked by breakers.

Depth.—Not ascertained.

Chart No. 2760. Ch. 1, p. 369.

Subject.

No. 1932.~Klang Strait.

The undermentioned information has been received with regard

to Klang strait.

1. Intended lights

:

Position.—On extremity of Tanjong Sau (Deepwater point).

Description.—^Two fixed red lights placed vertically.

Elevation.—Upper light, 95 feet.

Structure.—Steel mast with yard and gaff, 100 feet in height.

The lights are exhibited from the gaff.

Order.—6th..

Remarks.—The movements of vessels entering the port are shown
from this mast, those entering South Klang strait are

shown from the south yarctarm, and those entering

North Klang strait, from the north yardarm.

The old flagstafi will be removed.

2/





2. Temporary beacons erected :

(a) Position.—On First point, with Pulo Pinto Gedong lighthouse,

bearing S. 53° W., distant 18| cables.

Description.—White beacon, 16 feet in height, with a green and
white chequered circular disc as topmark.

(b) Position.—On Second point, with Signal station building on
Tanjong Sau, bearing N. 33° E., distant 2} miles,

and the north extreme of Pulo Salat Jemagin,

bearing N. 71° W.
Description.—White beacon, 16 feet in height, with a red and

white chequered diamond shape as topmark.
3. Beacon removed

:

Position.—At a distance of about 9 cables, S. 43° W., from Signal

station on Tanjong Sau.

4. Amended positions of beacons :

(a) White beacon situated eastward of flat extending from Pulo
Salat Mahang.

Amended position.—At a distance of 3;^ cables, N. 38° E., from
position shown on chart.

Lat. 2° 59' 20" K, long. 101° 19' 12" E.

(J) White beacon situated near entrance to Salat Mahang.
Amended position.—At a distance of about eight-tenths of a cable,

S. 89° E., from position shown on chart.

Lat. 2° 58' 13" K, long. 101° 18' 5" E.

Note.—The positions given above are those on chart No. 3453.

Chart No. 3453. Ch. 1, p. 192.

No. 2025.—Fair Channel Bank.

Street.—Two shoal heads are reported to exist on Fair channel bank as

undermentioned.

Bearing and distance from
Pulo Pisang lighthouse. Depth.

(a) S. 87° W., 7^ miles 4i fathoms.

(b) West, 7j^ miles 4|
Note.—" Less water reported probable "has been placed on the charts in

this vicipity.

Chart No. 795. Ch. 1, p. 214.
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1910.

NOTICES TO MAEINERS ISSUED DURING 1910

BELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. I. Fifth Edition, 1906.

These Notices to Mariners are to he cut up and inserted in the

petges of the hooh affe,cted.

No. 4.

—

Rhio Strait—Position of Weeck or "La Seyne."

Position.—Eastward of Pulo Sauh, with the eastern extreme of Pulo
Nginang KecMl, bearing N. 27° W., distant 2J miles, and
the south-eastern extreme of Pulo Nginang, S. 38° W.,
aAd not in the northern approach to the strait, as stated

in a former Notice. *

Lati 1° If N., long. 104° 12' E.
Remarks.—The wreck is marked as follows :

—
(a) 3y day, by 2 black balls hoisted on the mast.

(5) By night, by a red light over a white light, placed vertically,

visible from a distance of about one mile.

Chart No. 2403. China 1, p. 607,

No. 10.—Pulo Besar—Rock Westward of.

Position.—Weatevn extreme of Pulo Serimbun, bearing N. 76° E., dis-

tant 5J cables, and Pulo Undan lighthouse, S. 23° E.

Depth.—2 feet.

Bemarks.—Shoal water and irregular depths exist between this rock
and the western extreme of Pulo Besar.

Chart No. 796. China 1, p. 211.

(5371.) Wt. 32683-1067, 2625. 2/11. Wj^. &S.,Lt4. 2
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No. 67.

—

Singapore Road—Prohibited Anchorage.

Position.~New mole, lat. 1° 16|' N., long. 103° 51^' E.

Prohibited an-chorage.—In order to keep a clear channel, vessels are

prohibited from anchoring so as to swing

within a distance of one cable of either end

of the new mole now under construction.

Chart No. 1995. China 1, p. 247,

No. 124.

—

Pankal Pinang—^Rebfs in Approach.

Details.—^A recent survey has revealed the existence of a number of

reefs, not hitherto shown on the charts, in the approaches
to Pankal Pinang.

A reproduction of a portion of chart No. 2597, showing the

state of the corrected plate, is given below.

E'emarks.—The depth over Scotia shoal, lat. 2° 14' S., long. 106° 35'

E., is 2| fathoms in the place of 3| fathoms, as at present

shown on the charts.

qhart No. 2597, China 1, pp. 530, 531, 532.
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No. 125.—PuLo Mawsalar—Reefs South-westwakd of.

Details.—A further examination of the area to the south-westward of

Pulo Mansalar has revealed the existence of several reefs,

not hitherto shown on the charts; also, that Sumatra
shoal does not exist.

A reproduction of a portion of chart No. 2760, showing the
state of the corrected plate, is given below. < .
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20 SeB Miles

China 1, pp. 316, 317.

No. 139.

—

Kedah River—Buoys Established.

(a) Position.—^At a distance of about three-quarters of a mile, S. 58°

W., from the lighthouse.

Description.—^White bell-buoy.

(6) Position.—On bar, exact position not stated.

Description.—White buoy.
Direction.—^Vessels should pass close northward of the bell-buoy and

steer towards the lighthouse until abeam of the second
buoy, when course should be shaped for the centre cf

the entrance to the river.

Chart No. 793. China 1, p. 162.

Nos. 146 AND 924 —Batu Beranti—Light EsTABLisaED.

Position.—Lat. 1° Hi' N., long. 103° 53^' E.
Character.—An occulting white light everi/ three seconds, showing

thus:—
Light, eclipse.

1^ sees. 1^ sees.

Elevation.—^Not stated.

VisiMlity.'—lO miles.

Structure

.

—Beacon

.

Semarhs.—The light-buoy, moored about 4 cables borth-westwatd
from Batu Betanti, will be withdrawn at an early date.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 220.

^9
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No. 149.

—

Success Reef—^Unsuccessfully Searched for.

Bemarks.—^A recent examination of the locality by the Netherlands
Government surveying vessel Van Gogh having failed

to find any trace of this reef, a note, " Unsuccessfully

searched for, 1909," has been placed against its position

on the chart.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 317.

No. 150.

—

Cape Rachado Light—Alteration in Character.

Alteration.—Th^ fixed white light has been replaced by a light of the

undermentioned character.

Character.—A group flashing white light, showing a group of three

flashes every ten seconds, thus:—
Plash, eclipse, flash, eclipse, flash, eclipse,

^ sec. 1^ sees. ^ sec. l^secs. j^ sec. 6^ sees.

Order,—^2nd.

Power.—140,000 caudles.

Bemarks.—-The new light is visible from all directions seaward. The
elevation is unaltered.

Chart No. 796. China 1, p. 201.

No. 234.—BuLAN Archipelago—Existence of Reefs.

(a) Position.—At a distance of 8^ cables. West, from summit of Pulo
Nerup.

Lat. 1° 7' 58" N., long. 103° 48' 52" E., on chart No.
2404.

Depth.—2J fathoms.

Bemarks.—Foul ground extends from the above position to Pulo
Nerup.

The drying reef northward of the island extends to a
distance of 2J cables.

(6) Position.—Southward of Little Ganymedes 'slands.

Lat. 1° 4' 38" N., long. 103° 47' 2" E., on chart
No. 2404.

l)epth,—Dries,

(c) /"ogi^eow.-^North-westward of Steep cape.

Lat. 1° 2' 50" N., long. 103° 44' 49" E., on chart No.
2404.

Depth.—Dries.

Bemarks.—Reefs (5) and (c) are each about 2 cables in extent.
Chart No. 2404. China 1, pp. 217, 218.

No. 239.

—

Rhio Strait—Wreck of "La Seyne " not Dangerous.

Position.—Eastward of Pulo Sau.

Remarks.—There being now a least depth of 6J fathoms over the
wreck, it has been expunged from the charts, and this
depth placed in its former position.

Chart No. 2403. China 1, p. 607.
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No;. 274.

—

Pankal Pinang—Reefs in AppEOAca.

1. Position.—
Bearing aud distance from
summit of Pule Panjang. Depths.

(a) N. 29° E., 4| miles 3 feet.

(b) N. 26° E., 6 „ Dries.

(c) N. 61° E., 10| „ 1^ fathoms.

Remarks.—Beef (6) is connected with the south-western end of

General Elliot reef, and the black can buoy is now
moored \\ cables southward from it.

Reef (c) is identical with the reef {a) mentioned in

Notice to Mariners, No. 212 of 1910, but is situated a

short distance westward from the position therein

given.

2. I'osition.—
Bearing and distance from
eastern point of Buar island. Depths.

(a) N. 31° E., 3^
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Mo. 443.—(1) PtJLo Angsa Light—Alteration in Peeiod.

Alteration.—The period of the flashing white light has been altered

from every ten seconds to every five seconds.

Remarks.—The light is of the 4th Order.

(2) Tanjong Bakau—Light Established.

Position.—On beacon off point.

Character,—An occulting white light every fifteen seconds, showing
thus :

—

Light, eclipse.

^
10 sees. 5 sees.

Order.—4th.

Structure.—White tripod beacon.

Chart No. 3453. China 1, pp. 191, 192.

No. "458.

—

Pankal Pinang^-Reef in Appkoach.

Position.—Southward of Roberts rock, with the summit of Pulo Pan-
jang bearing S. 33° W., distant 7^ miles, and Gunong
Raja, N. 49° W.

Depth.—2 fathoms.

Remarks.—^This reef has been named the Muntok reef.

Note.—Roberts rock is situated about a quarter of a mile, westward,

from the position now shown on the charts.

Chart-No. 2597. >, .
China 1, p. 533.

No. 491.—Penang—North Channel—Alteration in Light-Buoy.

Position.-—Lai,. 5° 30' 50" N., long. 100° 16' 40" E., on chart No. 1366.

Alteration.-—The red light-buoy exhibiting an occulting white light

has been altered to exhibit an occulting red light.

Chart No. 1366. China 1, p. 169.

No. 492^—Penang—South Channel—Alterations in Booyage.

J. Buoy withdrawn.
Position.—At a distance of 2 miles, S. 55° W., from Pulo Rimau

lighthouse.

Description.—^Red conical buoy. No. 9.

2. Alteration in position of No. 10 buoy.

New position.—On the edge of the 3-fathom bank, at a distance
of 1^ miles, S. 24° W., from Pulo Rimau
lighthouse.

Lat. 5° 12^' N., long. 100° 16' E.
Remarks.—This buoy has been renumbered No. 9.

Chart No. 1366. China 1, p. 171.

No. 578.

—

Langkat River—^Light Discontinued.

Position.—On the west side of entrance to tiver.

Character.—^A group flashing white light.

Chart No. 1353. China 1, p. 97.
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No. 591.:

—

Beli Eiver, No. 3 Light-Buoy— Alteration in

Chaeactee of Light.

Position—At a diataace of 3J miles, N. 33° E., from Ujong Belawan.
Alteration.—The fixed white light has been replaced by an occulting

white light every twenty seconds, showing thus:—
Light, eclipse.

10 sees. 10 sees.

Cbai-t No. 1353. China 1, p. 100.

No. 732.—(1) Kendawangan Kivee Enteance—Buoy Established.

Position.—^At a distance of 1^ miles, N. 85° W., from the southern

entrance point of the river.

Lat. 2° 31' 25" S., long. 110° 10' 45" E., on chart No. 2160.

Description.—A black can buoy.

(2) Kandang Kaebau Rivee Enteance—^Buoy Established.

Position.—At a distance of 1^ miles, N. 61° W., from the northern
extreme of Tanjong Bawang.

Lat. 1° 45' 30" S., long. 109° 54' Ifj" E., on rhait No. 2160.

Description.—A black conical buoy with ball as topmark.
Chart No. 2160. China 1, pp. 573, 575.

No. 734.

—

^Langkat Rivee—Intended Alteration in Character of

Front Leading Light.

Position.—On eastern side of entrance to river.

Lat. 4° 0' N., long. 98° 29^' E.
Alteration.—The fixed white front leading light has been replaced by

a group occulting white light showing a group of three

eclipses every thirty seconds, thus:—
Light, eclipse, light, eclipse, light, eclipse.

15 sees. 3 sees. 3 sees. 3 sees. 3 sees. ~ 3 sees.

Chart No, 1353. China 1, p. 97.

No. 739.

—

^Mablbbo' Shoal—Light Established.

Position.-—On the southern edge of shoal, at a distance of 15^ cables,

N. 80° W., from Sungi Bramei lighthouse.

Lat. 1° 2|' S., long. 100° 21' E., on chart No. 709.

Character.-—^An oceulting red dioptric light every three seconds, show-
ing thus :

—

Light, eclipse.

1^ sees. IJ sees.

Elevation.—36 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—Black framework structure.

'Remarks.—The light-buoy formerly marking Marlbro' shoai has been
withdrawn.

Chart No. 212. China 1, p. 3*7.

2?
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No. 773 Brixham—Lights Established to Mark Breakwater
Extension Works.

Position.—On outer end of works, at a distance of about 700 feet,

N. 28° W., from the breakwater lighthouse.

Character.—Two fiased red lights, placed vertically.

Structure .—Dolphin

.

Gaution.—Vessels must not pass southward of the dolphin carrying

the above-mentioned lights.

Chart No. 26. China 1, p. 132.

No. 786.

—

Klang Strait—Lights Established; Colour or Beacons
Altered.

1. Lights established:

(a) Position.—On Tanjong Sau (Deepwater point), at a distance

of 330 feet, N. 12° W., from Taujong Sau A*
Description.—Two fixed white lighte, plained veitienlly.

Elevation.—68 and 59 foet.

Visibility.—13 miles.

Structure.—Steel mast with yard and gaff, 100 feet in height.

The lights are exhibited from the gaff.

Order.—6th.

(b) Position.—On beacon 3J cables north-westward of Labuan
Garap.

Character

.

—A fixed red light.

Order.—6th.

2 . Beacons, with their topmarks, now painted entirely white

:

Position.—{a) On First point, South Klang strait.

(6) On Second point, South Klang strait.

Chart No. 2153. China 1, p. 192.

No. 818.

—

Liat Bay—Reef in Approach.

Position.—Tanjong Laijang, bearing S. 67° W., distant 4-^ miles;

and Tanjong Raja eastern extreme, S. 3° W.
Depth.—4J fathoms, coral bottom.

Remarks.—The reef is surrounded by depths of 10 and 11 fathoms.

Chart No. 2597. China 1, p. 535.

No. 831.

—

Paisi Reef—Light Established.

Position.—On north-eastern end of reef.

Lat. 1° 9' 48" N., long. 104° 11' 25" E., on chart No. 2413.

Character.—^An occulting red light everi/ three seconds, showing thus

:

Light, eclipse,

1^ sees. IJ sees.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—^White framework tower.

Remarks.—The light is unwatched.
Chart No. 2413 China 1, p. 608.

2^
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No. 850.

—

Palembang Eiver Light-Vessel—Alteration im
Chabacteb of Light.

Alteration.—^The fixed white light has been replaced by a light having
the undermentioned characteristics:—

Character.—A flashing white dioptric light every six seconds, showing
thus:

Flash, eclipse.

2 sees. 4 sees.

Elevation.—75 feet.

Visibility.—14 miles.

Chart No. 3471. China 1, p. 462.

No. 892.

—

Liat Bay and Approach—Existence of Reefs.

(1) Position.—Near southern shore of bay, with Gunong Puak bearing
S. 23°' W., distant 2A- miles, and Taniong Laiang
N. 41° W.

Depth.—IJ fathoms.

(2) Position.—Westward of Palmer reef, with Gunong Puak bearing
N. V4° W., distant ll| miles, and summit of Fulo
Panjang, S. 19° W.

Depth.—IJ fathoms.
Chart No. 2597. China 1, pp. 532, 535.

No. 944.—PuLO Terutau—Rock North-westward of.

Position.—The 1449-foot summit near western extreme of Pulo
Terutau bearing S. 53° E., distant 5 miles, and the north
extreme of Pulo Tenga, S. 53° W.

Description.—A rock 3 feet high, now named Osborne rock.

Remarks.—A recent survey having shown the passage westward of

Pulo Terutau. to be clear, with the exception of Osborne
rock, the remark " Rocks reported in this passage " has
been expunged from the charts.

Chart No. 793. China 1, p. 156.

No. 977.—BiLLiTON Island, North-east Coast—Reef Reported off.

Position.^'La.t. 2° 38'45'' S., long. 108° 16' 25" E., on chart No. 2160.

Depth.—Estimated to be about 3 feet.

Chart No. 2160. China 1, p. 550.

No. 979.

—

Batu Beranti—Amended Position of Light; Light-
buoy Withdrawn.

1. Amended position of light:

Position.—On the western of the two reefs known as Batu
Beranti, at a distance of about 2| cables, N. 88° W.,
from the position now shown on the charts.

Lat. 1° 11' 15" N., long. 103° 53' 5" E., on chart

No. 2404.

2. Light-buoy withdrawn:
Position.—At a distance o^ about 2 cables, northward, from

Batu Beranti light.

Description.—Painted white, exhibiting an occulting white light.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 220.

(5371.) 2ry





No. 993.—PuLo NiAS

—

Shoal Reported Westwabd of.

'Poaition.—Lat. 1° 11|' N., long. 97° 2^' E.
Depth.—Not ascertained.

Bemarks.—The shoal was indicated by a ground swell, and by dis-

coloration of the water.
Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 369.

No. 1016.—LiAT Bat and Marawang Road Approaches—Informa-
tion WITH Regard to Reefs.

1 . Existence of reefs

:

(a) Position.—North-east extreme of Tanjong Batu, bearing
N. 54° W., distant 3j^ miles, and the south-east

extreme of Tanjong Laijaug, S. 16° W.
Depth.—3 fathoms.

(6) Position.—South-east extreme of Pulo Buar, bearing S. 28°

W., distant 8 miles, and summit of Pulo Ban-
jang, N. 88° W.

Depth.—If fathoms.
2. Amended position of certain reefs.

(a) Karang Pedis Utara :.

Position.—At a distance of about 8 cables, N. 73° W.,
from position now shown on the charts, with
Gunong Raja bearing S. 67° W., distant 4^
lailes.

J

(6) Karang Pedis Selatan and buoy

:

Position.—^At a distance of 5j cables, N. 24° E., from posi-

tion now shown on the charts, with Gunong
Raja bearing S. 83° W., distant 4 miles.

Bemarks.—The name " Muntok " placed against this reef

on the chart should be erased.

The depth over the reef has been altered to 2

fathoms.

Chart No.,2597. ; China 1, pp. 530, 535.

No. 1128.—SuNGi AsAHAN—^BuoYS Withdrawn.

•(a) Position.—At a distance of 6^ miles, N. 1° W., from Asahan light.

Description.—A black conical buoy with ball as topmark.

(b) Position.—At a distance of 2^ miles, N. 7° E., from Asahan
light.

Description.—A white conical buoy.

Chart 794.. China 1, p. 113.

No. 1176.

—

Gaspab Strait, Northern Approach—Shoal Reported.

Position.—I.a.t. 2° 4' S., long. 107° 21' E.

Description.—About half a cable in extent.

Depth.^—No soundings taken. Sighted, only from the S.S. Wyneric.

j^ote.—The position of this shoal falls within the title of chart

Chart No. 2137. China 1, p. 537.

2^
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No. 1276.

—

Padang Tikae Eivee Entrance—^LiaHT-BUOY

Established.

Position.—In position formerly occupied by the black conical fairway
buoy which it replaces.

Description.—Painted in black and red horizontal stripes, exhibiting:

an occulting white light every twenty seconds, thus

:

Light, eclipse.

10 sees. 10 sees.

Chart No. 3721. China 1, p. 578.

No. 1291.—CHINA SEA—BANKA ISLAND, EAST COAST.

(2) Makawang Road Approach—Existence of Reefs.

Position.—Sungi Liat entrance, bearing S. 63° W., distant 4^ miles,.

and Gunong Raja, S. 2° W.
Depth.—4| fathoms.

(2) Maeawang Road Approach—Existence op Reefs.

(ffl) Position.—^Summit of Pulo Panjang bearing S. 37° W., distant-

10^ miles, and Gunong Raja, N. 61° W.
Depth.—4| fathoms.

(6) Position.—Summit of Pulo Panjang bearing S. 29° W., distant

9^ miles, and Gunong Raja, N. 57° W.
Depth.—2J fathoms.
Remarks.—^Roberts rock, which dries, is situated at a distance of"

about 4 cables, S. 1° E., from position shown on
charts, or in lat. 2° 1' 45" S., long. 106° 21' 5" E.,

on chart No. 2597.

(c) Position.—Summit of Pulo Panjang bearing S. 58° W., distant 13^

miles, and east extreme of Pulo Buar, South.

Depth.—2 fathoms.

(d) Position.—Summit of Pulo Panjang bearing S. 72° W., distant 15-

miles, and east extreme of Pulo Buar, S. 15° W.
Depth.—3^ fathoms.

Remarks.—The position of this reef falls on the outer margin of
chart No. 2597.

Charts Nos. 2597, 2137. China 1, pp. 535, 533.

No. 1316.

—

Non-existence of Reefs—Caution.

(a) Amelia reef

:

Position.—Lat. 1° 1^' N., long. 98° 12^ E.

Details.—A sounding of 267 fathoms was obtained in this-

position.

(b) A reef shown on the chart, S.E. by E., 3 miles from (a).

:

Position .—-La-t. 0° 59' N., long. 98° 15' E.

Details.—^A sounding of 258 fathoms was obtained in this-

position.

Remarks.—These reefs have been expunged from the charte.

Caution.—'As the vicinity of these dangers has been only par-

tially examined, caution is recommended when
when navigating thereabouts.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 317.

2g
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No. 1344.—-PuLo NiAS, West Coast—Bbeakees Reported.

Position.—
Fulo Lawauda, bearing S. 55° E., distant 5 miles.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 369,

No. 1347.—1. Banka, East Coast, Liat Bock—Light Established.

Position.—La,t. 1° 49^' S., long. 106° llj' E. (on chart No. 2597).

Gharacter.—A ftashHng white light every three seconds.

Elevation.—33 feet.

Visibility.—10 mUes.
Structure.—Skeleton iron lighthouse painted white.

2. KoBA Roadstead—^Light Established, Light-buoy Withdrawn.

Position.—On north-west edge of the reef, N. 62° W., 2^ miles from
Langka point.

Gharacter.—A flashing white light every three seconds.

Elevation.—34 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—^A skeleton iron lighthouse painted white.

Remarks.—The light-buoy near this position has been removed.

Variation.—1° E.
Chart No. 2597. China 1, pp. 529, 535.

No. 1379.

—

Banju Asin River—Light-Buoys Replaced by
Unlighted Buoys.

Fositi'm.—La.t. 2° 22' S., long. 104° 46' E.
Details.—(a) The white light-buoy has been replaced by a white

conical buoy, with staff and ball.

(6) The black lightrbuoy has been replaced by a black can

buoy. ",

Chart No. 3471. China 1, p. 465.

No. 1476.

—

Fbeshwater Island—Amended Details of Shoal
Eastward of.

Position.—Pulo Jong, bearing S. 16° W., distant 9 cables, and south-

east extreme of Freshwater island, S. 76° W.
Depth.—4 fathoms in the above position, with depths of less than

5 fathoms extending for a distance of 1^ cables to the
northward.

Pemarks.—This shoal forms an extension of the 4-fathom shoal shown
on the charts eastward of Freshwater island.

JVote.—The 4|-fathom patch recently placed on the charts about 3

cables northward from the above position does not exist,

and should be expunged.
Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 222.

No. 1495.

—

Natal Road—Buoy Established.

Position.—^On western side of Karang Kapal, at a distance of 5^ miles,

S. 80° W., from Natal fort.

Description.—A black truncated conical buoy, with truncated cone as

topmark.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 320.

2g
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No. 1672.

—

Alligatoe Island—Shoal Ridge, South-Westward of.

Fosition.—Raffles lighthouse, bearing S. 72° E., distant 2^ miles, and
west extreme of Pulo Sablu, N. 10° E.

Depth.—4| fathoms.
Remarks.—From the position given above, shoal heads, with depths

of from 5 to 5J fathoms, extend for a distance of 2^
cables in a N. 50° W. direction, and for 4^ cables in a
S. 52° E. direction respectively.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 223.

No. 1687.

—

Belimbing Bay Appkoach—Breakers Reported.

(«) Position.—At a distance of about 1^ miles, S. 14° E., from the
south-east extreme of Little Fortune island.

(h) Position.—At a distance of about one mile, S. 10° W., from Flat
cape lighthouse.

Xote.—" Breakers reported (1910) " has been placed on the charts
against the positions given above.

Chart No. 2056. China 1, p. 416.

No. 1765.

—

Salat Sinki—Existence of a Shoal.

Position.—Gyrene shoal western beacon, bearing S. 70° E., distant

14^ cables, and beacon on western end of Pulo Bosing
reef, S. 12° W.

Depth.—One foot, coral bottom, with depths of 5 fathoms around.
Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 221.

No. 1775.

—

Penang Harbour—Shoal Patch Formed.

Position.—South extreme of Swettenham pier bearing N. 12° E., dis-

tant 4]^ cables, and the chimneys of the Electric Lighting
station, S. 80° W.

Depth.—If fathoms.

Chart No. 3732. China 1, p. 169.

No. 1785.

—

Pasir Gadang—Beacon Removed.

Eemarks.—Cocoa-nut trees are now growing on Pasir Gadang, thus
rendering a beacon unnecessary.

A note, " Cocoa-nut trees " has been placed against the
island on chart No. 212.

Chart No. 212. China 1, p. 337.

No. 1795.

—

Pulo Nias, East Coast—Non-Existence of Certain
Reefs.

(a) Argo reef (P.D.).
Position on chart.—Lat. 0° 43|' N., long. 98° 3' E.

(b) Reef (P.D.).

Position on chart.—Lat. 0° 42^' N., long. 97° 59A' E.
(c) Valk reef (1898).

Position on chart.—La,t. 0° 38^' N., long. 97° 58J' E.
Bemarks.—The above-mentioned reefs have been expunged from the

charts..

Chart No. 2T60. China 1, p. 371.

2^





1911.

NOTICES TO MARINERS ISSUED DURING 1911

RELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. I. Fifth Edition, 1906.

These Notices to Mariners are to be cut up and inserted in

the -pages of the book affected.

No. 287.—SiNGAPOBE

—

Alteration in Limits of Examination

Anchobageb.
(a) Western anchorage:;

Alteration.—The area of the western Examination anchorage

has been reduced, and the eastern limit is now a

line drawn S. 1° E., parallel to the former eastern

limit, from a point situated at a distance of 7

cables S. 86° W., from Blayer point beacon.

Bemarks.—The remaining limits of the anchorage are unaltered.

(b) Eastern anchorage:.

Alteration.—The eastern limit of the eastern Examination
anchorage has been altered, and is now a lin^

drawn in S. 25° E. direction from Fort Canning
lighthouse, corresponding to the eastern limit of

the red sector of that light.

The northern limit is defined by a line drawn in a
S. 47° W. direction from a point situated on the

eastern limit, at a distance of 17j^ cables, S.
25° E., from Fort Canning lighthouse.

Remarks.—The western and southern limits of the anchorage are

unaltered.

Note.—The eastern limit of the red sector of Fort Canning light

should be altered on charts Nos. 1995 and 2404, also in

the List of Lights, and in the Sailing Directions to

N. 25° W.
Chart No. 1995. China 1, pp. 241, 247, 244.
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No. 327.—Carimata Strait—Existence of a Wreck.

Position.—Westward of Serutu island.

Lat. 1°
40i' S., long. 108° 34' E., on chart No. 3758.

Description.—Mast showing about 8 feet above water.

Chart No. 3758. China 1, p. 544.

No. 429.

—

Langsar Bay—Light-buovs Established.

1 . Langsar channel approach

:

rositiun.—At a distance of 6^- miles, N. 51° E., from Pulo Pasir

Puti lighthouse, in the position formerly occupied

by the black conical Fairway buoy with ball top-

mark which it replaces.

Dtscriiitioii.—Light-buoy, painted in red and black horizontal

bands, exhibiting an occulting white light.

I. Berim channel

:

(a) Position.—At a distance of 5 miles, N. 41° E., from Pulo
Pasir Puti lighthouse, in the position formerly

occupied by white conical buoy, Nc 2, which

has been withdrawn.
Description.—Light-buoy, painted white, exhibiting an

occulting white light.

(6) Fusition.—At a distance of 3 miles and 4J cables, N. 30° E.,

from Pulo Pasir Puti lighthouse, in the position

formerly occupied by black can buoy. No. 5,

which it replaces.

Description.—Light-buoy, painted black, exhibiting an
occulting white light.

licmarks.—The buoys in Berim channel are numbered from
seaward, the starboard hand buoys from 2 to 10

inclusive, and the port hand buoys from 1 to 11

inclusive.

Chart No. 3574. China 1, pp. 88, 89.

No. 478.

—

Langsar Bay—Light-btjot Established.

Position.—In Berim channel, at a distance of 18^ cables, N. 45° W.,
from Pulo Pasir Puti lighthouse, in the position formerly

occupied by white conical buoy. No. 10, which it replaces.

Description.—^Light-buoy, painted white, exhibiting a fixed white

light.

Chart No. 3574. China 1, p. 89.

No. 479.—^NoHTH Brother Island—Light Established.

Position.—On centre of island.

Lat. 0° 37' 32" N., long. 103° 46' 33" E., on chart No. 2402.

Character.—An occulting white dioptric light every three seconds, with
red sector, showing thus :

—
Light, eclipse,

2 sees. 1 sec.





Elevation.—98 feet.

Visibility.—15 miles.

^ectors.~Bed from N. 83° E., through east, to S. 88° E.
White elsewhere.

Structure.—White framework structure, 43 feet in height.

Eemarks.—The light is unwatched.

Chart 2402. China 1, p. 652.

No. 522.

—

Melvill Eeef—^Light Established.

Position.—On western edge of reef.

Lat. 0° 51' 58" N., long. 103° 36' 41" E., on chart No. 2402,

Character.—^An occulting white dioptric light every three seconds,

showing thus :
—

Light, eclipse,

H sers. 1^ sers.

Elevation

.

—34 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—White framework structure, 26 feet in height.

Remarks.—The light is unwatched.

Chart No. 2402. China 1, p. 657.

No. 537.

—

Palembang River Entrance, Buoy No. 2

—

Alteration in

Character or Light.

Position.—l.a.t. 2° 13' 55" S., long. 104° 55' 15" E., on chart No. 3471.

Alteration.—The fixed white light has been replaced by an occuUing

white light every twenty seconds, showing thus :
—

Light, eclipse.

10 sees. 10 sees.

Chart No. 3471. China 1, p. 462,

"

No. 547.—PtTLO Pasir Puti—Light Discontinued,

Cluiracter.—A flashing white light.

Chart No. 3574. China 1, p.

No. 593.

—

Richardson Reef—Light-buov Withdrawn,

Description.—A light-buoy, exhibiting an occulting white light.

Chart No. 2402. China I, p. 653,

jj-Q 744. puLo NiAS—(1) Non-existence of Reefs Westward of.

(a) Position.—-La.t. 0° 55' N„ long. 96° 48' E.

Description.—Aztec reef.

(6) Position.—Lsit. 0° 45' N., long. 97° 7' E.

Description.—^Reef marked " Breakers seen."

(c) Position.—La.t. 0° 40' N., long. 97° 29' E.
^

'' - -
reef.
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(d) Position.—About 2 miles, S. 70° E., from the south point of

Sendrongan.
Lat. 0° 47' N., long. 97° 24J' E.

Description.—^Penang reef.

(e) Position.—About 5 miles, N. 79° E., from Bindala.
Lat. 0° 51' N., long. 97° 29' E.

Description.—Reef.
Remarks.—These reefs were searched for, without success, by the

Netherlands Government surveying vessel Van Gogh;
it is, therefore, considered that they do not exist, and
they have, consequently, been expunged from the
Admiralty charts.

(2) Existence or Reef Westward of.

Position.—North point of reef, with Bindala bearing N. 72° W., dis-

tant 1^ miles, and the south point of Sendrongan, S.

67° W.
Description.—Prom the position given above the reef extends to the

southward for a distance of 2 miles, with a width of

1 mile.

Depth.—2| fathoms.
Ptemarks.—This reef has been named Gosong Pinang.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, pp. 369, 370.

No. 748.

—

General Elliot Reef—Light Established; Buoy
Withdrawn.

1. Light established.

Position.—On the southern side of the reef.

Lat. 2° 3' 45" S., long. 106° 19' 50" E., on chart

No. 2597.

Character.—A fixed white light.

Elevation.—34 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—White skeleton structure.

Bemarks.-^-'Ihe light should not be approached within 120 yards.

2. Buoy withdrawn.

Position.—On the southern side of the reef.

Description.—A black can buoy surmounted by a truncated cone.

Chart No. 2597. China 1, p. 533.

No. 851.

—

^Existence of Shoals—Singapore Approaches.

Description.—Several shoals, not hitherto shown on the charts, exist

in the Western approach to Singapore strait, as shown
on the accompanving reproduction of portions of chart

No. 2404.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, pp. 220, 224.
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No. 930.

—

Singapore Road—Existence of a Weeck.

Position.—At a distance of about 7| cables, South, from Tanjong
Katong.

Description.—Wreck of the S.S. Karang, with two masts and funnel

showing above water.

Remarks.—The wreck is marked by day with a red flag, and by nif^ht

with two red lights, placed vertically.

Chart No. 1995. - China 1, p. 246.

No. 1017.—PuLO NiAS

—

Non-existence of Reef Northwabd op.

Position on charts.—At a distance of about 5J miles, N. 56° E., from
Pulo Babi.

Remarks.—This reef has been expunged from the charts.

2;^
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No. 1147.

—

Semangka Bat—Breakees Repobtbd.

PuisUlon.—La,t. 5° 31^' S., long. 104° 35|' E.
Note.—" Breakers reported (1911) " has been placed on the charts in

the above position.

Chart No. 2056. China 1, p. 416.

No. 1153.—GROUND Island (Tekong Kechil)—Light Established.

Position.—On detached reef, situated at a distance of 2^ cables,

S. 16° E., from the summit of the island,

Lat. 1° 6' 29" N., long. 103° 43' 26" E., on chart No. 2404.

Character.—A flashing white light every four seconds.

Elevation.—^% feet.

Visibility.—10 miles, except between the bearings of S. 27° E. and
S. 3° E. where it is obscured.

Structure.—White iron framework.
Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 217.

No. 1190.

—

Great Kaeimon Island—Wreck Westward of.

l'osition.--l.a.t. 0° 59|' N., long. 103° 15^' E.
Description.—Sunken wreck with mast showing about 6 feet above

water.

Chart No. 1355. China 1, p. 137.

No. 1248. MiDDELBTJEG EeEF—LiGHT ESTABLISHED.

Position.—On northern end of reef.

Lat. 0° 51' 26" N., long. 103° 34' 25" E., on chart No. 2402.

Character.—^An occulting red light every four seconds, showing thus

:

Flash, eclipse,

2 sees. 2 sees.

Elevation.—42 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles.

Structure.—White iron framework.
Eemarks.—The light is unwatched.

The light-buoy formerly marking the reef has been with-
drawn.

Chart No. 2402. China 1, p. 658.

No. 1252.—PuLO PisANG

—

^Wreck South-WESTWARD op.

Position.—At a distance of one mile, S. 53° W., from Pulo Pisang
lighthouse.

Description.—Wreck of the steam-vessel Mersing, in a depth of

4 fathoms, with mast showing above water.

Chart No. 795. China 1, p. 213.

No. 1350.

—

Singapore Strait, Eastern Approach—Non-existence
OB' Shoal.

Former Notice.-^'^o. 333 of 1910.

Position.—Lat. 1° 32i' N., long. 104° 34^' E.

Remarks.—The shoal, shown on the charts in the above position,

having been searched for without success by H.M.
Surveying Vessel Waterwitch, is considered not to
exist; the shoal, and remark " Discoloured water
(position approximate), 1910," have consequently been
expunged from the Admiralty charts.

Chart 2041. China 1, p. 260.
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No. 1360.

—

Amphitrite Bay—Lights Established.

(a) Position.—On Tanjong Datu.
Character.—A fixed white light.

Elevation.—33 feet.

Visibility.—3 miles.

(6) Position.—On Tanjong Bakau.
Lat. 0° 20|' S., long. 103° 46^' E.

Character.—A fixed red light.

Elevation.—23 feet.

Visibility.—Not stated.

Chart No. 1789. China 1, p. 639.

No. 1379.—PuLO PiNiE

—

Shoal Eastward of.

Position.—At a distance of 3| miles, N. 76° E., from the south-east

point of Pulo Pinie.

Lat. 0° 6' 10" N., long. 98° 53' 15" E., on chart No. 2760.

Depth.—1 fathom, sand and coral bottom.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 375.

No. 1464.

—

Tree Island—Lighthouse under Construction.

Position.—On northern end of Tree island reef.

Lat. 1° 9' 30" N., long. 103° 39' 42" E., on chart No. 2404.

litmarks.—" Lt. building " has been placed on the charts against the

above position.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 216.

South Brother Island—Light Established.

Position.—On southern summit of island.

Lat. 0° 32' 33" N., long. 103° 46' 30" E., on chart No. 2402.

Character.—A flashing white light every thirty seconds, showing thus

:

Flash, eclipse,

5 sees. 25 sees.

Elevation.—230 feet.

Visibility.—20 miles, except between the bearings of S. 14° E. and
S. 1° E., where it is obscured.

Structure.—A white framework structure, 72 feet in height.

Chart No. 2402. China 1, p. 652.

No. 1660.—PuLO Passai—Reef Northward or.

Position.—At a distance of lj[ miles, N. 41° W., from the summit (607
feet) of Pulo Passai.

Lat. 0° 54' 40" N., long. 103° 44' 40" E., on chart No. 2402.

Depth.—If fathoms, where 9 fathoms is now shown on the charts.

Chart No. 2402. China 1, p. 661.

No. 1716.—(1) Existence of a Shoal.

Position.—La.t. 2° 26' 30" S., long. 107° 51' 20" E., on chart No. 2160.

Description.—Shoal marked by discoloured water. Depth estimated

±o be from 3 to 4 fathoms.

Remarks.—A further examination will be made.

(2) Amended Depth over Reef.

Position.—Lak. 2° 28' 20" S., long. 107° 55' 30" E., on chart No. 2160.

Depth.—There are boulders on this reef which dry at low water.

Bemarks.—A red buoy has been temporarily established to mark the

reef.

Charts. No. 2160, 948a. China 1, p. 552.
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No. 1789.

—

Man^. Point—Breakers Reported North-westward or.

(a) Position.—Lai. 4° 24i' S., long. 102° 47^' E.
(b) Position.—hat. 4° 20|' S., long. 102° 42' E.
Remarks.—These breakers in. each case apparently indicated a reef

with a depth of from 2 to 3 fathoms over it, and the
former depth has been placed on the charts in the
positions given above.

^
The reef between Alas and Tallo extends about 2 miles

> from the shore.
^" Chart No. 2761. China 1, p. 350.

No. 1791.

—

Babalan River Light—Alteration in Character.

Alteration.—The fixed white light has been replaced by an occuttinfj

white light every four seconds, showing thus :
—

Light, eclipse,

2 sees. 2 sees.

Chart No. 3586. China 1, p. 96.

No. 1804..—PuLO Nias—Reefs Southward of.

(a) Position.—hat. 0° 14' N., long. 97° 53f' E.
Depth.—13 fathoms.

(6) Position.—La.t. 0° 11' N., long. 97° 52^' E.
Depth.—18 fathoms.
Remarks.—These reefs stand on an extensive coral bank, the

southern limit of which lies in about lat. 0° 9' N.,
and the eastern limit in long. 97° 57' E.

The bank has a varying width of from 8 to 11 miles

within the 100-fathom line.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 370.

No. 1824.—(1) Rumenia Shoal and North Patch—Existence of
Shoal Heads.

Details.—A recent survey has revealed the existence of shoal heads,

hitherto unknown, on Rumenia shoals and North patch,

as shown overleaf on a reproduction of a portion of chart

No. 2403.

(2) North Channel—Existence of Shoals.

Position.—Ta,ng\oiig Penyusuh, lat. 1°
22J' N., long. 104° 17' E.

Bearing and distance from
East extreme of Tanjong Penyusuh. Depth.

{a) N. 18° E., 3^ miles. 3f fathoms.

(5) N. 19° E., 2^ miles. 4 feet,

(c) N. 31° E., l^ miles. 3j fathoms.

{d) N. .53° E., 61 cables. If fathoms,

(e) N. 62° E., .61 cables. 3 fathoms.

(/) N. 87° E., 5| cables. 5| fathoms.

(g) S. 52° E., 1 cable. ^ fathoms.

(A) S. 1° E., 2 cables. Less than 6 feet,

(i) S. 4° E., 1 mile. 4J fathoms.

(;) S. 12° W., 1^ miles. 5f fathoms.

(7c) S. 28° W., 6 cables. 3^ fathoms.

Remarks.—Shoal {h) is situated on the outer end of a ridge of rocks

extending from Tanjong Penyusuh.

Chart No, 2403. China 1, pp. 259, 257, 260, 265.
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No. 1831.

—

Tanjong sac (Deep Water Point)—Lights
Discontinued.

Former Notice.—No. 786 of 1910.

Character.—Two fixed white vertical lights.

Chart No. 2153. China 1, p. 192.
Ifi
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1913.

NOTICES TO MABINERS ISSUED DURING 1913

BELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. I. Fifth Edition, 1906,

These Notices to Mariners are to be cut up and inserted in
the pages of the book affected.

No. 12.

—

Naktj Island—Light Established.

Details

:

Character.—A flashing white light.

Visibility.—20 miles.

Bemarks.—Further details with regard to this light will be pub-
lished when received.

Note.—The exact position of the light is not stated, " Position approxi-
mate " has therefore been placed against it on chart No.
2284.

Chart No. 2284. China 1, p. 369.

No. 55. SiNGKEL FUBTHEE DETAILS OF LiGHT.

Position.—On northern shore of Singkel road, at a distance of about
8 yards, southward, from the site of the White board,
which has been removed.

Lat. 2° 16|' N., long. 97° 45f ' E.
Details

:

Character.—A flashing white light every three seconds, thus:—
Flash, eclipse,

1 sec. 2 sees.

Elevation.—69 feet.

Visibility.—13 miles, from 312° (N. Jf8° W. Mag.), through north,

to 57° (N. 67° E. Mag.).
Structure.—White iron framework.
Note.—The last-named limit of visibility has been placed on chart

No. 2284 only.

Chart 2284. China 1, p. 307.

No. 124.—BiBiM Channel—Buoys Withdrawn.

Details.—All the buoys in Birim channel and river, with the exception
of Langsar fairway light-buoy and black can buoy No. 5,

have been withdrawn

.

Chart No. 3574. China 1, p. 89.

/.a.K'm I wt ?«a«-4«(t8. 4000. 2/14. Wy. & S., Ltd, 2 g





No. 137.—BiLLITON ISLANB ReEPS NoRTHWARD OF.

Detmls.—A recent survey has revealed the existence, northward of

Billiton island, of the reefs shown in red on the accom-
panying reproduction of a portion of chart No. 2160.

Chart No. 2160. China 1, pp. 550, 551, 552.
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No. 148.

—

Naku Island—Amended Details of Light.

Former Notice.~No. 12 of 1913.
Position.—On north-western side of island, at a distance of 9^ cables,

275° (xY. 85° W Mag.), from the flagstaff at the village.
Lat. 0° 50^' N., long. yO° 20' E.

Details

:

Character.—A flashing white light everi/ fifteen seconds, showing
thus :

—
Flash, eclipse,

3 sees. 12 sees.

Elevation.—180 feet.

Visibility.—19 miles, except between the bearings of 117° {S. 63"

E. Mag.), and 126° {S. 5.'^° E. Mag.), where it is

obscured by Asu island. Elsewhere, when within a

distance of 9 miles, the light is obscured iu places by
the out-lying islands.

Structure.—^White framework structure, 105 feet in height.

Chart 2284. China 1, p. 369.

No. 293.

—

Middle Island—Shoal South-eastward of.

Position.—At a distance of 13-^ cables, 127° {S. 61/.° E. Mag.), from
the south extreme of Middle island, and 235° {S. 51^° W.
Mag.) from the south extreme of St. John's island.

Depth.—7 fathoms.
Bemarks.—The shoal has not yet been examined, and less water may

exist.

Chart No. 2404. China 1, p. 224.

No. 310.—SiGATA—Light Established.

Position.—Oil easternmost summit of island (390 feet).

Lat. 0° 8^' S., long. 98° 11|' E., on chart No. 2760.

Details

:

Character.—A flashing white light.

Elevation.-—Not stated.

Visibility.—27 miles.

Structure.—Description not given.

Chart 2760. China 1, p. 374.

No. 374.

—

Pylades Reefs—Amended Desckiption of Light.

Former Notice.—So. 1555 of 1912.

Position.—On south-eastern drying reef.

Details :
—

Character.—An occulting white dioptric light every four seconds,

showing thus:—
Light, eclipse,

2 sees. 2 sees.

Elevation.—51 feet.

Visibility.—12 miles, except where it is obscured by Pulo Lakotta.

Structure.—White iron framework,

riiat-f. No. 2760. China 1, p. 310.
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No. 434.

—

Batu Islands.

Tello Hoadstead—Leading Lights Established.

(«) Front light:
'

Position.—On coast reef of. Batu Makele, at a distance of 7^^

cables, 349° {N . IT W. Mag.), from the conspicuous

tree on that island, and 110° (S. 70° E. Mag.), from

Pulu Tello flagstaff.

Lat. 0°
3i' S., long. 98° 17' E., on chart No. 2284.

Airidffed description.—Lt. F., Bed, iS ft., vis. 10 m.

Details

:

Character.—A fixed red light.

Elevation.—43 feet.

Visibility.—10 miles, between the bearings, 155° {S. 2o° E

.

Mag.), and 165° (6'. lo° E. Mag.).

Structure.—White iron framework.

(6) Rear light:

Position.—On north point of Batu Makele, at a distance of 3^
, ^ cables, 161° \s. 19° E. Mag.), from the front light.

Abridged deseription.—Lt. Occ, ev. //. sec, 69 ft,, vis. 12 m.
Details

:

Character.—An occulting white light every four seconds, show-

ing thus :

—

Light, eclipse,

2 sees. 2 sees.

Elevation.—69 feet.

Visibility.—12 miles, between the bearings of 114° {S. G(f E

.

Mag.) and 173° {S. 7° E. Mag.), except where
obscured by outlying islands.

Structure.—^White iron framework.
Hemarks.^Theae lights in line, 161° {S. 19° E. Mag.), lead into Tello

roadstead.

y^ote.—The former leading line " E. extreme of Biang in line with E.
extreme of Marit (N. 29° W.)," has been erased from chart
No. 2284.

Chart No. 2284. China 1, p. 374.

No. 461,

—

Bebhala Strait—Existence Doubtful of Shoal in

Apfboach.

Former Notice.—No. 1664 of 1912.

Position.—At a distance of 19^ miles, 119° (<S. 62° E. Mag.), from
the centre of Berhala island.

Lat. 1° 1' 15" S., long. 104° 41' 20" E., on chart No. 1789.

Details.—A search for this reported 4^-fathom shoal having failed to

find it in the assigned position, the shoal has been marked
"E.D." on the charts.

Chart No. 1789. China 1, p. 631.

No. 481.

—

Great Karas Island—Reef North-westwakd of.

Position.—At a distance of half a mile,. 6° (]V. 6° E. Mag.), from the

north-west extreme of Great Karas island.

Lat. 0° 46' 00" N., long. 104° 18' 9" E., on chart No. 2413.

hescHptioh.—-A drying reef, 2 cables in length in a N.E. and 8.W.
direction.

Chart Ko, 2413. China 1, p. 603.





No. 525.

—

Kauang Haji—Alteuation in Tosition of Buoy.

New potition.—Ou uortliern side of 2-fathom patch (shown on charts

as a rock with less than 6 feet over it), at a distance

of 7 cables, eastward, from former position.

Lat. 2° 5' 3° S., long. 105° 6' 40" E., on chart No,
3471.

Dtscription.—A white conical buoy with ball as topmark.
Chart No. 3471. China 1, p. 478.

No. 729.—PuLO Niamuk—Light Established.

I'ositioii.—Ov. Pulo Niamuk, lat. 1° 16' S., long. 100° 17' E.

V/iaracter.—A flashing white light every three seconds, thus:—

-

Flash, eclipse.

1 sec. 2 sees.

Bemurks.—The other details of the above light are not given.

Chart No. 709. China 1, p. 332.

No. 731.—PuLO Pangkal—Light Established.

Pusition.—On a hill at the southern extreme of Pulo Pangkal.
Lat. 0° 08' N., long. 99° 16^' E.

Character.—A group flashing white light showing a group of three

flashes in quick succession every nine seconds.

Visibility.—21 miles.

Bemarks.—The other details of the above light are not given.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 323.

No. 732.

—

Pulo Temang—Light Established.

Position.—On a hill, at the western extreme of Pulo Temang.
Lat. 0° 22' N., long. 99° 04' E.

Character.—^A flashing white light every fifteen seconds, thus :
—

Flash, eclipse.

3 sees. 12 sees.

Visibility.—21 miles.

Bemarks.—The other details of the above light are not given.

Chart No. 2760. China 1, p. 321.

No. 772.

—

Zutphen Islands—Existence of Rock.

Position.—^At a distance of 4 cables, 194° {S. lJ/° W. Mag.), from
Gosong Panalang.

Lat. 5° 52' S., long. 105° 45f' E.

Details.—A drying rock.

Bemarks.—The 5-fathom line to the southward of Katila should be
altered to a danger line on the charts, owing to the
numerous rocks which lie between it and the shore.

Chart No. 3611. China 1, pp. 434, 435.
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No. 748.

—

Batu Islands—Existence of Shoals Westwaku of.

(a) Poskion.~l,a.b. 0°
02f' S., long. 98°

09J' E.
Depth.—Less thau 6 feet.

(b) Position.—South of Simu.,

Lat. 0° 08' S., long. 97° 52^' E.
Descripfioii.—A dangerous reef extending from the southern shore

of Simu to the position given above.
Chart No. 2760. China 1, pp. 373, 374.

No. 947.

—

Pollux Eock—Light Established.

Position.—On Pollux rock on the site of the present white beacon, which
it replaces.

Character.—An occulting white light every four seconds, thus:—
Light, eclipse,

2 sees. 2 sees.

Elevation.—59 feet.

Visibility.—12 miles.

Structure.—A black iron beacon.
Beviarks.—The above light is unwatched.

Chart No. 1789. China 1, p. 593,

No. 956.—PuLo Niamuk—Fuethek Details be Light.

Former Notice.~No. 729 of 1913.
Position.—Oa Pulo Niamuk, lat. 1° 16' S., long. 100° 17' E.
Character.—A flashing, white light every three seconds, as described in

the former Notice quoted above.
Elevation.—102 ft.

Visibility.—15 miles.

Order.—4th. Dioptic.

Structure.—Skeleton iron tower, painted white, 102 feet in height from
base to vane.

Remarks.—The light is partially obscured at short distance from the

island, between 33° {N . 33° E. Mag.), through east, and
162° {S. 18° E. Mag.).

Chart No. 709. China 1, p. 332.

No. 984.

—

Batu Penyu (Glamorganshiee kock)—Light-buoy

Established.

Position.—On the north-eastern side of Batu Penyu,

Lat. 3° 13' 50" N., long. 101° 12' 52" E., on chart No. 3766.

Description.—A white conical light-buoy exhibiting an occulting white

light every seven seconds, thus :
—

Light eclipse,

4 sees. 3 sees.

Chart No. 3766. China 1, p. 191.
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No. 1093.—BuNGA Bay—(1) Amended Pohition of Reef.

I'usition.—To the northward of its present position, at a distance of

5^ cables, 176° {S. ^° E. MagJ), from the south-western

extreme of Pulo Kassie.

Description.—A dangerous shoal with two heads, extending for | cable,

176° {S. J/.° E. Mag.), from the position given g,bove,

which is that of the northern head.

(2) Existence of Rock.

Position.—At a distance of 1^ cables, 75° (N. 76° E. Mag.), from
Pandan j^oiut.

Desci'iption.—A drying rock.

Chart No. 866. China 1, p. 339.

No. 1179.—(1) Tanjong Datu—Alteration in Position.

Position.—At a distance of 7 cables, 90° (N. 89° E. Mag.), from its

present position.

Lat. 0° 00' 15" S., long. 103° 48' 55" E.
Description.—A fixed white light as described in the List of Lights.

(2) Tanjong Bakau—Alteration in Position.

Position.—A.t a distance of 10^ miles, 313° (i\^. .^5° W. Mag.), from
its present position.

Lat. 0° 13' 40" S., long. 103° 38' 55" E.
Description.—A fixed red light as described in the List of Lights.

Bemarks.—The above positions are taken from chart No. 1789.

Chart No. 1789. China 1, p. 639.

No. 1196.—Sumatra, North-east Coast—Magnetic Disturbances

Reported.

Position.—{a) Lat. 5° 01' N., long. 98° 05' E.

(6) Lat. 3° 40' N., long. 99° 43J' E.

Remarks.-^" Magnetic diMurbance reported {1913)" has been placed

on the charts in the above positions.

Charts Nos. 794, 1353. China 1, pp. 86, 108.

No. 1302.

—

Keppel Harbour—Existence of a Rock.

Poaition.—At a distance of 130 yards, 262° (S. 81° W. Mag.), from
the north-west beacon on Tembaga rocks.

Beacon, lat. 1° 16' N., long. 103° 50|" E.

Depth.—34 fathoms.

Description.—A flat coral rock about 40 yards in extent.

Chart No. 2023. China 1, p. 239.
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No. 1531.

—

Fort Cornwallis—Intended New Light.

Dntr of esiahlishment

.

—Probably during December, 1913.
Position.—On N.E. bastion of fort.

Lat. 5° 24|' N., long. 100° 20|' E.
Character.—A group occulting white light with red sector, showing a

group of two eclipses every thirty seconds, thus:—
Light, eclipse,' light, eclipse.

21 sees. 3 sees. 3 sees. 3 sees.

Elevation.—87 feet.

Visibility.—15 miles.

Sectors.—Red from 139° (S. Jf2° E. Mag.) to 152° {S. 29° E. Mag.).
White thence, through south, &c., to 43° (i\'. /,2° E. Afrir/.).

Obscured thence to 103° (S. 78° E. Mag.).
Faint white thence to 139° {S. ^.2° E. Mag.).

Power.—9,000 candles.

Order.^-ixA.
Structure.—White iron pile tower, 70 feet in height.

Rernarhs,—On the exhibition of the new light, the existing revolving

white light will be discontinued.

Further Notice will be given.

Chart No. 3732. China 1, p. 166.

No. 1737.

—

Goat Reef—Intended Alteration in Character of

Light.

BetniJs.—The fixed white light will shortly be replaced by a flashing red

light having a visibility of 10 miles.

Remarks.—^The light will be unwatched.
No further Notice will be given.

Chart No. 2137. China 1, p. 530.

No. 1774.

—

North Klang Strait—'Light-buoy Established.

Position.—In a depth of 11 fathoms, at north-western end of bank
extending from Pulo Angsa lighthouse.

Lat. 3° 20' 07" N., long. 101° 00' 35" E., on chart No. 3766.

Description.—A light-buoy painted red, exhibiting an occulting tuhite

light every nine seconds, thus :—

•

Light, eclipse,

6 sees. 3 sees.

Chart 3766. China 1, pp. 191, 192.

No. 1777.

—

Polo Pelangkat—Light Established.

Position.—On eastern side of island near its southern end.

Lat. 0° 44' 50" N., long. 103° 35' 10" E., on chart No. 2402.

Details

:

Character.—An occulting white light every three seconds, showing
thus :

—
Light, eclipse.

IJ sees. IJ sees.

Elevation.—36 ft.

Visibility.^-10) miles.

Structure.—White iron framework,

Chart 2402, China 1, p. 655.





No. 1778.

—

Langkat River Appeoach—Existence of a Wreck.

rositwn.—ha.t. 4° 7^' N., long. 98° 28^' E.
Description.-—Wreck of a small vessel, with mast showing above water.

Chart 1353. China 1, p. 97.

No. 1815.—PuLO Pekak—Amended Position.

i'uisiiton.—-At a distance of 3 miles, 95° {S. 86° E . Mag.), from position

now shown on chart.

Lat. 5° 42' 00" N., long. 98° 57' 20" E., on chart No. 793.

Remarks.—The position given above is that of the centre of the island.

Chart 793. China 1, p. 163.

No. 1844.—PuLO SiMALUE

—

Shoals in Vicinity.

Poi-j*«on.—-Tanjong Liwa, lat. 2° 56^' N., long. 95° 49|' E.
Details.—The eixist-ence of several new shoals, hitherto unknown, and

the amended depths on- other shoals are shown in red on
the accompanying reproductions of portions of charts Nos.
2201 and 2760.

From the reproductions it will be seen that the two rocks

formerly shown on the chart south-westward of Tanjong
Aloajan have been erased.

Remarks.—The reproductions from chart No. 2201 do not cover the

following other new details:—
(a) The rock shown on the charts at a distance of 2^ miles

southward, from Tanjong Latiun, in lat. 2°
18J' N.,

long. 96° 31' E., has a depth of 7 fathoms over it.

(6) Deh reef is now known as Sulang reef. Another reef,

now known as Deh reef, about three-quarters of a mile

in extent, is situated at a distance of two miles, 142°

(S. 3S° E. Mag.), from Tanjong Lauheh.

(c) The breaking reef eastward of Pulo Simalur Chut has a

depth of 5 fathoms over it.

China Sea Directory, Vol. 1, 1906, pp. 354, 362, 364, 365, 366, 367.

Chart 2284.

(9686). 2 g
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No. 1858.

—

Goat Reef—Amended Details op New Light.

Former Notice.—No. 1737 of 1913.
Details of uew light

:

Character.—An occulting red light every four seconds, showing thus :~-

Light, eclipse.

2 sees. 2 sees.

Elevation.—62 feet.

Visibility.—12 miles.

Structure.—^White framework.
Remarks.—^The light is unwatched.

Chart 2137. China 1, p. 530.

No. 1899.

—

Vogelnest Islands—^Reef Reported Westward of.

Position.—At a distance of about 2j^ miles, 314° {N. i7° W. Mag.},
from Ajer island.

Depth.—Less than 6 feet, coral bottom.
Remarks.—The SS. Tosan Maru reports having struck on this reef,

which has been marked " Position approximate " on thts

charts.

Chart 3758. China 1, p. 565,

2g





1912.

NOTICES TO MARINERS ISSUED DURING 1912

fiELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. III. Fifth Edition, 1912.

These Notices to Mariners are to be cut up and inserted in

the pages of the book affected.

No. 1584.

—

Pahang Riveb—Light Regularly Exhibited.

Details.—Informatiou has been received that the foundations of this

lighthouse have been repaired, and that the f,xed white

light jfi exhibited as usual.

Chart No. 1394. China 3, p.

No. 1723.

—

Lem Sah Muk—Shoal South-westward of.

Position.-—At a distance of about one mile, south-westward, from the

south-western extremity of the head.

Lat. 13° 17' 20" N., long. 100° 52' 00" E., on chart

No. 2720.

Depth.—2 fathoms.

Note.—" Position approximate " has been placed on the charts against

this shoal.

Chart No. 2720. China 3.

/B/V7S \ Wt. S.'i.'liR—fi02. 3.500. 2/13. Wy. & S., Ltd,
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1912.

NOTICES TO MARINEES ISSUED DURING 1912.

BELATING TO

CHINA SEA DIRECTORY, Vol. IV. Fibst Edition, 1912.

These Notices fo Mariners are to he cut up and inserted in

the pages of the hook affected.

No. 574.—MiDAi (Low) Island—^Reef Repoeted Southwaed of.

Position.—^At a distance of about 2 miles, 233° (S. 61° W. Mag.), from
the S.E. extreme of Midai island, and 112° (5. TOP E^
Mag.), from the S.W. extreme of the island.

Lat. 2°
57i' N., long. 107° 47^' E.

Depth.—^About 2 fathoms.
Note.—" Reported (1912) " has been placed against this reef on the-

charts.

Chart No. 1348. China 4, p. 61.

No. 778.

—

Labuan—Shoal Nokth-westwaed of.

Position.—AX, a distance of 11^ miles, 291° {N. 71° W. Mag.), from,

the beacon on the northern end of Labuan.
Lat. 5° 26' 55" N., long. 115° 03' 05" E.

Depth.—5 fathoms.
Nature of shoal.—Coral.

Bemarks.—The above shoal extends for 50 yards in a north-north-
easterly direction, and is 30 yards wide.

Chart No. 2109. China 4, p. 113.

No. 942.^

—

Samaeang Bank—Shoals Southwabd of.

(a) Position.—At a distance of 18J miles, 288° (N. 7^.° W. Mag.), from
Coal beacon, Labuan island.

Lat. 5° 28' 15" N., long. 114° 56' 20" B., on chart
No. 2109.

Depth.—4 fathoms, with depth of 17 fathoms around.

(6) Position.—A.t a distance of 18^ miles, 286° {N . 76^ W. Mag.)^
from Coal beacon, Labuan island.

Lat. 5° 27' 40" N., long. 114° 55' 55" E., on chart
No. 2109.

Depth.—4 fathoms.

Eerrmrks.—This shoal is about half a mile in extent.

Chart- No. 2109. China 4, p. 113.

No. 1038.

—

Labuan Island and Approach—Amendments to Chaets.

Detail.—^The result of a recent survey of a portion of the south and
south-west coasts of Labuan island, together with the
result of an examination of the islands and shoals south-

ward of Kuraman island, is shown in red on the accom-
panying reproductions of portions of chart No. 1844.

Chart No. 1844. China 4, pp. 107—109.

(8074.) Wt. 35348—602. 3500. 2/13. Wy. & S., Ltd. 2 k
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No. 1389.

—

Jesselton Haeboub, Grieve Reef—Light Established.

Position.—On the eastern part of Grieve reef.
Details

:

Character.—A fixed green light.

Elevation.—25 feet.

Order.—6th.

Note.—"Position approximate" has been placed on the charts
against this light.

'Memarks.—Further Notice will be given when full details of the above
light have been obtained.

Chart No. 3525. China 4, p. 125.

No. 1494.

—

Bextni Bay Approach—Information with Regard to
Shoals.

'Details.—The result of a recent examination of the shoals reported to

lie north-westward of Bruni bluff is shown on the accom-
panying reproductions of portions of charts Nos. 2109 and
26606.

Remarks.—Prom these reproductions it will be seen that the 3-fathom
and 4-fathom shoals shown on the charts westward of

Two-fathom rock have been expunged.

Chart No. 2109. China 4, p. 91.
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No. 1510.

—

Beuni Patches—Amended Depth.

Position.—On northern patch, at a distance of 8 miles, 291° {N. 71^

W . Mag.), from Keti islet, Bruni cliffs.

Lat. 5° 1' 15" N., long. 114° 42' 50" E., on chart No. 2109.

Depth.—6 feet.

Chart No. 2109. China 4, p. 91.

No. 1674.—Bkuni Patches—Shoals Noeth-westwabd of.

Details.—The result of a recent survey of the locality north-westward

of Bruni patches, in which Iron Duke shoal was reported

to exist, is shown in red on the accompanying reproduc-

tion of a portion of chart No. 2109.

Chart No. 2109. China 4, p. 91.
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No. 1698.—PuLo Datu—Non-existence op Shoal Reported

Westwabd of.

Former Notice.—No. 1812 of 1911.

Position on charts.—At a distance of about i6 miles, 287° (N. 76° W.
Mag.), from Pulo Datu.

Description.—A shoal or sunken obstruction on which the German
S.S. Loo Sok is reported to have touched.

Remarks.—A careful search having failed to find any trace of the exist-

ence of a shoal or obstruction in the position given above,

this reported danger has been erased from the charts.

Chart No. 3720. China 4, p. 39.
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1913.

NOTICES TO MAEINERS ISSUED DURING 1913

RELATING TO

CHINA SEA PILOT, Vol. V. First Edition, 1912,

And not Included in Supplement, 1909, relating to that Work.

These Notices to Mariners are to he cut ujj and inserted in

the pages of the hook afebted.

No. 75.

—

Tsingtau—Information with regard to Wireless

Telegraph Service.

PowiioM.—Wireless etation, lat. 36° 4' N., long. 120° 19|' E.

Details.—The wireless station on Diederichs hill uses the 600-metre
wave length for public communication, and the call signal

is K T S. The station has an uninterrupted service.

Weather reports will be made in connection with the news service,

which occurs daily at 2.30 p.m. and 11.0 p.m., local mean time.

Storm warnings from the Tsingtau observatory will be at once tele-

graphed, three successive times, and again repeated once in connection

with the news service.

Notices to Mariners which are important, such as the drifting of

light-vessels, will be at once promulgated, as follows :
—

tuning purposes,

. . —— • • • (KTS.) Notices to Mariners.

China 5, p. 422,

.) Wt. .36306—446. 3625. 2/14. Wy. & S., 3-ld. 2 k





No. 76.—TSINGTAU—WlIlELESS TiME-SIGNA.L ESTABLISHED.

Position.—Wireless station, Diederichs hill.

Details.—Time signals will be given daily at 8h. Om. Os. a.m. and
8h. Om. Os. p.m. Standard mean time (120tli Meridian
time), corresponding to midnight and noon Greenwich
mean time respectively, in the following manner;—
At 7h., 55m., warning signal from Tsingtau observatory

to Wireless isitation. Th« station then makes the call

" Greenwich mean time," and afterwards the Morse letter

(V . . . —) continuously until 7h. 58m. The clock then

closes the circuit automatically from

h. m. s. h. m. s.

7 58 55 to 7 59
7 59 10 „ 7 59 15

7 59 25 „ 7 59 30
7 59 40 „ 7 59 45

7 59 55 „ 8

In order to render distinction possible, in case of

necessity, the sound from 7h. 59m. 10s. to 7h. 59m. 15s.,

and from 7h. 59m. 40s. to 7h. 59m. 45s. will be inter-

rupted shortly in the middle.

liemarks.—In case of irregularities in the signals, the words " Zeit-

signal unguttig
'

' (Time-signal annulled) will be tele-

graphed after the conclusion of the signals. The
necessary apparatus must not therefore be set aside im-
mediately after the close of the time signals.

If it is foreseen that the time signals cannot be made,
this will be notified after the news service, which is made
daily at 2.30 p.m. and 11 p.m.. Standard mean time.

Chart No. 857. China 5, p. 533.

No. 181.—^LiAtf Ti SsAN Phomontory—Occasional Fog-signal

Established.

Pasitian.—At lighthouse.

Description.—A ffUn fired once in answer to a vessel's fog-signal;

should the signal continue to be heard, the gun will

be fired at intervals of seven minutes.

Chart No. 1798. China 5, p. 543/

No. "184.

—

Daieen Ko—Light Established; Light-buov

Withdrawn.

(1) Light established

:

Pogition.—On eastern extremity of northern breakwater.

Abridged description.—Lt. P. Bed., SJf ft., vis. 8 m. (17.).

Details

:

Character.—A fixed red light.

Elevation.—34 feet.

Visibility.—8 miles.

Structure.—Eed stone tower, 29 feet in height,

Bemarki.—Tile light is unwatched.





(2) Light-buoy withdrawn

:

Position.—OfiE eastern end of northern breakwater, at a distance
of 6J cables, 72° (N. 77° E. Mag.), from the storm-
signal station on West pier. .

Description.—A red cylindrical light-buoy, exhibiting a white
flashing light.

Chart No. 3694. China 5, p. 556.

No. 185.—Yu Nui San—Alteration in Tog-signal.

Position.—At lighthouse.

Lat. 36° 23' N., long. 120° 16|' E.
Alteration.—The bell, sounded only in answer to a vessel's signals, has

been replaced by a siren, worked by electricity, giving

two blasts every minute, thus:—
Blast, silent, blast, silent,

12 sees. 8 sees. 12 sees. 28 sees.

Chart No. 857. China 5, p. 414.

No. 335.

—

Taku Bar—Details of New Channel.

Position.—Entrance buoy, lat. 38° 57^' N., long. 117° 49|' E.
Details.—The Pergueson channel has been closed and the leading

beacons and buoys discontinued.

The new channel, together with the leading marks, lights,

buoys, and light-boats, is shown in red on the accompany-
ing reproductions of portions of chart No. 2653.

Caution.—The following cautionary note has been placed on chart

No. 2653 :

—" The chart shows the soundings obtained in

1912 in the vicinity of the leading lines as then indicated

by the beacons. Elsewhere the soundings are from older

surveys, and mariners are cautioned accordingly."

Note.—The pecked line from Taku light-vessel to the former light-buoy

in the approach to Fergusson channel, indicating the
southern limit of the prohibited anchorage, has been erased

from the charts.

Remarks.—The tidal signals made from near the North fort refer to

the new channel.

Chart No. 2653. China 5, pp. 494, 495, 497.
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No. 250.

—

Irikobaki Somu—Shoals Keported Northward of.

(1) Position.—At a distance of 6 cables, 9° (N. 1^° E. Mag.), from
Irikobari somu lighthouse.

Depth.—Z^ fatEoms,

(2) Position.—At a distance of 4f cables, 21° {N .
26° E. Mag.), from

Irikobari somu lighthouse.

Depth.—5 fathoms.
Note.—The depth on the shoal extending southward from Irikobari

lighthouse is reported to be less than is -now shown on the
charts.

Chart No. 913. China 5, p. 634.

No. 254.

—

Anpei Light—Alteration in Character.

Details of new light:

Character.—A fiashing white light every four seconds.

Elevation.—77 feet.

Visibility.^li miles, over the same arc as the former light.

Power.—350 candles.

Structure

.

—Unaltered

.

Remarks.—The light is unwatched.
Chart No. 1926. China 5, p. 213.

No. 381.

—

Ching WANG tao Approach—Existence of a Wreck.

Position.—At a distance of- 2^ miles, 164° (5. 12° E. Mag.), from
Ching wang tao lighthouse.

Description.—Wreck of the S.S. Seiun Maru.
Note.—" Position approximate " has been placed against this wreck on

the charts. -,

Chart No. 3378. China 5, p. 510.

No. 459.

—

Kunsan Po Entrance Light—One Red Sector Removed.

Details.—The northern red sector has been removed and the light now
shows as follows :

—
White from 69° {N . 73° E. Mag.), through east, south, and

west, to 269° {N . 87° W. Mag.).

Red elsewhere.

Chart No. 913. China 5, p. 627.

No. 557.—U TO (Beaufort Island) Light—Alteration in

Character.

Position.—On 360-foot summit of southern point of island.

Details.—The fixed light has been replaced by a flashing white light

every three seconds.

Remarks.-^The, lighthouse is a white, square, wooden tower; the
remaining details of the light are similar to those of the
former light,

Chart No, 1280, China 5, p. 660.
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No. 636.

—

Ping Yang Inlet- -Buoy Withdrawn.
Posit ion.—On 4J-fathom shoal, situated at a distance of 7^ cables, 50°

(N. 65° E. Mag.), from Chan to lighthouse.
Lat. 38° 41^' N., long. 125° 7f' E.

Descriptton.~A conical buoy, painted in red and black horizontal bands
and surmounted by a ball.

Chart No. 1656. China 5, p. 584.

No. 687.—Kyau Chau Bay—Tai Kung Tau—Fog-stgnal
Established.

Position.—Near the site of the lighthouse.
Description.—An explosive fog-signal giving two reports in quick

succession every ten minutes-.
Remarks.—If vessels making fog-signals are heard in the vicinity the

fog-signal will consist of two reporte in quick succession
every five minutes.

Chart No. 857

.

China 5 , p . 4 1 1

.

No. 846.

—

Saddle Islands—Submarine Bell-buoy Withdrawn.

Position.—L&t. 30° 52' 25" N., long. 122° 40' 00" E., on chart
No. 1602.

Description.—A buoy with submarine bell giving one double stroke
every four seconds.

Chart No. 1602. China 5, p. 345.

No. 899.

—

Ching Wang Tao Approach—Wreck of Seiun Maru —
Amended Position.

Former Notice.—No. 381 of 1913.

Amended position.—At a distance of 3 miles, 63^^ cables, 169° (S. 7° E:
Mag), from Ching wang tao lighthouse.

Lat. 39° 51f ' N., long 119° 38f ' E.
Rem,arks.—The note " Position approximate," which had been placed

on the charts against the above wreck, has been ex-

punged.
Chart No. 3378. China 5, p. 510.

No. 900.

—

Tsingtau—^Further Information with Eegard to

Wireless Telegraph Service.

Former Notice.—No. 75 of 1913.

Detaih.—The weather reports made in connection with the news service

will henceforward be made daily at 2.30 p.m. and
1.30 a.m., standard time, corresponding to 18h. 30m. and
5h. 30m. Greenwich Astronomical Mean Time. All other

information contained in the former Notice quoted above

Bfcill holds good,
China 5, p. 422.
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No. 901.—TsiNGTAXJ Wireless Time Signals—Alteration in Time

OF Sending and Method op Transmission.

F >rmer Notice.—No. 76 of 1913.
/-"osiVion.—Wireless station, lat. 36° 04' N., long. 120° 19^' E.
Details.—The Tsingtau Wireless Time Signals have been altered. The

new signals will be sent with a uniform wave length of

1 ,250 metres, the dashes will be of about 1 second and the
dots of about \ second duration, each sign being separated
from the one which immediately follows in the same group
by an interval of about 1 second duration. {See diagram
attached to Notice No. 874 of 1913.)
The Time Signals will be made at Noon and 8 p.m.

Standard Mean Time, corresponding to 16h. and Noon
Greenwich Astronomical Mean Time, as follows:—

Preparative signal.—A series of the letter " X " of the Morse alphabet

from 15h. 57m. Os. to 15h. 57m. 50s. and from
23h. 57m. Os. to 23h. 57m. 50s., followed by
three dashes ending at 15h. 58m. Os. and
23h. 58m. Os.

First series of time S'ignals.—^Commencing at 15h. 58m. 8s. and
23h. 58m. 8s., the letter " N " of the

Morse alphabet, repeated every 10

seconds, the dot being made at each

even 10 seconds, followed by three

dashes ending at 15h. 59m. 00s. and
23h. 59m. 00s.

Second series of time siqnals.—Commencing at 15h. 59m. 68. and
23h. 59m. 6s., the letter " G " of the

Morse alphabet, repeated every 10

seconds, the dot being made at each

even 10 seconds; followed by three

dashes enAvag at 16h. 00m. 00s., and
Noon 00m. 00s.

The diagram attached to Notice No.

874 of 1913 represents graphically

the foregoing system.

Remarks.—In the case of irregularities in the signals, the procedure

will be as hitherto.

The Note on chart No. 857 has been amended and now reads
:

—
" The Time Ball is drofped nt Noon, Standard Mean Time,

corresponding to 16h. Om. Os. Greenwich Mean time. A Wireless

Time Signal i» also made from THedrirh's Bill at Noon and, 8 p.m..

Standard Mean Time, corresponding to lOh. and Noon G.M.T."

Chart No. 857. China 5, p. 421.

No. 949.

—

Ke-lung Habbour—Alteration in Light.

Poititinn —On Banjintai bi, in the position of the present fixed light

which it replaces, lat. 25° 09J' N., long. 121° 44J' E.

Alteration.—From- a fixed white with red sector to a group flashing

white light, showing a group of three flashes every five

seconds, thus:—
3 flashes, eclipse.

2 sees, 3 sees,

Sk





Visibility.—17 miles.

Arc of visibility.—'From 150° {8. 29° /'J. M<t<j.), througli south aud
west, to 347° {N . 12 W. Mug.), obscured else-

where.
Order.—5th.

Power.—1,200 candles.

Eemarks.—The remaining details are unchanged
Chart No. 2618. China 5, p. 230.

No. 1027.—-LiAu River—(1) Alteeation in Position of

Middle Buoy.

Position.—At a distance of half a cable, 130° (S. If6° E. Mag.), from its

present position.

Lat. 40° 36' 30" N., long. 122° 04' 58" E.
DescriiHion.—Black conical buoy with a diamond topmark.

(2) Buoy Established.

Position.—At a distance of 1 cable, 119° {S. 66° E. Mag.), from the

position of the Fairway buoy, which has been withdrawn.
Lat. 40° 37' 32" N., long. 122° 07' 05" E.

Description.—" Inner buoy," a black conical buoy with ball topmark.
Note.—The above positions are taken from chart No. 2991.

Chart No. 2991. China 5, p. 524.

No. 1036.

—

Shaweishan Island Light—Alteration in Character.

Position.—La,t. 31° 25^' N., long. 122° 14^' E.

Details.—The white occulting light has been replaced by a group flash-

ing white light showing a group of two short flashes every

fifteen seconds, and having a power of 400,000 candles.

The remaining details of the light are similar to those of the

former light.

Chart No. 1602. China 5, p. 387.

No. 1067.

—

Taku Bar—Leading Lights Established.

Former Notice.—No. 235 of 1913.

Position (a).—On the line of the existing temporary leading beacons

at a distance of 8^ cables, 232° (S. 66° W. Mag.),

from Spit light-boat.

Description.—A black beacon surmounted by a spherical cage, and
exhibiting a fixed white light.

Elevation.—47 feet.

Position (b).—At a distance of 8,25- cables, 274° (N. 82° W. Mag.),

from the above position.

Description.—A black beacon surmounted by a spherical cage and
exhibiting a fixed white light.

Elevation.—68 feet.

Eemarks.—The two temporary leading beacons described in the former

Notice quoted above have been removed.

The Note on the leading line should be altered to read
" Lights in line."

Chart No. 2653. China 5, p. 495.
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No. 1082.

—

Ping Yang Inlet—Altekation in Position of Euov.

Position.~At a distance of 4J cables, 259° {S. 85° W. May.), from its

'former position, and % miles, 64° {N .
70° E. May.),

from Sister island light.

Description.—A black conical buoy with a cylindrical topmark.

Chart No. 1656. '. China 5, p. 584.

No. 1130.—Tamsui Habboue Approach—Buoy Eemoved.

Fosiiion.—At a distance of 19| cables, 260° (S. 81° W. May.), from
the centre of Tamsui old fort.

Description.—A red conical buoy surmounted by a triangle.

Chart No. 2376. ' China 5, p. 224.

No. 1346.-^Banjintai Bi Light—Existence of Red Sectob.

Former Notice.—No. 949 of 1913.

Sectors.—The light shows as follows :—

?

White from 150° (S. 29° E. May.) to 181° (S. 2° W. Mag.).
Red thencas to 187° {S. 8° W. May.).
White thence, through west, to 347° (#. 12° W. May.).

Chart No. 2618. China 5, p. 230.

No. 1348.

—

.Taktj Bar—(1) Alteeation in Position of Inner

Leading BeaconS'.

(a) Front light-beacon

:

New position.—At a distance of one cable, south-eastward from
former position, and U-^ cables^ 186° (S. 10° W.
Mag.), from the Cavalier at North fort.

Lat. 38° 58' N., long. 117° 43' E.

Description.—As given in tie List of Lights.

(b) Rear.Hghfc-bpacon:
Position.—At k'Aktance of 3^ cables, 283° (N. 73° W. Mag.); from

' ,the front light.

Description.—As given in the List of Lights.

Remarks.—The beacons and lights are in line when bearing 283°

{N. 7S°- W. Mag.).

(2) Alteration in Position of Bab Light-boat.

New padtioh .—At a distance of 5 cables, 96° {S. 80° E . Mag.), from
former position.

Description.—As given in the List of Lights.

(3) Buoy Withdrawn.

Position.—At a distance of 13| cables, westward, from former position
of Bar-light boat.

Description

.

—rinner buoy (red conical).

Chart No. 2653.
_

China 5, p. 495.
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No. 1380.

—

Sabo sho.—Light Established.

Position.—L&t. 23° 32' 10" N., long. 119° 43' 20" E., on chart No.
1961.

De-tails :
—

Character.—A group flashing light with white and red sectors, show-
ing a group of two flashesi every six seconds, thus

:

2 Flashes, eclipse,

1 sec. 5 sees.

Elevation.—79 feet.

Visihility.—14 miles.

Sectors.—Red from 28° {N . 29° E. Mag.), through east and south,
to 198 ° {S. 19° W. Mag.).
White thenoe, through west, to 327° {N .

32° W. Mag.).
Bed thenoe, over Rokushaku sho, to 333° (N.. 26° W.

Mag).
White thenoe, thiough north, to 28° (N. 29° E. Mag.).

Order.—4th.
Power.—1,000 candles.

Structure.—Octagonal tower, painted in black and red bands, 36
feet in height to centre of lantern.

Bemarks.—The light is unwatched.

Chart No. 1961. China 5, p. 133.

No. 1476.

—

South San shan tatj—Occasional Fog-signal

Established.

Tositioth.—At lighthouse.

Description.—^A gun fired twice, with an interval of three minutes
between the reports, in answer to a vesBel's fog-signals.

Should the vessel's signals continue to be heard, the
firing will be repeated as abov© after an interval of

ten minutes.

Chart No. 3694. China 5, p. 554.

No. 1515.

—

Bate (Chuja) Group—Rock Reported Southward of.

Position.—Lat. 33° 48' 00" N., long. 126° 19' 32" E., on chart No.
3365.

Depth.—3| fathoms.
Memarks.—This rock is now known as " Nakano rock," and this namo

has been placed on charts Nos. 3365 and 104.

The name " Chuja" ha-s been placed on charts after the

name " Bate."

Chart No. 3365. China 5, p. 654.

No. 1552.

—

Bate (Chuja) Group—Rock Reported Southward op

Position.—At a distance of 7 cables, 128° {S. ^8° E. Mag.), from Nine--

pin rock.

Lat. 33° 51' 50" N., long. 126° 19' 00" E., on chart No.
3365.

DepUi.—6 fathoms.

Chart No. 3365. China 5, p. 655.
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No. 1557.-^TsiNGTA.u Approach—Amended Depth Oveb Kock.

Position.—At a distance of 7| cables 144° {S. S2° E. Mag.), from
Arkona island lightliouBe.

Lat. 36°
2i' N., long. 120° 19^' E.

Depth.—3J fathoms^ instead of 4| fatGioms as now s'hown on the charts.

Chart No. 857.
~

China 5, p. 413.

No. 1714.

—

Shaweishan Island—Fog-signal Established.

Description.—A siren, giving a group of three blasts every ninety
seconds, thus :

—
Blast, sileut, blast, silent, blast, silent.

2^ sees. 3 sees. 2J sees. 3 sees. 2i sees. 7tiJ sees.

Bemarks.—To the southward, the intensity of thei sound of the siren ia

lessened owing to it being obstructed by the high part of

the island.

Note.—The occasional fog-gun signal has been discontinued.

Chart No. 1602. China 5, p. 381.

No. 1784.—TsiNGTAtr Approach—Buoy Established.

Pormer Notice.—No. 1557 of 1913.

Position.—On 3|-fathom shoal, at a distance of 7f cables, 144° (S. 3'2°

E . Mag.), from Arkona lighthouse.

Lat. 36° 2|' N., long. 120° 19|' E.
Description.—-A black and white horizontally-striped buoy with drum

topmark, marked "T.U."
Chart No. 857. China 5, p. 413.

No. 1791.—TsuNG Ming Crossing—Alterations in Buoyage.

(a) First Croeauig buoy :

New position.—In a depth of 17 feet, at a distance of 3^ cables,

south-westward from former position, and 3

miles and 6^ cables, 252° (S. 75° W. Mag.),
from Dumb beacon.

Lat. 31° 30' 06" N., long. 121° 31' 52" E.

Description.—A black can-buoy with black cage.

(6) Second Crossing light-buoy :

New position.—In a depth of 19 feet, at a distance of 1;^ cables,

southward from former position, and 4^ miles,

257° {S. 80° W. Mag.), from Dumb beacon.

Lat. 31° 30' 17" N., long. 121° 31' 03" E.

Description.—Light-buoy, painted red, exhibiting an occulting

white light,

(c) West Spit light-buoy :

New position.—In a depth of 39 feet, at a distance of 13^ cables,

south-eastward from former position, and 2

miles, 41° (N. U° ^- Mag.), from Sloping

Clump.
Lat. 31° 28' 33" N., long. 121° 27' 30" E.

Description.—A light-buoy, painted in red aad black vertical

stripep, exhibiting an occulting white light.
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liemarks.—The positions! given above are tkoee on cbart No. 3585.

Caution.—The following cautjonary note Las been placed on tli&

charts:
—" The Tsung Ming crossing is in a condition of

rapid change, and the Buoys are moved as necessary to

meet such change."
Note.—The caution given on page 383 of the Pilot, should be altered

to read as follows :
—

" Caution.—Owing to the liability of the channel to rapid,

changes both asi regards the course of the channel and the
depth of water, heavy-draught vessels are recommended not
to use it without having previously asoertained from th»
Coast Inispeotor's Office, Shanghai, that it is safe to do so."

Chart 3585. China 5, p. 383.

No. 1871.

—

^Daiben kg—Reclamation Works in Progress.

F'mtion.—RaXbN^j pier-bead, lat. 38° 56' N., long. 121° 39J' E.
Details.—^Reclamation wtorks are in progress in the bight westward of

the Railway pier.

The outer end of the worksi is marked by a black conical

buoy carrying a red and white flag, which will be moved,

seaward as the works progre^.
y (ite.—A note to the above effect has been placed on the charts.

Chart 3694. China 5, p. 557.

No. 1893.

—

Shaweishan (North) Channel—Amendments to China.

Pilot, Vol. V.

Page 381.—After line 9, add "Caution—The re-sounding of the>

locality and the correction of the charts is lipt under-
taken with sufficient frequency to render safe the navi-

gation of this locality, except with an ample margin of
depth."

Pag© 387.

—

Cancel lines 8 to 13, inclusive, from bottom of page. The
tide-gauge does not exist and tidal signals are not made.

China 5, pp. 381, 387.

No. 1904.

—

Amoy Outer Harbour—Prohibited Anchorage.

i>c<a!7s.—Anchorage is prohibited eastward of the line of the beacons
situated close westward of the Telegraph station, on the
southern end of Kulangseu, in order to avoid fouling the
telegraph cables.

""Note.—A note to the above effect, and the line indicated by th©
beacons, 180° {S. 1° W. Mag.), from them, has been placed

on the charts.

Chart No. 1764. China 5, pp. Ill, 114.

No. 1983.—So o Wan—Light-Buoy Established.

I'ositinn.—On northern side of Serpent rock, at a distance of half a.

cable, 352° {N .
7° W. Mag.), from the centre of the rock.

Description.—^Black cylindrical light-buoy, exhibiting a flashing white

light every three seconds.

Eemarhs.—This buoy replaces the black conical buoy which formerly-

marked Serpent rock.

Chart 3658.
" China 5, p. 203.
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No. 1962.

—

Ryojum ko (Port Abthuk) Entrance—Wrecks
R:emoved.

Position.—Lighthouse, lat. 38° 47^' N., long. 121° 14|' E.

Bearing and distance

from lighthouse.

(a) 105° (70° E. Mag.), %^ cable,-.

(6) 116° {S. 59° E. Mag.), 5^ cables,

(c) 98° {S. 77° E. Mag.), 2^ cables.

{d) 115° (S. 60° E. Mag.), Z\ cables,

(e) 117° {S. 68° E. Mag.), 4 cables.

(/) 181° (S. 6° W. Mag.), 4^ cables.

Remarks.—^Wrecks (n), (6), (c) do not appear on some copies of the
undermentioned charts.

Chart 3763. Chioa 5, p. 546.

No. 1974.

—

Mtox to CSannel—Light Established.

Position.—On eastern extreme of Amutei do (South Twin).
Lat. 34° 52' 03" N., long. 126° 09' 25" E., on chart

No. 3365.

Details :
—

Character—A group flashing wJdte light showing a group of two
flashes everij six seconds, thus:—

2 flashes, eclipse.

IJ sees. 4^ sees.

Elevation.—118 feet.

Visibility.—12 miles, from 144° {S. 32° E. Mag.), through south, &c.,

to 339° {N. 17° W. Mag.).

Structure.—White tower, 23 feet in height to centre of lantern.

Bemarks.—The light is unwatched.

Jf^ote.—The arc of visibility of this light has not been placed on the

charts.

Chart 3365. China 5, p. 634.

No. 1975.—MoKPHO Approach—Megunyaguto (Washington

Strait)—Lights Established.

(1) Position.—On southern shore of strait, at western end of narrows.

Lat. 34° 34' 20" N., long. 126° 17' 55" B., on chart

No. 3365.

Details

:

Character.—A group flashing white light showing a group of two

flashes every six seconds, thus:—
2 flashes, eclipse.

1| sees. 4| sees.

Elevation.—54 feet.

Visibility.—I'i miles, from 118° {S. 58° E. Mag.), through south,

&c., to 322" (N. 3Jf° W. Mag.).

Structure.—White tower, 23 feet in height to centre of lantern.

Bemarks.—The light is unwatched.

j^ote. The arc of visibility of this light has not been placed on

the charts.
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(2) Position.—On Megunyaguto beacon.

Lat. 34° 33' 25" N., long. 126° 20' 50" E., on chart

No. 3365.
Details

:

Character.—^A flashing white light every three seconds.

Elevation.—37 feet.

Visibility.—11 miles.

Structure.—^Red tower.

Bemarhs.—The light is unwatched.

Chart 3365. China 5, p. 640.

No. 1997.—CniFU Harbour—Wreck Markkd by Buoy.

la) Wreck

:

Position.—At a distance of 2 miles and 1^ cables, 341° {N . 16° W

.

Mag.), from Tower hill lighthouse.

Lat. 37° 34' 58° N., long. 121° 22' 40° E., on chart

No. 1260.

Description.—Sunken wreck of the Japanese S.S. Nissin Maru, the

funnel of wbich is above water.

(6) Buoy:
Position.—On eastern side of wreck. '

Description.—^A green buoy marked " Wreck " in white.

Chart 1260. China 5, p. 465.
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